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Essays on Online Platform and Financial Decisions

Abstract
The chapters in this dissertation use online platform data to study the roles that information
plays in shaping financial decisions. In Chapter 1, I show evidence of frictions in the
information environment around early-stage investing, and study their impact on new
venture finance in the setting of a product launching online platform. In Chapter 2, we show
how data from online social networking services can help researchers better understand
the effects of social interactions on economic decision making. In Chapter 3, we measure
aggregate social networks at the U.S. county level and between U.S. counties and foreign
countries, and document their determinants, and impact on economic and innovation
outcomes.
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Chapter 1

Information Frictions in New Venture
Finance: Evidence from Product Hunt
Rankings1
1.1

Introduction

Venture capital facilitates cutting-edge innovation through funding startup companies with
the potential to generate a lasting impact on consumer welfare. Many of today’s large
influential public companies, such as Apple and Amazon, were initially backed by venture
capital. Venture capital investors help bring path-breaking technologies to the market and
contribute to decisions of entrepreneurial firms through guidance and monitoring (Gompers
and Lerner, 2004).
However, venture capitalists face complex information issues in their involvement with
early-stage companies, which have become more difficult over time. Given the uncertainty
around the quality of early-stage firms and the difficulty in tracking their progress, information acquisition is crucial to investors when it comes to evaluating these early-stage firms.
1 Particularly

indebted to my advisors Rembrand Koning and Ramana Nanda, without whom this chapter
could not have taken its current shape.
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The problem is relevant both in the venture capitalist’s ex-ante decision to invest in an
early-stage venture and in its ex-post action to monitor the venture after having committed
to an investment (Bernstein et al., 2016). Quantifying frictions in the information acquisition
process and identifying consequences of such frictions are particularly challenging, hence
past work on these issues have relied primarily on descriptive and correlational evidence
(Gompers, 1995; Bhidé, 2000; Hellmann and Puri, 2002, 2000; Gompers et al., 2005; Lerner
et al., 2018; Kerr et al., 2011; Hsu, 2004; Chemmanur et al., 2011).
This paper provides well-identified causal evidence that frictions in venture capitalists’
information acquisition process affect their funding decisions toward early-stage startups.
By leveraging features of the information environment of early-stage investors that induce
exogenous variations in startup product visibility and status, I document the consequence
of information frictions on early-stage VC funding decisions. While the primary focus of
past literature examining how VCs gather information has been post-investment, relatively
less is known about the pre-investment information acquisition process through which VCs
reach the decision of providing funding and value-add services to selected companies.
I identify the effects of information frictions on early-stage VCs’ funding decisions
by exploiting exogenous shifts to product information in a unique setting – an online
platform called Product Hunt which is widely used by investors for evaluating potential
deals. Abundant anecdotal evidence from conversations with practitioners and online news
articles suggests that startups signal high-rank status on Product Hunt to investors, and
that having a prominently featured product helps them attract early-stage VC funding (Fast
Company, 2014).
Recently, an increasing amount of startup activity due to lowering costs to experiment
with initial ideas has made it even more challenging for VCs to acquire information and
screen deals. In this context of limited investor attention, early-stage VCs may be affected
even more by the way in which information is presented. I explore these issues using
microdata from Product Hunt, a large online platform that crowdsources signals of product
traction from potential consumers on a daily basis. As a centralized information exchange
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on startups’ latest products, Product Hunt allows quick daily comparisons among launched
products by ranking them according to user upvotes. It provides readily available and easily
digestible information to VCs faced with an increasing number of potential investments.
I first document correlational evidence that being prominently featured on Product Hunt
is associated with strong improvement in startups’ subsequent funding outcomes. I focus
on the startups’ chance of obtaining early-stage VC funding, i.e. seed, convertible note, and
series A. Being top ranked predicts a much higher funding probability within the first 6
months of launching a product on Product Hunt. Conditional on being funded in the next
year, firms with more highly ranked products close deals at a faster pace, and obtain a larger
amount of investment led by more experienced VC firms. These findings are consistent
with anecdotal evidence arising from conversations with practitioners as well as online blog
posts and news articles (The Next Web, 2014; Pando Daily, 2014), which suggest that VC
investors source deals through Product Hunt. Despite these signals being potentially noisy,
investors still incorporate them in evaluating potential deals.
In addition to documenting a clear strong correlation between product rank and venture
capitalists’ funding decisions in the aftermath, I estimate the causal effect of product ranking
by exploiting exogenous shifts to daily product rank through two separate sources of
variation. First, startup firms launching products on Product Hunt cannot anticipate that a
major technology company such as Apple or Facebook will release new products around
the same time. These new products are often shared to Product Hunt feed concurrently
with an official announcement or major media coverage (e.g. a CNBC news article). These
unexpected high-impact product posts absorb upvoter attention and push down the rankings
of other products launched by startup firms because major tech firms’ products are almost
always highly upvoted and top-ranked. These top firms also have no incentive to release
products at a strategic time to cater specifically to the Product Hunt community.
The same intuition guides another identification approach, which relies on the fact that
Product Hunt staff move a non-trivial number of products from previous days into today’s
feed in an exogenous manner. When a larger number of products and higher-traction
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products are internally moved from previous days into today’s feed, the new products
launched today suffer a “crowding out” effect. The number of products moved and their
traction among upvoters vary over time. I calculate an instrument as the sum of “predicted
traction” of products moved into to today’s feed. “Predicted traction” measures the impact
of moving products more accurately than raw counts, since higher-impact products will
end up with a higher rank and affect a larger number of other products launched on the
same day.
Using these instrumental variable strategies, I estimate that when the average product’s
rank moves up by 1 place, the funding probability increases by 9.2% relative to a base rate
of 7.0% in the next 6 months. For example, if an average product (ranked 15th) moves up to
the 10th place, its chance of obtaining seed funding in the next 6 months increases from
the baseline of 7% to about 10%. These effects are quantitatively substantial, and show that
noisy signals from Product Hunt, despite being unrelated to characteristics of the products,
affect the VCs’ decisions to fund startups.
The effects of product ranks are especially pronounced among top-ranked products.
Companies launching products that end up obtaining an above-median ranking experience
changes in funding probability as the result of exogenous shifts to rankings by twice the
baseline effect. Similarly, daily top 5th and 25th percentile products are disproportionately
affected by 6.4 and 2.6 times the baseline effect respectively. As higher-ranked products
require more user upvotes to move up further in the ranking, the VCs update the funding
probabilities to a larger extent for each shift in rank accordingly.
In addition, improving product rank particularly affects startup firms that may face
greater barriers to accessing venture capital. The effect of product rank is twice as large for
startups founded by first-time entrepreneurs compared to experienced founders, and the
effects are mainly driven by firms located away from venture capital hotspots – San Francisco
Bay Area, New York City, and London. Product Hunt facilitates access to venture capital
among startups that may otherwise go unnoticed and gives them a chance to showcase
product traction by gaining a large number of community upvotes and becoming top-ranked.
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These results suggest that Product Hunt potentially helps bridge existent funding gaps
in early-stage venture capital, and facilitates access to capital especially among relatively
disadvantaged entrepreneurs who face greater challenging in obtaining the VCs’ attention
and backing.
Given that venture capitalists are more experienced at evaluating startups than an
average member of the Product Hunt community, it may be surprising that crowd signals
should have a significant effect on funding decisions. I develop a theoretical model of
early-stage VC decision making that grounds this effect in a signal acquisition and learning
framework (Jovanovic, 1982), in which VCs collect information about startup profitability
over time, and update beliefs about the distribution of returns from the investment. The
model mirrors frequently used early-stage venture valuation methods in practice, such as
step-up and risk mitigation. These methods involve making a checklist of milestones and
adding up dollar amounts at the completion of each milestone to reach a valuation.
The model predicts that crowd-sourced signals carry heterogeneous decision weights
when VCs make funding decisions for different types of start-ups. When VCs are ex-ante
less certain about the startup’s potential, e.g. when evaluating startups founded by first-time
entrepreneurs, or headquartered in a distant location, the added signal from Product Hunt
crowd is taken into consideration with a larger weight. The Product Hunt signal becomes
more relevant than usual when the VC investor is on the margin about whether to invest in
a firm, after having examined other factors such as having met with the team, in the due
diligence period.
This paper contributes to a few strands of research. First, it sheds light on the information
acquisition process of early-stage venture capital investors and adds to the understanding
of the determinants of their investment decisions (Shepherd, 1999; Kaplan and Strömberg,
2003; Kaplan et al., 2009; Gompers et al., 2016a; Bernstein et al., 2017). An experimental or
quasi-experimental setting is rare to come by in past research on this topic because it is hard
to investigate the causal role of information which may correlate with other factors that are
hard to separate without running an experiment. The paper presents causal evidence of the
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effect of information frictions on funding decisions among early-stage venture capitalists,
by exploiting exogenous variations in product ranks on a large online platform widely used
among technology startups and investors.
Second, this paper ties into a literature on the economic impact of online platforms.
A number of papers have shown that the increasing popularity of online platforms such
as Yelp (Luca, 2015, 2016), AirBnB (Proserpio and Zervas, 2017; Zervas et al., 2017) and
Google News (Athey et al., 2017; Jeon and Nasr, 2016) significantly impact people’s daily
consumption decisions through changing the way in which information is aggregated and
presented online, reducing the search cost for information and making direct comparisons
among alternatives easier. However, works that document similar designs of online markets
that shape financial investments have been rare. This paper describes how information
aggregation on Product Hunt influences investor behavior and provides empirical evidence
for the causal effect of information on this online platform on early-stage venture investments.
This is particularly relevant given the recent trend among early-stage VCs to experiment
with making small investments in the face of a large surge in early-stage startups seeking
money (Kerr et al., 2014; Kerr and Nanda, 2015; Ewens et al., 2018).
Third, from the entrepreneurs’ perspective, this paper relates to a literature on leveraging
the “crowd” to improve access to finance for early-stage ventures. While past literature
focuses specifically on the role of crowdfunding (Agrawal et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2017) in
democratizing access to capital among underrepresented founders (Mollick, 2013; Mollick
and Robb, 2016; Sorenson et al., 2016), and expanding the geographic reach of capital
(Sorenson et al., 2016; Agrawal et al., 2015), they have not touched on other innovative ways
in which designs of markets may utilize the “crowd” to open up funding opportunities to
founders who may face greater geographical frictions from being located far away from
where venture capital is concentrated. This paper puts forward a new empirical phenomenon
where entrepreneurs can tap into the power of the “crowd” to help obtain finance for their
startups. The paper shows that crowdsourced signals on Product Hunt particularly matters
for improving access to VC among geographically distant firms and founders.
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Fourth, the paper adds to a nascent literature on diversity in venture capital and
innovation (Gompers et al., 2016b; Gompers and Wang, 2017; Gompers et al., 2017). Lack
of diversity is evident in entrepreneurship and VC, which is attributed to homophily
between founders and VC investors in demographics, educational and work experience.
The opacity of early-stage VCs’ decisions as well as the limited information available for
evaluating pre-revenue businesses are reasons for basing deals on familiarity, connections,
and quantifiable signals such as founder credentials. This paper puts forth a specific channel
to bridge the funding gap, which particularly helps historically disadvantaged founders.
As investors are ex-ante more uncertain about these firms, Product Hunt generates signals
that help open up funding opportunities to these firms more than other firms. The findings
suggest that Product Hunt potentially improves inequality in access to venture funding, by
allowing relatively underrepresented firms and founders to show off their products, who
may otherwise lack an opportunity to get VCs’ attention due to lack of credentials such as
past entrepreneurial experience.
Finally, this paper introduces a novel data source on startup products potentially useful
for future research in entrepreneurship. While past research has relied primarily on traditional databases that collect information at a time lag (Baron and Hannan, 2002; Reuters,
2011), Product Hunt aggregates contemporaneous product offerings which allow researchers
to study up-to-date patterns of innovative activities among technology startups. As venture
capitalists and other investors observe most up-to-date information about these firms and
make investment decisions based on such information, measuring products contemporaneously captures the role of the “jockey” more accurately in measuring determinants to
venture capitalists’ decisions.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 1.2 introduces the data and
provides descriptive statistics. Section 1.3 explores the empirical approach to identify the
causal role of information frictions. Section 1.4 presents correlational and causal evidence
and discusses mechanisms. Section 1.5 grounds the empirical findings in a theoretical model
of VC information acquisition. Section 1.6 concludes with a discussion of potential future
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research directions.

1.2

Data and Measurement

This section describes the empirical setting and the measurement of key variables. The
primary data source is the online platform Product Hunt, and observed information includes
user activities and product launches. The empirical exercise in this paper covers historical
data up to March 2018, obtained by crawling Product Hunt’s developer API. Additional upto-date data can be acquired in a similar fashion for future research and robustness checks.
The key variable is the product’s daily ranking on the front page of Product Hunt, which
is used to identify information frictions in the empirical setting. I incorporate additional
information on characteristics of startup firms and key personnel from linking the data
sample to CrunchBase, and provide descriptive statistics on matched product-firm pairs.

1.2.1

Institutional Context

Founded in December 2013 as an online platform that aggregates latest technology products, Product Hunt has grown into a major outlet for launching new products among
entrepreneurs in the tech industry. Both startups and FAGMA companies actively announce
product releases on Product Hunt concurrently with official launches, and anecdotal evidence suggest seed VCs turn to Product Hunt for potential investments in early-stage
companies. Being a successful entrepreneurial company itself, Product Hunt was awarded
“Best New Startup” of 2014 by TechCrunch, and secured a series A round of funding led by
Andreessen Horowitz. More recently in December 2016, AngelList acquired Product Hunt
for $20 million, which tightens its connection with angel investors and seed VCs who look
at the platform to evaluate startup companies’ product traction among consumers. Several
of Product Hunt’s early employees and key members (e.g. Niv Dror and Erik Torenberg)
have gone on to start their own venture funds.
Product Hunt generates up-to-date information about startup products, crowdsourced
from thousands of active community members. The platform currently has over a million
8

Figure 1.1: Product Launch Example: Square Installments

users and more than 80 daily product submissions. Figure 1.1 is an example of a recent
product launch on October 4, 2018 – Square Installments, around the same time as Square
announces the new release on its own official website. The information generated on
Product Hunt include both product introduction and user engagement with posted products
through upvotes and comments. Startups often launch on Product Hunt as a crucial strategy
to connect with potential consumers, and to gain traction among investors. Subsections 1.2.1
and 1.2.1 delve into the types of launched products, as well as characteristics of users who
are active on the platform and contribute to promoting these products.
Products
On a daily basis, products are submitted by “hunters” who are either part of the product
team, or influencers invited by the product makers to launch on behalf of the team. Product
Hunt gives particular visibility to the popular products, both by selecting products that
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Figure 1.2: Product Launch Timing

seem to have the largest amount of user traction to “feature” on a daily front page ranking
feed, and by ranking products according to user traction once they are on the front page.
Appendix A.1.1 discusses details of product launching and featuring.
Companies often launch on Product Hunt when they are young firms, have often not
generated sales yet and are seeking early-stage capital. A crucial question in understanding
the firms’ product strategy is to ask at what time they tend to launch on Product Hunt, both
in terms of the stage of the company, and in terms of the timing of the launch to attract
the largest amount of user attention and to establish the best initial reputation. Figure 1.2
shows the timing distribution – kernel density estimates of the distribution of startup age at
the time that they launch on Product Hunt in subfigure (A), and launch time of the day in
subfigure (B) for overall products and “featured” products separately.
The majority of the paper focuses on “featured” products, which pass a minimal threshold for user traction and verified as genuine products. These products are predominantly in
the technology sector, 92% of which tag the “Tech” topic in the product posts. Apart from
the “Tech” topic label, Figure 1.3(A) shows the most frequent tagged topics among featured
products. The three most common topics are web apps, iPhone apps, and productivity tools,
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Figure 1.3: Product Topic and Company Category Group Distribution

each covering more than 15% of “featured” products. I also determine the category groups
associated with the startups that launched these products by matching them to CrunchBase
company profiles. Figure 1.3(B) shows that these startups are heavily concentrated in
software and IT-related categories.
To get a sense of the geographic reach of the platform, Figure 1.4(A) presents the
distribution of startups’ headquarter locations. The vast majority of 91.6% of startups
covered by the Product Hunt matched sample are headquartered in North America or
Europe. Among these startups in North America and Europe, about 33.6% are inside a
venture capital hub region – San Francisco Bay Area, New York City, Boston, and London2 ,
as shown by Figure 1.4(B). A substantial amount of activity on Product Hunt are contributed
by startups not located in one of the VC hub regions, showing that the influence of the
online platform can extend beyond geographic boundaries.
2 Venture

capital hub regions are defined as top destinations of early-stage venture capital funding (seed,
convertible note, and venture round series A) that account for over 50% of deal value since 2015 (and until late
2018). These top regions are San Francisco Bay Area, Beijing, Shanghai, New York City, Boston, and London,
ordered by total value of investments.
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Figure 1.4: Geographic Distribution of Startups

Users
Product Hunt user base has grown since its founding in late 2013, as illustrated in Figure
1.5 in terms of both total users and active users who have engaged with the platform in
the last three months3 . These trends show the steady increase in Product Hunt’s influence
among potential consumers of tech products.
These users are primarily individuals who hold jobs in the tech sector. A non-trivial portion of these users are themselves entrepreneurs and senior managers of startup companies.
Figure 1.6 suggests the most common occupations among the users, extracted from their
short bios (“headlines”) on the website4 . The prevalence of “developer”, “ceo”, “designer”,
“founder”, “engineer”, etc suggest widespread affiliation with the tech industry and startup
companies5 .
3 An active user submits, upvotes or comments at least once on a product, and account for about 10% of
overall registered users on average at any point in time.
4 Over 40% of the users have non-empty headlines which allow me to infer the occupations of these users. I
perform the standard text processing procedure on user headlines. This involves turning the text to lower case,
removing special characters and stop words (e.g. “the”) in standard NLP package dictionary. Figure 1.6 lists the
most common phrases (1- and 2-grams) in these headlines, ranked according to their relative frequency.
5I

label users as entrepreneurs if they self-describe as ‘founder”, “co-founder”, or “entrepreneur”, startup
senior managers if they self-describe as “ceo”, “director”, “president”, “vice president”, “owner”, “vp”, “coo”,
“cfo”, “cmo”, or “cto”, and investors if their headlines contain “investor”, “investment”, “venture”, “capital”, or
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Figure 1.5: Growth of Product Hunt User Base (2014 – 2018)

Figure 1.6: Keywords in Headlines of Product Hunt Users
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Table 1.1: User Descriptive Statistics

Additional demographics of these users can be inferred from usernames and potentially
also their Twitter accounts. Table 1.1 shows basic descriptive statistics of active users,
focusing separately on the set of users who have upvoted featured products (N = 520, 707)
and users who have submitted products that become featured (N = 8, 835) from January
2015 to May 2018. The average hunter is more involved with the platform, and twice as
likely to be entrepreneurs as an average upvoter. About 28% upvoting users and a much
smaller fraction of only 12% product hunters are women6 .

1.2.2

Product Daily Rankings

Anecdotal evidence suggests that having a successful product launch on Product Hunt is
associated with higher ability to attract seed investments (The Next Web, 2014). I measure
launch success by products’ rankings on the launch day. When a product submitted to
Product Hunt gets sufficient initial traction, it becomes “featured” on the front page ranking
“fund”.
6 A majority of active users (71%) registered their Product Hunt profiles using real names, which allows for
determining demographic variables such as gender. I use Python package probablepeople to parse and classify
usernames appropriately into given name, surname, and corporate name, and genderize.io API to classify given
names into gender categories.
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feed and improves in its chance of reaching users and attracting upvotes. These user upvotes
then determine the product’s relative ranking among other products also launched on the
day.
Investors find the information on Product Hunt useful for screening potential investments
in early-stage companies, particularly due to the recent surge in venture activities that seek
initial funding (Fast Company, 2014). The product ranking feed operates on a daily basis,
and provides a quick run-down of top products in a condensed form. As a convenient
tool that can be accessed online from around the world, Product Hunt appeals to seed VCs
particularly for collecting product information on early-stage startups for which information
is scarce. Tapstack (formerly TapTalk) was selected by SV Angel for seed round funding
due to its successful launch on Product Hunt where it was ranked the second most upvoted
product on April 11, 2014 (Pando Daily, 2014). Product information on Product Hunt is
updated in a timely manner, which sometimes outpaces even major tech news outlets such
as HackerNews.
Both daily product ranking and up-to-date total upvotes are directly visible to potential
investors. There are a few advantages to using product rankings rather than total upvotes in
capturing the information environment around VC investors evaluating startups by looking
at Product Hunt. First, the relative position of products on the same day’s feed is a more
salient feature than total upvotes. Top-ranked products are more likely to catch investors’
attention. Also, investors may easily notice that ranks do not strictly reflect total upvotes,
and hence immediately infer that this is due to factors in the quality of upvotes and that rank
is a more accurate measure of traction that raw upvotes. Additionally, raw upvote counts
may reflect factors specific to the launch day, and hence upvotes on different days may
not be directly comparable. Relative rankings allow direct comparison between products
“featured” on the same day and hence viewed by overlapping users.
Second, rankings are prone to exogenous shocks which allow quantification of their
effects on startup outcomes. The effect of rankings can hence be isolated from endogenous
factors which determine user upvotes, through an exogenous change in the “context” of the
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relative position of a product among other products that happen to be featured on the same
day. Section 1.3 explains this approach in detail and discusses the exogenous variation in
relative ranks which allows the researcher to identify the causal effect of product rank.
I use product rank to be the signal for quantifying information frictions on Product Hunt.
To measure rank as a regressor, take note that rank is a discrete variable and the lowest
possible value is 1. Raising the product rank actually refers to a decrease in the numerical
value of the rank variable. In the rest of the paper, when an increase in rank is mentioned, it
always refers to improving the ranking or lowering the numerical value of the variable.

1.2.3

Descriptive Statistics

In order to obtain more detailed firm-level characteristics, I identify the startups that launch
“featured” products on Product Hunt and link them to CrunchBase company profiles. The
final sample consists of these matched startups that launched on Product Hunt between
January 2015 and March 2018. Detailed description of data construction steps leading to the
sample are in Appendix A.1.2.
Table 1.2 provides descriptive statistics of product posts in the sample. The top row
focuses on the main outcome variable of the empirical analysis – funding probability
measured in early-stage rounds (seed, convertible note, and venture round series A) closed
within 6 months of the product launch. The baseline funding probability is about 7.0%
across the sample. The rest of Table 1.2 describes characteristics of the product posts.
The average ranked product is 15th on the daily feed, and upvoted 142 times by the end
of the launch day. Users also engage actively with products by posting comments, and an
average featured product has about 16 comments that are Q&A regarding the product. Only
20% of the products were submitted by a product team member, while the rest were hunted
by external influencers. The hunters of featured products have a large number of following –
an average of 2,366 users follow an average hunter. A substantial fraction of these products
have iPhone (29%) and Android (15%) app versions. There is a fair amount of details to the
product posts, including images and videos attached to provide more context and visual
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Table 1.2: Product Post Descriptive Statistics

descriptions of the products. 27% of posted products were submitted on an earlier day and
moved by Product Hunt staff into the current day’s product ranking feed.

1.3

Identification Approach

This section covers the identification strategy for empirical analysis on the Product Hunt
product-firm matched sample in detail. First, I describe the measurement of product
rankings on Product Hunt. Then I discuss the issues around causally identifying the effect
of product rank on the underlying firm’s subsequent VC funding probability.
Rankings provide a particularly nice setting for capturing exogenous shocks to the
product’s status as the relative ranking depends not only on the product’s own upvotes
but also on its relative position in the context of all other launched products of the day. The
rankings are determined by up-to-date authentic user upvotes (excluding those classified as
fake upvotes) and timing of these upvotes. Although ranking continues to update based
on all present upvotes, the majority of upvoting activity occurs during the launch day, and
relative rankings tend to stabilize towards the end of the day. Occasionally, upvotes that
sporadically occur after the launch day will flip adjacent products’ ranks.
17

I do not observe the history or exact product rankings at each point in time. I observe
the current ranking of historically launched products, and for products launched a long
time (e.g. over a year) ago, this would not reflect the ranking of products when VCs were
checking out the products to decide on deals. I also observe the timing of each upvote, but
cannot distinguish between upvotes that count as authentic or classified as fake by Product
Hunt7 . I construct a “recovered” rank measure that captures the products’ order of total
upvotes by the end (11:59 PM PT) of the launch day.
There is measurement error in computed ranks due to unobserved factors such as spam
upvotes, but it should closely track the actual rank after the launch day with some noise.
Although I do not observe the actual end-of-launch-day ranks of all products historically, I
can retrieve the exact variable for recently launched products. Specifically, I scrape the ranks
of products launched only a few weeks prior to the present, and the rank of the scraped
products should not differ much from when the launch day ended and the information is
likely the same as that observed by early-stage VCs considering funding the firm.
Appendix Table A1 shows the accuracy in measuring rankings through computing
upvotes. In general, I do not observe the actual end-of-launch-day rank R since the current
ranking updates to reflect total up-to-date upvotes. However, if one assumes that the
amount of random noise in computed ranks should remain somewhat stable over time, I
can approximate the measurement error by focusing on a subsample of recently launched
products. To do so, I obtain the rankings of “featured” products launched in September
2018, which reflects total upvoting activity up to the time the data was scraped on the
evening of October 11, 2018. These scraped ranks are taken to be the accurate ranks R.
They are likely observed by early-stage VCs looking at Product Hunt to acquire information
about potential investments.
The following back-of-the-envelope calculation sheds light on the degree to which
mismeasuring the rank variable biases the OLS estimate toward zero. The downward bias
7 Factors considered to predict spam upvotes are internal information to which I do not have access, which
may include IP address of the registered the account, voting rings, and spikes in upvotes concentrated in a short
period of time.
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can be written as g =

1
1+su2 /sx2

where sx2 is the variance in the regressor, and su2 is the variance

of the measurement error contained in the observed noisy version of the regressor. The
mismeasured rank can be written as R̃ = R + u, where u ⇠ N (0, su2 ). Detailed upvote
information including timing of the upvotes is collected to compute R̃ (the noisy version of
the rankings). Then the measurement error is approximately the variance in R̃

R, which is

about 5.40 among “featured” products launched in September 2018. To the extent that this
is a usual time period with a similar amount of noise in “recovered” ranks compared to
historically launched products, this can be taken as an estimate for the overall magnitude
of su2 . The variance of the regressor R is sx2 ⇡ 72.45 in the set of September 2018 “featured”
products. Combining these estimates, the downward bias in the OLS estimate should be
g=

1
1+5.40/72.45

⇡ 0.93 due to noise in computed rank.

Another source of bias in the OLS estimate is that there are various unobserved factors
that influence both the product’s rank and the underlying startup’s funding outcome. A
number of factors determine user upvotes and hence a product’s daily rank, including the
day on which it is submitted and hence the set of products to compete with it for rank,
and the length of time that Product Hunt allows the product to be on the front page where
it gets the most exposure to user views which convert into upvotes. These factors have a
mixture of implications for the direction of omitted variable bias in the OLS estimate.
To provide an intuition for the direction of omitted variable bias, I explore whether user
upvotes indicate quality or noise of the products. Appendix Table A2 shows results from
regressing startups’ funding probability within the next 6 months on measures of product
traction among Product Hunt users (i.e. upvotes in the first hour of launching, and upvotes
by the end of the launch day). Columns 1 and 2 focus on “featured” products, and columns
3 and 4 focus on products that are not “featured” and hence do not enter the front page
to be ranked relative to one another. These results show a contrasting pattern between
“featured” (ranked) and “non-featured” (unranked) products. While the funding probability
is significantly positively associated with product traction (measured by taking the logarithm
of total upvotes) among “featured” and hence ranked products, the association is weakly
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negative among “non-featured” and hence unranked products. Among products that do
not get an entry ticket to the front page to compete for rank, a larger number of upvotes
predict a weakly negative change in subsequent venture capital funding probability.
This contrast suggests that user upvotes are noisy at best, and do not have signal value
for the firms’ ability to attract VC funding in the absence of the publicity effect from being
“featured” and ranked. The upvotes can even be a negative signal for firms’ ability to
attract VC funding since the coefficients on upvoter traction for the “non-featured” products
are negative albeit statistically insignificant. It is likely that firms can obtain a few extra
upvotes without putting much effort into the product itself or significantly altering firm
fundamentals. The firms that are less likely to attract VC funding absent Product Hunt may
try harder to gain upvotes, with the knowledge that these upvotes can potentially improve
their chance of becoming “featured” and more highly ranked, which may eventually result
in an improved chance of being funded.
Another reason that the upvotes can be negatively associated with the ability to attract
early-stage VC funding in the absence of a publicity effect is due to an internal feature of
Product Hunt. Product Hunt moves the official launch time of some “featured” posts’ to
give particular products more time and exposure on the front page where it is most likely
to get users’ attention. The decision to move a particular post depends on a few observed
factors as well as potentially unobserved factors correlated with the product’s inherent
quality and likelihood to obtain venture capital funding.
On average, moved posts may initially get less upvotes without Product Hunt’s help
extending their time of high exposure to user views on the front page feed. Figure 1.7(C)
shows the distribution of first-hour upvotes among moved posts and posts that are not
moved. Being moved is associated with less initial traction among users. On the other
hand, moved posts on average obtain more actual upvotes than posts that are not moved,
because they are allowed extra time on the product ranking feed and hence have larger
exposure to users, as Table 1.3 shows. Combining these observations suggests that omitted
variables in the OLS regression tend to induce a downward bias in the estimate of the
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Figure 1.7: Characteristics of Moved Posts

effect of product rank. Both measurement error in “recovered” ranks and the omission of
endogenous characteristics that affect product rank likely lead to an under-estimated OLS
effect size.
To provide identification for the effect of product rank on subsequent early-stage VC
funding, I use instrumental variable strategies that exploit two separate sources of exogenous variation in product rankings. The intuition behind these instruments relies on the
observation that particular high-impact launched posts shift down the current product’s
rank exogenously, without having any relationship to the current product’s fundamentals,
when they happen to be “featured” on the same day and dominate users’ attention. These
high-impact launches can be used as exogenous shocks to identify the effect of product
ranks.
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Table 1.3: Relationship Between Instrument and Launch Day Upvotes
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1.3.1

Product Releases of Large Companies

As Product Hunt is a crowdsourced community of enthusiasts of technology products, users
often submit the latest product releases, not only of their own products but also products
that are new on the market – which includes those that are prominently reported in the
news, which always happens when a large company announces a new product. The large
company releases are often “hunted” and shared to Product Hunt concurrently as media
outlets (e.g. CNBC, TechCrunch) report about the new product release. These “hunts” are
highly upvoted and obtain top-rank status.
For example, Google Pixel 3 is the latest phone by Google released on October 9, 2018.
A TechCrunch article covered the product release with a video introducing features of this
latest Google phone, and at the same time, TechRadar surfaced a detailed review on the
product specifics – which was immediately “hunted” and posted on Product Hunt’s daily
feed of “popular products” at around 9:22AM on the same day. It quickly rose to among
the most highly ranked products, and was upvoted 340 times by the end of launch day and
badged the “no. 2” product of the day. The only product that obtained more upvotes than
Google Pixel 3 on the day was a collection of design templates for startup landing pages
called Cruip – it was upvoted 800 times and became “no. 1” product of the day.
The exact dates of large companies’ product releases are unanticipated and unpredictable.
Other firms launching products on Product Hunt on a particular day cannot expect that
there will be a highly upvoted product release by a large company on the same day, and
hence cannot account for this in planning their launch. This worsens the ranking of startup
products – if they were launched on a day without clashing with large companies’ highly
upvoted products to compete for ranking, their daily rank will be higher.
An intuitive and simple instrumental variable follows this logic, which is defined as
unexpected product releases by large companies. This variable is calculated as the number
of large companies’ product releases that occur on a startup product’s launch day, after the
startup product was submitted. The criteria to determine large companies include being
founded before 2011 and headquartered in North America or Europe (where the majority of
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Product Hunt users are based), and having launched at least 7 “featured” products between
2015 and 2018. There are 29 companies that fulfill the criteria, which are the FAGMA
companies8 and a number of other prominent technology companies.9

1.3.2

Product Hunt Moved Posts

In a similar vein, other sources of exogenous variation can also shift down product ranking.
After a product is submitted to the platform, it sometimes gets to have a longer time on
the front page, when Product Hunt moves the product to also “feature” on the next day’s
front page. Figure 1.7(A) shows the proportion of “featured” products that land on the daily
launching feed on the same day as they were submitted, a day after they were submitted, or
later. About 92% of “featured” products either land on the daily feed of the day on which
they are submitted (61.6%) or the next day (30.2%), and Product Hunt controls the decision
of whether to move a product to be “featured” on a later day.
Two major reasons lead to moving posts. When a product is submitted relatively late
during the day, it is more likely to be moved to the next day’s feed. Figure 1.7(B) plots the
likelihood of being moved by the time of submitting the post. An increasing fraction of
products over time get moved to the next day. In Product Hunt’s official Medium blog, it is
stated that most products get featured by 11 am daily, and that products submitted after the
time will largely not be featured on the same day. Since the majority of products, conditional
on being “featured”, land on the daily feed the same day when they are submitted, in order
to maximize their time and exposure on the daily feed, startups typically get the “hunter”
to submit the product in the early morning – this maximizes their chance both of becoming
selected by Product Hunt to be “featured”, and of gaining user views of which a certain
fraction convert into upvotes. When a product is submitted relatively late, it may not get
enough exposure to users since user attention peak in the early morning, and hence Product
8 FAGMA

is the shorthand for Facebook, Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and Apple.

9 The

other companies that satisfy the definition include: LinkedIn, Dropbox, Twitter, YouTube, Uber,
Airbnb, Stripe, GitHub, Instagram, Spotify, HubSpot, Reddit, Square, Shopify, Buffer, Fitbit, Foursquare, GoPro,
GoSquared, IFTTT, Nest Labs, Sticker Mule, Twilio, and Zoho.
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Hunt is more likely to re-launch on the following day if the product is considered worthy of
being “featured”.
Products are also more likely to be moved if Product Hunt wants to “feature” them
but that the post did not initially attract much user attention. Sometimes the post may
need a bit more polishing to appear more compelling to users. Sometimes the post is
deemed worthy of being “featured” regardless of getting initially only a small number of
user upvotes. These posts typically get moved to re-launch on the next day, so that they
would get more exposure and publicity, and have already garnered some upvotes when
they show up on next day’s feed. Figure 1.7(C) shows the distribution of upvotes in the first
hour after submitting, separately for products that are not moved and products that are
moved into a future day. The moved products get relatively fewer upvotes initially than
products that stay on the same day as they are posted.
When a product is posted, users do not observe the time of product submission, but
only approximately the amount of time (in hours) that has elapsed since its official launch
time (which changed when Product Hunt moved the product). Neither do users observe
the reasons for particular products being moved. It is unlikely that they would be able to
know ahead of time how many posts and which ones Product Hunt will move from the day
before into today’s product feed. Also, given that startups usually plan the Product Hunt
launch in advance, they are unlikely to postpone launching due to these subtle factors that
are difficult to pin down or exactly quantify.
Similarly to large firms’ product announcements, these moved posts shift down rankings
of products on the current day’s product feed. The products that are moved from past days
have already garnered some upvotes, and start out with a larger number of upvotes when
they are re-launched. As a result, they will have a slight advantage over products that are
submitted and “featured” on the same day in the ranking competition. If more posts are
moved into today’s product feed, the products will be pushed down further in rankings.
When higher-traction products are moved into the current day’s ranking feed, the overall
rankings of products should be shifted down even more.
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1.3.3

Traction-Weighted Moved Posts

The instrumental variables are based on exogenous shifts to product ranks uncorrelated
with product quality or other characteristics of the startup company. The intuition for this
identification strategy is similar to that which motivates motion picture producers to decide
timing of their latest movie releases – when another blockbuster is released around the
same time, it tends to absorb consumer attention and crowd out attendance, and hence
have a large impact on the box office revenue independent of quality. Similarly, unexpected
launches of large companies tend to overshadow startup products and thwart their chances
of being top-ranked.
Differentiating post “traction” depends on the fact that certain characteristics of the
product post are systematically associated with a higher likelihood to attract user upvotes.
Since users’ actual upvotes on competing products are likely endogenous (e.g. since upvoters
on products launched on the same day or consecutive days may share the same user base
since there is some continuity in users’ engagement on Product Hunt), I cannot use the
actual number of upvotes to measure “traction” of moved posts. Therefore, I construct
the “traction” measure as a variable “purged” of endogenous factors associated with actual
user upvotes but still able to retain information about the post’s potential attractiveness to
upvotes.
To do this, I use a Poisson model to predict the number of upvotes that a product gets at
the end of the launch day. Since upvotes on a product are count data (non-negative and
discrete), and that end of launch day upvotes on products follow a power-law distribution,
the Poisson model is the natural choice for predicting this variable. Inputs to the model
include a wide range of post characteristics, including submit time, product characteristics
such as topics, hunter’s past activities, headline keywords, and gender, etc. The model also
takes into account the number of total posts submitted on the day. I augment the data size
by including also “non-featured” posts into the training data, presuming that characteristics
of the post determine the upvotes similarly for “featured” and “non-featured” posts but
that being “featured” itself is associated with a significant boost in user views and hence
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more upvotes. Including the “non-featured” posts triples the size of the training data, and
the “featured” status is also an input variable.
Appendix Table A3 lists key determinants (a subset of variables that are picked to
have non-zero coefficient by the regularization) of the outcome variable and the associated
coefficients, as well as the optimal regularization parameter, from three sets of training data
split by year. Column 1, 2, 3, and 4 report coefficients using training data of posts submitted
in 2013 – 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 respectively. I then use the trained models to predict
the end-of-launch-day upvotes for all posts submitted in the subsequent year. For example,
I use the model trained on 2013 – 2014 data to predict the end-of-launch-day upvotes of
posts submitted in 2015.
The sum of predicted “traction” of moved posts into a particular day (scaled down by
1,000 for ease of presentation) constitute the instrument for products submitted on that day.
Variation in the instrument is at the daily level. The main idea for the instrument is similar
to that in Fedyk (2017), which estimates the impact of being presented on the front page
on subsequent stock price and trading volume for a subset of Bloomberg news, which are
sometimes given a slot on the front page and sometimes not, depending on the volume
of “primary important” articles that always get put on the front page which exogenously
absorbs available spots for those “secondary important” articles released around the same
time. Similarly, in the case of Product Hunt, products from past days are exogenously
moved into the current day, shifting down ranks of products “featured” on this day, and
that higher predicted “traction” of these moved products affect rankings of current day
launched products to a larger extent.
To sum up the above in an equation, the main instrument used for identifying the impact
of an exogenous shift to product ranking is the weighted sum of moved posts, with weights
equal to predicted post “traction” that isolates components about the potential for a post to
attract user upvotes which isolates any endogenous factors.

TractionWeightedMovedPostst =

Â Q̂(x j )

j2Pt
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(1.1)

Figure 1.8: Daily Variation in Traction-Weighted Moved Posts and First Stage Relationship

Where the instrument for date t is calculated based on predicted quality Q̂(·) as a
function of characteristics of each product j submitted before date t but moved into date t
to be “featured” (i.e. in the set of posts Pt ). Figure 1.8(A) plots daily variation in tractionweighted moved posts, while figure 1.8(B) shows the first stage relationship between the
instrument and product rank and reports an F-statistic of . There is a fair amount of
variation in the instrument. The first stage strength is sufficiently large to use in an IV/2SLS
regression setting, where the F-statistic is much larger than 10.

1.3.4

Concerns to Identification

Exclusion restriction for the instruments described in the last section requires that the
exogenous shift in ranking be induced by shocks uncorrelated with product launch characteristics and user upvoting toward the launched product. Indeed, this is satisfied for both
unanticipated large firms’ product announcements and posts moved by Product Hunt’s
internal decision into today’s feed, because of the following two reasons. First, the current
product’s makers or hunter do not have any control over these events, who are obviously
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too small to influence either large firms or Product Hunt’s decision regarding other posts.
Second, these events occurring cannot possibly depend on the current product’s launch
since these are actions made before the current product is submitted and that what people
decided to do in the past cannot be affected by what will happen in the future which is
unknown.
One potential caveat to this approach is that the “hunter” may time strategically and
avoid days on which many successful products moved from past days clutter today’s ranking
feed. Hence the firms that post on days when a large number of products were moved from
the day before may be systematically different. However, this is not very likely since product
teams plan the launching of the product ahead of time, and have all the information ready
at the planned day of launch including inviting the hunter (who is usually not part of the
product team but rather an influencer with large following on Product Hunt) to post on
their behalf at the exact time as planned. To further expel the possibility that the instrument
drives product companies’ launch timing efforts, I conduct two robustness checks. The first
robustness check restricts the sample to “involuntary launches”, where an external hunter
submits the product without informing the product team (no makers tagged). The second
robustness check restricts the sample to products submitted before 1 AM on the launch day,
when there is large room for uncertainty over the eventual crowdedness of the ranking feed,
and companies are unlikely to be effective in their timing efforts.
Another potential problem is that the downward shift in product rank may directly lead
to less user attention and hence fewer upvotes. If this were the case, it would be unclear
if any effect that appears to be associated with the product’s rank were actually due to
a decrease in the number of user upvotes. To address this, I include a robustness check
that estimates the effect of the exogenous component of the shift in ranks (induced by
traction-weighted moved posts) on the number of upvotes on the product.
Another set of robustness checks relate to ensuring that the instruments are not correlated
with firm fundamentals prior to launching its product on Product Hunt. This includes
placebo tests where the outcome variable is an ex-ante characteristic that is typically
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correlated with the startup’s access to venture funding, such as whether the startup had
been funded in the past, the age of the startup at the time of the launch, and whether the
startup is located in a venture capital hub region.
These robustness checks, however, cannot rule out the possibility that shifts to ranking
also affect post-launch profitability of the startup company through affecting product
demand and consumer perception. Hence product ranks may only indirectly impact the
company’s ability to secure funding through altering these fundamentals. In order to
distinguish the findings from this alternative mechanism, additional data is required to
measure changes in these company fundamentals over time. Such data, however, is not
easily available and will demand further work.

1.4

Empirical Results

This section outlines empirical findings of the presence and magnitude of information
frictions in early-stage venture financing, through exploring institutional settings of Product
Hunt as a source of information for potential investors that focus on early-stage investment
opportunities. I start by showing correlational evidence that product ranks are positively
associated with startups subsequently getting seed funding, speed to closing deals, lead
investor prestige, and amount of funding secured. I then present main results on the effect
of shifting product ranks on startups’ chance of getting funding within 6 months. These
effects are driven by early-stage funding rounds, i.e. seed, convertible note, and venture
round series A, and they do not hold for later-stage venture rounds.
These findings suggest that investors put weight on the signal from product daily ranks
generated for startup companies launching on Product Hunt. Further evidence to the
information channel is explored through examining the differential effects of these product
ranks when such information is more or less valuable. First, investors seem to put more
weight on the ranking signal when the competition for ranking is more intense. When
a product is ranked in a particularly high position, shifting down its ranking affects the
funding probability to a disproportionately larger extent. In addition, more users are active
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and a larger number of products are featured on weekdays compared to weekends, and
hence one may expect that the investors should derive more information from rankings on
weekdays than weekends, which indeed appears to be the case empirically. Similarly, when
a larger number of products are featured on a weekday, the effect of product rank is also
stronger compared to when fewer products are featured on the day.
The product ranks have differential effects on funding depending on the type of the
launching firm. This is explained by investors’ information acquisition incentives when
evaluating potential investments with different degrees of ex-ante uncertainty. These
empirical findings have additional implications for the role that Product Hunt plays in
facilitating access to venture capital.
The last result addresses the overall impact of the Product Hunt platform on startups’
access to early funding, by examining within-founder effects of launching products on
Product Hunt. Within the same founder, launching on Product Hunt improves the chance of
getting early-stage funding within 24 months of founding by 25%, and more than doubles
the funding amount obtained conditional on being funded.
These results are robust to controlling for observable product, startup and founder
characteristics. The shifts to ranks which identify the exogenous effects of information do
not affect user upvotes, nor are they correlated with ex-ante startup characteristics that
directly associate with startups’ ability to access venture funding prior to launching on
Product Hunt.

1.4.1

Correlational Evidence

I show patterns of correlations between product daily ranks and access to early rounds of
venture funding after the product launch. Figure 1.9(A) shows that the average funding
probability within 6 months of the launch declines from each rank bucket to the lower
next, for products ranked 1 – 5, 6 – 15, 15 – 30, and below 30. Figure 1.9(B)-(D) shows that
conditional on getting early-stage funding within 12 months of the launch, a higher product
rank is associated with positive outcomes of funding specifics, such as having less delay in
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Figure 1.9: Correlations Between Product Rank and Early-Stage VC Funding

getting access to funding, having the investment led by more experienced VCs, as well as
securing a larger amount of funding.
These correlational patterns do not rule out endogeneity of product daily rankings. They
provide legitimate ground for suspecting a causal relationship between product ranks and
subsequent funding, which merits further exploration. Section 1.4.2 discusses results based
on identifying a causal effect of ranks through sources of exogenous shifts to ranks that are
uncorrelated with product quality or startup characteristics.
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1.4.2

Main Results

The regression sample includes startup companies10 that have launched products on Product
Hunt between January 2015 and March 2018 and can be linked to CrunchBase company
profiles, which consists of 7,456 matched product-firm pairs. The average startup in the
sample has a 7.0% probability of obtaining early-stage funding within 6 months of the
product launch. The number of featured products on a day typically ranges between 10 and
40, and an average product is ranked 15th of the day.
Table 1.4 reports the effect of product daily rank on startups’ early-stage funding in the
next 6 months. When a product is shifted down by 1 rank, its subsequent chance of getting
funded worsens by 0.6

0.7 percentage points, which is also about a 9.2% decline from

the baseline probability of 7.0%. These effects are for early-stage funding including seed
round, convertible note round, and venture round series A. These estimates suggest that if
an average product ranked 15th moves up to the 10th place, its probability of being funded
improves from the base rate of 7% to about 10%.
These results rely on daily-level variation in traction-weighted posts moved as the
instrument to identify shifts to product rankings. All the regressions control for year-month
fixed effects and weekly cyclicality. The weekly cyclicality is important because there is
clearly cyclicality in the number of products featured on daily feed as well as the number
of actively upvoting users over the week. Year-month fixed effects control for unobserved
changes in Product Hunt’s internal rules and platform characteristics – e.g. number of
actively upvoting users as well as types of launched products. Across specifications in
Table 1.4, the first stage F-statistics are sufficiently large to rule out weak instruments.
Appendix Table A4 provides a similar set of results using an alternative instrument defined
by unexpected large company product releases.
Columns 5 and 6 suggest that the effects are not driven by startups attempting to time
10 These

startups include recently founded companies, and exclude any company that launched 32 or more
quarters since it was founded. CrunchBase data suggests that no more than 5% of early funding rounds occur
after this amount of time has elapsed, and hence suggests that investors should not react to these rankings for
products launched by older companies.
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Table 1.4: Effect of Product Daily Rank on Early-Stage Funding
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the launch to avoid days on which many high-traction products were internally moved from
past days. Since product ranks seem to causally affect funding probability even when the
product team has little or no ability to control the timing of the launch, these effects appear
robust to the strategic decisions of companies to time the launch. The larger coefficient in
column (6) and higher average rank of products in the corresponding subsample suggests
that these daily ranks may have a larger effect on higher-ranked products.
Table 1.5 explores this further by testing effect heterogeneity for top-ranked products.
Columns 1 and 2 shows effects of ranks when interacting with the dummy variable that
indicates whether a product is ranked in the top 50th percentile among all products featured
on the day. Similarly, columns 3 and 4 (columns 5 and 6) show these effects by interacting
rank with the dummy variable that indicates whether a product is ranked in the top 25th
(5th) percentile among all products featured on the day. The coefficients on the interaction
terms are positive, statistically significant, and increasing in the ranking percentile of the
product. For example, shifting down each rank of products ranked among the top 50th
percentile on a day leads to about 1.1 percentage point decrease in funding probability, which
is almost twice the baseline effect for an average product. Shifting down each rank affects
funding probability by 1.7 percentage points for top 25th percentile products (about 2.6
times the baseline effect), and by an even larger 4.1 percentage points for top 5th percentile
products (about 6.4 times the baseline effect). These results suggest that investors react more
to the information in the product rank signal when the product is in a top position on the
daily ranking feed.

1.4.3

Differential Effects by Daily Competition

If investors indeed treat Product Hunt rankings as signals to decide on investments, they
may realize that sometimes the signal contains more value than other times. As a result,
they may put more weight on the rank when they believe that it is a more credible and less
noisy signal. One way to test this is to distinguish days on which product ranks are more
informative, and when the products rise to the top ranks despite more competition on the
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Table 1.5: Differential Effects by Rank Position
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day.
Table 1.6 columns 1 and 2 look at the effects of product ranks on weekdays versus
weekends. A much smaller number of products are typically launched on weekends as in
Appendix Figure A.2(C), which suggest that it is easier to obtain top-rank status on the
weekends. On the other hand, fewer users are active on weekends compared to weekdays,
and hence the resulting rank from user upvotes may be somewhat more noisy on weekends.
The empirical results suggest that investors are more likely to derive information from the
rankings on weekdays (Monday through Friday), and the that raising each rank improves
funding probability significantly by about 0.77 percentage points which is slightly larger
than the baseline effect. For weekend launches, the product ranks have much more noisy
effects.
Table 1.6 columns 3 and 4 focus on the set of weekday launches, and splits the sample
according to the number of featured products on the day. When there are no more than 20
products featured on the day, the ranking feed is “short” and the viewer does not need to
scroll down and wait in order to see more products. The ranking feed is “long” when there
are more than 20 products featured on the day and hence more crowded and competition
for ranking should be more intense so that in order to rise to the top ranks, the product
needs to get a larger amount of user traction. The empirical results suggest that indeed the
effect of product ranks is larger and more significant on more competitive days, when the
products are ranked against a larger number of other featured items in the daily feed.
Together, these results suggest that investors react to information contained in product
rankings in a way consistent with rational behavior, where they put less weight on the signal
when it appears to be less valuable and more noisy. However, the main implications of these
results are that it is much harder for them to adjust to the fact that when the competition is
more intense on some days, a lower ranked product on that day might be more popular
than another product that appears to be ranked higher on a less competitive day.
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Table 1.6: Differential Effects by Competitiveness of the Day
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1.4.4

Differential Effects by Access to Venture Capital

Investors are more likely to put higher weight on the ranking signal, if they are evaluating
startups about which they have less information and are hence more uncertain. For these
startups, being top ranked at the product launch should matter more for them to obtain
funding. I explore the effect of product rank by splitting the sample of startup companies
by characteristics that correlate with their ex-ante ability to obtain venture capital funding.
These characteristics include the startup headquarter location (specifically, whether it is
located in a venture capital hub region11 ) and the founder’s past entrepreneurial experience.
Table 1.7 summarizes the sample splits for founder entrepreneurial experience and
headquarter location relative to VC hotspots, and shows the number of observations and
average funding rates of each group before and 6 months after launching a product on
Product Hunt. Each subsample has a sufficiently large number of observations. Firms
founded by first-time entrepreneurs are similar in terms of prior funding to firms founded
by serial entrepreneurs. However, despite the fact that serial entrepreneurs’ startups seem to
obtain higher rankings on average, the post-launch funding probability has improved more
for first-time founders (at 10%) compared to serial entrepreneurs (at 8.6%). For the sample
split on startup headquarter location, those startups located in a VC hotspot are both more
likely to have obtained funding before, and more likely to obtain funding in the 6 months
after the Product Hunt launch. However, products of startups headquartered outside VC
hotspots seem to have an on average similar amount of Product Hunt user upvotes.12
Investors may find it harder to evaluate startups located in a different area that requires
non-trivial travel time to reach. A majority of venture capital activity and VC firms are
concentrated in a few hotspots from which a large number of deals are generated. Startup
11 A

venture capital hub region is one of the top destinations worldwide of early rounds of venture funding
since 2015, which together account for over 50% of all funding activities during this time period. These regions
are San Francisco Bay Area, Beijing, Shanghai, New York City, Boston, and London, ordered by total value of
investments.
12 Note the sample size for splitting on founder characteristics is smaller because for founder profiles are
observed in CrunchBase for about 80% but not all of the recorded firms in the database, and also a few startups
do not report headquarter location.
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Table 1.7: Summary Statistics: Sample Splits by Ex-Ante Access to Venture Capital

firms also tend to choose these locations as their headquarters. However, startups that
locate outside of these VC hotspots may have a harder time reaching investors and remain
relatively opaque to investors due to geographical distance. Since these startups are harder
to value, and prior information about them may have a larger amount of uncertainty,
investors may rely more on crowd-signal publicly sourced from Product Hunt in evaluating
particularly those deals involving geographically distant startups. Table 1.8 columns 1 and
2 show the effects for the headquarter location sample split. The effect of product rank is
driven entirely by firms headquartered in locations where venture capital is less accessible,
outside venture capital hotspots.
Table 1.8 columns 3 and 4 show the effects for the founder experience sample split.
Shifting product rank up by 1 place leads to an increased probability of obtaining earlystage venture capital funding by 0.9 percentage points among startups founded by first-time
entrepreneurs. The size of the effect is half as large for firms founded by serial entrepreneurs
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Table 1.8: Differential Effects by Headquarter Location and Founder Experience
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and statistically insignificant. One piece of crucial information about the potential of an
entrepreneur is past experience. Investors may believe the performance will mirror track
record of the entrepreneur, and infer from their past experience about their future potential
(Gompers et al. (2010), Nanda et al. (2018)). The venture capitalist may put particular
emphasis on the quality of the founder team, and past entrepreneurial experience provides
reassurance about the founder’s ability to manage the company. When such credential does
not exist to evaluate the founder, investors may look to other external sources of proof such
as the crowd-signal of potential product demand generated through Product Hunt.

1.4.5

Robustness Checks

I rule out alternative mechanisms in which the shift to product rank affects other margins
that improve funding probabilities. For example, it may be that being ranked higher makes
the product more likely to be clicked on and viewed by users, which directly affect the
number of upvotes the product will get, and also change firm fundamentals by increasing
potential customer sign-ups. However, this is not the case. Table 1.3 shows that the
exogenous shift to product ranks does not affect the actual number of upvotes that the
product will get at the end of the launch day. It appears that the effect on funding is solely
driven by rank and not actual upvotes.
Firms’ ex-ante characteristics should also not systematically relate to the instrument.
I check this across three dimensions of ex-ante characteristics of the firms which may
affect funding outcomes directly. These include whether the firm has obtained early-stage
VC funding prior to launching on Product Hunt, firm age measured as the number of
months that elapsed between firm founding and the product launch and whether the firm
is headquartered in a VC hub location. The instrument is uncorrelated with all these
characteristics of firms that were determined prior to the product launch. Table 1.9 shows
regression results on these robustness checks.
Section 1.5 grounds the empirical results in a theoretical model of VC investors’ information acquisition and decision-making process, and rationalize the findings by suggesting
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Table 1.9: Relationship Between Instrument and Ex-Ante Startup Characteristics

that large ex-ante uncertainty and less information predicts a larger decision weight on the
crowd-signal for VCs using Product Hunt to source deals. To the extent that launching a
“featured” product on Product Hunt always helps a startup through the publicity effect,
Product Hunt particularly benefits startups with less ex-ante available credentials or information to a larger extent. For startups facing greater access barriers to venture capital,
Product Hunt allows them to acquire an additional crowd-signal on their products’ potential
consumer demand, in order to improve their chances of attracting VC attention.

1.4.6

Effects of Launching on Product Hunt

Overall, launching on Product Hunt improves access to early-stage funding. By comparing
firms founded at different times by the same founder, OLS regression results show that
access to the services and benefits from the Product Hunt platform is associated with
improved chance of obtaining seed money by 9.0% within the first two years after the firm
was founded.
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Table 1.10: Within Founder Effects of Product Hunt Launch on Early-Stage Funding

To examine more broadly the effect of the Product Hunt platform, I compare funding
outcomes of firms founded by the same founder, but in time periods when Product Hunt
did not exist (founded before 2013) and when it does exist (founded in 2014 or later and
launched on Product Hunt within one year of founding). For this exercise, I take all founders
of firms in the sample (which have launched products that become featured between 2015
and 2017) and collect the founders’ entrepreneurial history from CrunchBase. I run a fixed
effects model on founders who have founded a startup between 2010 and 2012, and another
startup between 2014 and 2016 for which a product is launched on Product Hunt.
Table 1.10 presents results from these regressions. The outcome variable is whether
the company raised early-stage funding (seed, convertible note, or venture round series A)
within two years of founding. Column 1 shows that being able to launch on Product Hunt
improves funding chance by 9.0%, which is 25% higher relative to the baseline probability.
Column 3 suggests that among funded firms, being able to launch on Product Hunt allows
firms to increase the amount of money they are able to raise by about 135%.
However, it may be that the entrepreneurs have learned over time, and hence improved
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their funding chances in later years compared to early on (2010-2013). To rule out this
explanation of the results, I also run a placebo test, keeping the same specification but
comparing within the same founder, funding outcomes of a startup they founded between
2010 and 2012 and another startup they founded between 2014 and 2016 but did not launch
a product on Product Hunt. The results are shown in columns 2 and 4. The placebo group
seems to experience no different funding outcomes compared to the control group, which is
evidence counter to the alternative explanation of entrepreneurial learning.

1.5

Rationalizing Findings in a Learning Framework

This section lays out a theoretical framework for early-stage venture capitalists’ evaluation
of startups and investment decisions. In this framework, investors learn about a startup’s
profitability over time, through the realization of a series of signals. The model relates
to a model of new firms learning about their efficiency after entering an industry and
endogenously chooses to continue operating or closing down in each time period based on
the NPV of all future profits (Jovanovic, 1982). However, my model does not feature startup
firms’ endogenous exit decisions, and the signals are with respect to product demand
rather than efficiency costs as in Jovanovic (1982). The model resembles the statistical
discrimination model in labor economics (Aigner and Cain, 1977). In this framework, each
signal can differ in informativeness and have different variances, and all historical signals
are incorporated into inferring the profitability of the startup firms.
During each time period t = 0, 1, . . . , T, investors learn about the potential product
profitability q by obtaining a noisy Gaussian signal ht . Higher profitability firms with larger
q will have on average higher signals in each time period through ht = q + et where et are
time-specific shocks with Gaussian distribution N (0, st2 ), independent over time and across
firm. The productivity translates into realized profits xt through a known link function
xt = x (ht ) at time t, which is linear and strictly increasing.
After receiving signals for T time periods, the investor’s belief about a startup firm’s
profitability q can be expressed by a Gaussian posterior p q |{ht , st2 }tT=0
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⇠ N (h̄T , r̄T 1 ).

Denote precision rt as the inverse of variances rt = st

2

of signals in each time period. It is

easy to show that these relevant parameters are sufficient statistics calculated from signals
in each period.
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(1.2)
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An additional signal always increases the precision (lowers the uncertainty) in updated
belief as r̄ T

r̄ T

1

= rT > 0 for any T. Precision rt of signal at time t correspond to the

weight placed on signal ht in the expectation of h̄T .
A large number of startups that launch products on Product Hunt are early-stage firms,
which have not yet generated any sales or demonstrated the ability to be profitable. When
ex-ante uncertainty about a product’s profit potential is larger, this model suggests that r T
is smaller and that an additional signal updates the investor’s belief about the startup’s
profit potential to a larger extent. Different types of startup firms have non-negligible
differences in r T , since the amount of observable information may differ among these firms.
For example, startups located near a venture capital firm may be relatively easy to assess
compared to another startup located far away. Experienced founders have information from
past entrepreneurial activities that allow venture capitalists to extrapolate from and infer
the new startup’s profit potential. This intuition is formalized by modeling the information
observed in a Product Hunt product launch as a crowd signal on the underlying startup’s
future market demand and hence profit potential.

1.5.1

Updating Belief about Profit Potential on Crowd Signal

Investors treat Product Hunt upvotes as a crowd signal of the startup’s profit potential.
Product launch performance provides information about product market fit, and a higher
product rank indicates larger potential consumer demand. Since the Product Hunt community contains a sample of potential consumers, upvotes of these users suggest consumers’
interest in purchasing the product, which may be received by investors as containing
information predictive of future sales.
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Before launching products on Product Hunt, startups have different baseline observable
characteristics. Investors summarize these characteristics into sufficient statistics (h̄T , s̄T2 ),
by aggregating all previous signals based on observables prior to the launch on Product
Hunt. Without additional information, h is a Gaussian random variable N (h̄T , s̄T2 ). An
additional “crowd signal” s̃ is available from the Product Hunt launch. When there is
larger uncertainty regarding a startup’s potential, investors are likely to update their beliefs
about the product’s potential more based on the “crowd signal”, despite such a signal being
potentially noisy and the generation process being prone to manipulation.
Since upvoters do not necessarily convert into consumers, and upvoting is costless and
almost effortless, the crowd signal may be prone to bias. Even though investors believe that
s̃ is an unbiased signal of q, it does not need to be correlated with q in reality. Investors
may not be aware or take into account these biases in the generation process of s̃, but rather
consider the crowd signal to have the structure

(1.3)

s̃ = q + i

where i ⇠ N (0, si2 ). Additionally, crowd signal s̃ is assumed to be equally informative
among startup firms with different baseline characteristics. The posterior belief after
incorporating the crowd signal has the distribution of a Gaussian random variable. Denote
the precision of each signal as the inverse of the variance r̄ T = s̄T 2 and ri = si 2 , then the
updated belief conditional on crowd signal is

where l =

ri
r̄ T +ri

⇣
q (h̄T , s̄T2 )|s̃ ⇠ N (1

l)h̄T + ls̃, (r̄ T + ri )

1

⌘

(1.4)

measures the relative precision of the crowd signal. It is apparent that

l is the effect of crowd signal s̃ on posterior expected profit potential.
⇥
⇤
E q (h̄T , s̄T2 )|s̃ = (1

which is the following lemma.
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l)h̄T + ls̃

(1.5)

Lemma 1 The effect of the crowd signal on investor’s posterior expectation about startup profitability
⇥
⇤
E q (h̄T , s̄T2 )|s̃ is equal to l, the relative informativeness of the “crowd signal”. When the crowd
signal is equally informative across firms, i.e. si2 is independent of (h̄T , s̄T2 ), the effect of crowd signal
on investor’s expectation decreases in the variance s̄T2 of aggregated prior information.
More intuitively, s̄T2 is a measure of uncertainty among investors over a startup’s profit
potential. Larger uncertainty in the baseline is reflected by larger variance s̄T2 after the
investor aggregates all signals generated prior to the Product Hunt launch. As a direct
result, investors put more relative weight on the crowd signal when ex-ante uncertainty
toward the startup’s profitability is larger.
Such uncertainty has direct empirical equivalents. For example, fewer women founders
are in the startup scene, creating a missing data problem where more uncertainty may
be involved in evaluating startups founded by women. For founders who have never
founded companies before, or who have not obtained funding for their startup prior to
launch on Product Hunt, or more generally younger firms, the uncertainty in their potential
profitability is larger, and as a result investors should be more reliant on the crowd signal in
deciding whether to fund these firms.
0

0

Lemma 2 Suppose there are two groups, with different summary statistics (h̄T , s̄T2 ) and (h̄T , s̄T2 )
respectively. The gap due to statistical discrimination is the ex-ante difference in means h̄T

0

h̄T .

Then the extent to which the crowd signal mitigates statistical
discrimination iis equal to the relative
h
precision of the crowd signal l, which can be written as

0

E q (h̄T ,s̄T2 ) q (h̄T ,s̄T2 ) s̃
h̄T

0
h̄T

=1

l. When the

crowd signal is highly precise, l approaches 1 and statistical discrimination is almost completely
mitigated as 1

1.5.2

l ! 0.

Differential Effects of Crowd Signal on Investment

This part formalizes how investors’ beliefs about startups profitability shape investment
decision and the consequence of updating on the “crowd signal” s̃ for the allocation of seed
money toward startups.
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Suppose the true data generating process for the crowd signal s̃ conditional on being
observed is a Gaussian random variable
s̃ ⇠ N (s⇤ , sD2 )
Denote rD = sD 2 , and s⇤ is the sum of two components s⇤ = q0 + D, where q0 is the
true quality parameter and D is maker-generated bias from launching strategically. Then
E[s̃|observed] = s⇤ . The marginal distribution of the investor’s updated belief after seeing
the crowd signal, aggregated over the true distribution of s̃ can be derived as
p q ⇤ (h̄T , s̄T2 ) =

Z

⇣
p q (h̄T , s̄T2 )|s̃ dp(s̃) ⇠ N (1

l)h̄T + l(q0 + D), (r̄ T + ri )

1

+ l2 r D 1

⌘

(1.6)

Investors are assumed to be risk-neutral, and face heterogeneous costs to investing in
a firm captured by a Gaussian random variable with mean c and variance sc2 . The cost
to investing is investor specific, and does not vary across startups (so that the matching
channel is completely closed, where some startups and investors are better matches than
others and hence have lower costs when they are matched). The average of the costs of
investment is assumed independent of the group and hence c does not vary across firms.
Hence the cost can be written as c + esc where e ⇠ N (0, 1) is distributed according to a
standard normal variable.
The payoff to investing in a firm is then equal to x (q )

c

esc2 . Hence a risk-neutral

investor will decide to invest if and only if expected payoff is non-negative. Define the
investment decision y⇤ as a binary variable of whether the investor decides to invest (i.e. if
the expected profit exceeds the cost of investing).
⇥
⇤
y⇤ (s̃, e) = 1 E x q (h̄T , s̄T2 ) |s̃

Denote r⇤ = (r̄ T + ri )2 (r̄ T + ri + r2i rD 1 )

1.

c

esc

0

(1.7)

For now assume s̃ and e are independently

distributed, then the funding probability is equal to
⇥

E y

⇤

|h̄T , s̄T2

⇤

✓

1
= Pr e 
[ Ex ((1
sc
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l)h̄T + l(q0 + D) + n)

c]

◆

(1.8)

where n ⇠ N 0, r⇤ 1 and e ⇠ N (0, 1). Apparently r⇤ < r̄ T + ri , unless the crowd signal
is completely precise when rD ! • implies equality. Since x (·) is linear, we have
⇥

E y

⇤

|h̄T , s̄T2

⇤

✓

1
= Pr e 
[x ((1
sc

l)h̄T + l(q0 + D))

c]

◆

(1.9)

It is reasonable to assume a large c since startups are high-risk investments and investors
are fairly selective about investing in the best ones, and hence it is safe to assume that
they only invest in firms that have much better quality than the group average. In fact,
we can use funding statistics in the data to calibrate c. If about 9% firms become funded
which means that approximately the probability Pr (e 
calibrated c ⇡ 1.3sc + x (h̄ ⇤ ) where h̄ ⇤ = (1

1.3) ⇡ 9%, this implies that the

l)h̄T + l(q0 + D).

Empirically, the average effect of crowd signal s̃ on the funding probability is derived by
taking the comparative static that is the partial derivative of expected funding outcome with
respect to D. Denote this quantity by E f f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 ), for a startup with prior information
captured by sufficient statistics (h̄T , s̄T2 ).
Ef

f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 )

⇥
⇤
∂E y⇤ |h̄T , s̄T2
=
∂D

(1.10)

Note that D is partially influenced by the startup firm’s launch strategy, a parameter
that causes the crowd-generated signal s̃ to deviate from true quality distribution. There
is much empirical evidence that launch success (in attracting upvotes that leads to higher
ranking) depends on specifics of the launch process, such as time of the day to submit
product, number of followers of the hunter (individual who submits the product), media
content such as images and videos in the product post, as well as product makers’ efforts to
advertise the launch via social media.
Product Hunt would not feature a product unless it already attracted significant attention
from community members, and “featuring” serves a screening role to filter out products
with low s̃ from being posted to the front page. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
the crowd signal always improves on the prior, so that E [s̃|observed] > h̄T always holds for

products that becomes “featured”. This implies h̄ ⇤ > h̄T . E f f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 ) can be written
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as
ri
E f f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 ) =
sc

x (1) (h̄ ⇤ )
r̄ T + ri

! ✓
1
f
(x (h̄ ⇤ )
sc

c)

◆

(1.11)

Theorem 1 Assume s⇤ = q0 + D > h̄T , then E f f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 ) decreases in r̄ T .
Detailed proof is in Appendix A.4.

1.5.3

Estimating Relative Effect of Crowd Signal

To make statements such as what is the magnitude of change in crowd signals required
to shift one unit of investment probability, compared to changing credentials (or baseline
characteristics h̄T more generally), it requires calibrating parameters to get at the relative
importance of updating on social information. This is captured by comparing the effect size
of social information and the effect size of improving prior information h̄T . It is immediate
that the effect size of social information relative to baseline characteristics is exactly equal to
the ratio k =

ri
r̄ T .

To let rD = ri and x (·) be the identity function and baseline funding probability of 9%
yields a relative relationship between effect size and the relative precision ratio of
E f f ectSize(h̄T , r̄ T ) ⇡

1.5.4

0.17k
(1 + k )sc

Strategic Launches and Bias in Crowd Signal

While investors may believe that the crowd signal is informative of potential market demand
and hence investment profitability, the upvotes may not actually have predictive value of the
eventual success of the startup. In this case, we want to understand the realized outcome
conditional on investing and the crowd signal.
The upvoters on Product Hunt do not generally observe more information about the
startup than what is shared publicly. The investors should know more about the startup
than an average upvoter on Product Hunt, as they can directly communicate with the
founder team and have more information about the startup than a typical Product Hunt
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community member. The investors may differ in taste from the crowd, but they are also
more experienced at gathering information about potential investments and evaluating
their profitability. Crowd signal is plausibly a mere form of “social proof” rather than
an additional signal of profit potential that contains informational value beyond what the
investors have already learned.
Since the upvoters are not committed to actually purchasing the product, nor do the
majority of them consider investing in the underlying startup of the product, the upvoting
behavior is almost costless and can be easily influenced by marketing efforts of product
makers. Let D capture the part of upvotes that can be influenced by the product teams’
marketing efforts, for example, through engaging with the community prior to launching
the product, or by persuading a particularly influential “hunter” to submit the product on
behalf of the team. More formally, suppose D = b 0 + b 1 h̄T + eD . When startups with worse
fundamentals try harder to get upvotes, the coefficient b 1 will be negative.
To estimate b 1 , it is necessary to measure actual startup profit q0 accurately. Longrun performance measures can be proxies for quality, such as follow-on funding, which
may disentangle fundamentals from bias in the crowd signal. A potential caveat to this
approach and an alternative mechanism is that if investors show persistent bias against
underrepresented groups, then the bias will end up affecting follow-on funding irrespective
of true quality. As the effect of crowd signal fades over time, funding trends may reverse
to status quo absent Product Hunt. Additional data on startup performance can allow
researchers to further explore these issues. Measures of startup’s actual profitability such as
sales and revenue, number of users, product sign-ups and app downloads will be useful to
capture time trends in startups’ long-run performance.

1.6

Conclusion

To summarize, the paper shows that an exogenous shift to product rank on Product Hunt
featured launches improves the chance of a startup obtaining early-stage VC funding within
6 months by 0.6

0.7 percentage points, or a 9.2% improvement relative to the base rate of
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7.0%. The effects are mainly driven by startups with headquarters located outside venture
capital hotspots, and the effect sizes are twice as large among startups founded by first-time
entrepreneurs. Product Hunt improves access to venture capital for startups that may
otherwise lack an opportunity to attract venture capitalists’ attention, by giving them a
chance to have their products prominently featured and ranked top in a product feed
updated daily to reflect the latest technology products on the startup market.
These findings corroborate the anecdotal evidence suggesting that early-stage VCs use
Product Hunt to source deals, and quantify the effect of improved product ranks on startups’
short-run probability of attracting seed financing. The mechanism through which the effects
operate is the presentation of product information. When a product is ranked more highly,
the underlying startup can quote its popularity as a signal of potential market demand to
impress investors during pitching, and it is also more likely to get noticed when the product
is positioned in a highly visible slot on the daily product ranking feed.
On the other hand, exogenous shifts to product ranking do not affect the eventual
number of user upvotes that the product will acquire, and hence such an exogenous shift is
unlikely to induce changes in startup fundamentals directly. This rules out the alternative
channel where higher rank impact startup fundamentals after the launch which in turn
leads to improved funding opportunities. It seems that the more direct impact of being
prominently featured on VC attention is the cause of the effects found in this paper.
The paper shows that early-stage startup investors react to information generated on
Product Hunt and that exogenous changes in product ranks unrelated to startup fundamentals or product traction affect the underlying startup’s chance of being funded after the
product launch. It appears that the upvotes generated by the user community of Product
Hunt are largely noisy and even a negative signal of the startup’s ex-ante ability to attract
venture funding. However, the paper is agnostic about whether the startup’s revenue
potential and business aspects correlate with user upvotes and product ranks generated
through Product Hunt.
Future work may focus on the long-term performance of startups that have launched
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products on Product Hunt, and examine dimensions of startups’ performance other than
funding. For example, by incorporating startups’ sales and revenue data into the analysis,
the researcher will be able to more accurately measure the “quality” of crowd-generated
signals on Product Hunt and separate the value of crowd upvotes from the noise. By
linking Product Hunt data to product adopters and consumer sign-ups, the researcher can
more accurately assess whether launching products on Product Hunt has any impact on
improving startup fundamentals in the long term.
Another potential avenue of future research involves examining the divergence between
the Product Hunt community of upvoting users and the product’s target consumer market.
User upvotes may be biased toward the taste of the Product Hunt community and less
reflective of the actual market demand than inferred by potential investors. Overall, the
paper introduces a novel data source on startups’ most up-to-date product offerings, which
will be useful for future innovation research on the product market and consumers served
by entrepreneurial firms.
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Chapter 2

The Economic Effects Of Social
Networks: Evidence from the Housing
Market1
2.1

Introduction

Researchers are increasingly interested in studying the effects of interactions through social
networks on economic decision making. However, analyzing the economic effects of social
interactions has proved challenging, in large part due to the absence of high-quality data
on social networks that can be linked to outcome variables of interest. In this paper, we
show how data from online social networking services such as Facebook and LinkedIn can
help overcome this measurement challenge, with the potential to dramatically expand our
understanding of the role of social networks across a large number of settings. We illustrate
this point by using anonymized social network data from Facebook to analyze the role of
social interactions in the housing market. We show that the recent house price experiences
within an individual’s social network affect her perceptions of the attractiveness of property
investments, and through this channel have large effects on her housing market investments.
1 Co-authored

with Michael Bailey, Theresa Kuchler, and Johannes Stroebel
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We observe an anonymized snapshot of the “social graph” of friendship links on
Facebook. Facebook is the world’s largest online social network, with over 234 million
active users in the U.S. and Canada and more than 1.9 billion users globally. We argue that
social networks as measured by Facebook provide a realistic representation of real-world
U.S. friendship networks. As we discuss below, this is the result of Facebook’s enormous
scale, the relative representativeness of its user body, and the fact that people primarily use
Facebook to interact with their real-world friends and acquaintances.
We begin by documenting salient features of the observed U.S. friendship networks, with
a focus on elements of social network structure that have been linked to social and economic
phenomena such as the diffusion of information and the construction of social norms. There
is significant across-individual variation in both network size and local network clustering
(the probability of two friends of an individual being friends with each other). Network
size declines in age, while local clustering is U-shaped in age, with the oldest individuals
having the smallest and most clustered networks. More educated individuals have larger
and less clustered networks. Networks of urban and rural individuals are relatively similar
in size, though rural networks are somewhat more clustered. Despite these systematic
patterns, most of the across-individual variation in network characteristics occurs within
rather than across these demographic groups. We also document significant homophily,
with individuals more likely to be friends with others that are similar on demographic and
network characteristics. When we explore the geographic dimension of the U.S. friendship
network, we find that while the average person has friends in 71 different counties, more
than 34% of her friends live in the same county, and 63% live in the same state. Similarly,
for the average person, 53% of friends live within 50 miles, and 67% live within 200 miles.
The geographic concentration of friendship networks is declining in both age and education,
and varies significantly across counties in the United States.
In the second part of the paper, we exploit the across-individual variation in the structure
of social networks to analyze the effects of social interactions on individuals’ housing
investment decisions. To measure housing investment decisions, we combine the social
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network information from Facebook with anonymized public-record data on individuals’
housing transactions for Los Angeles County. Our final sample contains anonymized data
on 1.4 million individuals and 525,000 housing transactions. We use these combined data to
analyze the effects of the house price experiences within an individual’s social network on
three aspects of her housing market investment behavior: the extensive margin decision (i.e.,
whether to rent or own), the intensive margin decision (i.e., the square footage of properties
bought), and the willingness to pay for a particular house.
Our analysis starts by documenting that, at any point in time, different people in the
same local housing market have friends that have experienced vastly different recent house
price movements. For example, the average 2008-2010 house price changes experienced
by the friends of the individuals in our Los Angeles sample ranged from -10.1% at the
5th percentile of the distribution to -5.2% at the 95th percentile of the distribution. This
variation is driven by heterogeneity across our sample in the location of individuals’ friends,
combined with variation in regional house price changes.
In order to isolate a causal relationship between friends’ house price experiences and
own housing market investments, we need to rule out potential non-causal explanations of
any observed correlation. A first concern is that our interpretation could be confounded
if individuals form expectations by extrapolating from their own house price experiences,
which would be correlated with the house price experiences of their local friends. To
only exploit variation in friends’ house price experiences that is orthogonal to a person’s
own experiences, we instrument for the house price experiences of all friends with the
experiences of only her friends in geographically distant housing markets.
Using this instrumental variables strategy, we show that the house price experiences
within an individual’s social network have a quantitatively large effect on all three aspects of
her housing investment decision. First, a five percentage points higher average house price
change between 2008 and 2010 in the counties where an individual has friends leads to a 3.0
percentage points increase in the probability of that individual transitioning from being a
renter in 2010 to being a homeowner in 2012, relative to a baseline transition probability
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of 18%. This is more than half the effect size of adding a family member. We also find
that homeowners are more likely to transition to renting when their friends experience
below-average house price changes. Second, conditional on an individual buying a house,
a five percentage points increase in friends’ house price experiences over the 24 months
prior to the purchase is associated with the individual buying a 1.6% larger property. Third,
conditional on observable property characteristics, a five percentage points increase in the
house price experiences in an individual’s social network is associated with that individual
paying 2.3% more for the same property. The estimate is robust to adding property fixed
effects to account for unobservable property characteristics. When we also control for the
house price movements in the seller’s network, we find that sellers whose friends had more
positive house price experiences also demand higher sales prices.
We argue that these relationships between the house price experiences in an individual’s
social network and her housing market behavior capture a causal mechanism. In addition
to using our instrumental variables strategy to abstract from a possible extrapolation of own
house price experiences, we rule out a number of alternative non-causal explanations of our
estimates.
In particular, we address possible challenges coming from the non-random exposure
of individuals to different geographically distant housing markets. We first show that a
correlation between where an individual has friends and her own characteristics does not,
by itself, confound our findings. This is because the house price experiences within an
individual’s social network are affected by the interaction of the geographic distribution
of her friends and how house prices in those areas move in a given year. While people
with friends in Boston are different from people with friends in Miami, relative house price
movements in Boston and Miami change over time. Comparing the housing investment
behavior of individuals with friends in Boston across different years thus removes any
time-invariant confounding effect of the geographic distribution of an individual’s friends.
In fact, in some specifications we observe multiple transactions of the same individual across
different years. We find that this same individual is willing to pay more for a given house
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in years following stronger relative house price growth in her fixed social network.
However, despite the fact that friends’ house price experiences do not vary with individual characteristics on average, one might still be concerned that unobserved shocks to an
individual’s ability or desire to buy a house in a given year might be correlated with her
friends’ house price experiences in that year through a channel other than social interactions.
Any such alternative story requires a shock to an individual’s ability or desire to buy a house
in a given local housing market that contemporaneously moves house prices in geographically
distant regions where she has friends. For example, many people have friends that work in
the same sector. If economic activity in that sector features significant geographic clustering
(e.g., tech in Silicon Valley), positive shocks to that sector in a given year might both enable
an individual to buy a house, and drive up aggregate house prices in those sector-exposed
regions where the individual has friends. To rule out this alternative explanation, we show
that all results are robust to restricting the sample to individuals that are retired or work
in geographically non-clustered professions (e.g., teachers). Our results are also robust to
directly including controls for the economic conditions in a person’s social network, and to
interacting our large set of individual demographic controls with year fixed effects, which
allows, for example, the effect of different education levels or different occupations on
housing market behavior to vary over time.
After ruling out these and other non-causal interpretations of the observed relationship
between the house price experiences of an individual’s friends and her own housing investment behavior, we explore which channels might explain the observed causal relationship.
We first provide evidence for an important effect of social interactions on an individual’s
assessment of the attractiveness of property investments, which would naturally affect
her housing market investment behavior. To do this, we analyze 1,242 responses to a
housing market survey among Los Angeles-based Facebook users. Over half of the survey
respondents report to regularly talk to their friends about investing in the housing market.
The survey also asked respondents to assess the attractiveness of property investments
in their own zip code. We find a strong positive relationship between the recent house
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price experiences of a respondent’s friends and whether that respondent believes that local
property is a good investment. Importantly, this relationship is stronger for individuals who
report to regularly talk to their friends about investing in property. These results suggest
that social interactions provide a link between friends’ house price experiences and an
individual’s own housing market expectations, and highlight an important channel through
which these experiences can causally affect individuals’ housing market investments.
Why would an individual’s beliefs about the attractiveness of local housing investments
be affected by the house price experiences of her geographically distant friends? While
our analysis does not allow us to distinguish between all possible explanations for this
behavior, we present some evidence that it is unlikely to be the result of purely rational
learning. For example, we show that an individual’s investment response to the house price
experiences of her friends does not depend on the correlation between her friends’ house
price experiences and future Los Angeles house price growth. However, there remain a
number of possible explanations. For example, our findings could be due to the spread of
irrational sentiments as described in Akerlof and Shiller (2010), or due to overconfidence,
with individuals over-reacting to noisy signals they receive through their social networks
(Barberis and Thaler (2003)).
We also find no evidence that the causal relationship between the house price experiences
of a person’s friends and her own housing investment behavior can be explained by a channel
other than expectations. First, we document that our results are not driven by individuals
investing more in real estate as the value of their expected housing bequest increases with
the house price gains of their geographically distant family members. Second, we show that
our findings cannot be explained by a story of consumption externalities, such as a desire to
“keep up with the Joneses.” Lastly, we rule out that the observed findings are driven by a
desire of individuals to hedge against house price growth in areas they eventually desire to
move to.
Overall, our results provide strong evidence for a causal effect of friends’ house price
experiences on individuals’ housing market behavior that works through affecting those
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individuals’ beliefs about the attractiveness of housing investments. In follow-on work,
Bailey et al. (2016) demonstrate that the individual-level effects documented in this paper
aggregate up to affect county-level prices and trading volumes. In addition, Bailey et al.
(2017b) show that the shifts in beliefs induced by friends’ house price experiences also affect
individuals’ mortgage leverage choice.
We view our paper as making two contributions. First, we highlight that newly emerging
data from online social networking services such as Facebook can overcome the measurement
challenges that have held back empirical studies of the economic effects of social networks.
In this sense, we add to a recent literature that shows how large data sets collected by
online services can help economists understand issues such as households’ responses to
income shocks (Baker (2017)), credit card repayment behavior (Kuchler (2013)), the effect
of labor mobility on entrepreneurship (Jeffers (2017)), housing search behavior (Piazzesi
et al. (2017)), and online pricing strategies (Einav et al. (2015)). In related work, Bailey et al.
(2017a) aggregate social network data from Facebook to produce a county-level “Social
Connectedness Index”. They use these data to document that other indicators of social and
economic activity measured at the regional level, such as trade flows, migration, and patent
citations, are related to the degree of social connectedness between regions.
Our second contribution is to use large-scale administrative social network data from
Facebook to document that social interactions play an important role in shaping individuals’
housing market beliefs and investment behaviors. These empirical findings speak to a
number of literatures.
First, we show that differences in friends’ house price experiences are an important
source of heterogeneity in individuals’ housing market expectations. This result contributes
to a research effort analyzing how people form expectations about economic outcomes. One
popular explanation is that such expectations depend on own experiences. For example,
Kuchler and Zafar (2015) show that past local house price changes influence individuals’
expectations of future national house price changes. Recent personal experiences also affect
expectations in other settings (e.g., Vissing-Jorgensen (2003); Malmendier and Nagel (2011);
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Choi et al. (2009); Greenwood and Shleifer (2014)). We expand on this literature by showing
that individuals’ expectations are also influenced by the experiences of their friends. These
results suggest that differences in social networks can help explain disagreement about
asset values among investors. Our findings also provide empirical support for theories in
which communication between agents propagates shocks to expectations, in particular in
the housing market (e.g., DeMarzo et al. (2003); Akerlof and Shiller (2010); Acemoglu et al.
(2011); Angeletos and La’O. (2013); Shiller (2015); Bayer et al. (2016); Burnside et al. (2016)).
Our empirical analysis also documents that individuals with friends that experienced
more positive recent house price changes, and who thus believe that housing is a more
attractive investment, actually do invest more in real estate, and are willing to pay more for
a given house. These findings provide support for an important class of models in which
expectation heterogeneity influences asset valuations and motivates individuals to trade
(e.g., Miller (1977); Harrison and Kreps (1978); Hong and Stein (1999); Hong and Stein
(2007); Scheinkman and Xiong (2003); Geanakoplos (2010); Simsek (2013)). Most directly, our
findings provide evidence for a number of papers that focus on the role of heterogeneous
expectations and shifts between optimism and pessimism about future house price growth
in causing price fluctuations and trading volume in the housing market (e.g., Piazzesi and
Schneider (2009); Landvoigt (2017); Nathanson and Zwick (2017); Berger et al. (2017); Kaplan
et al. (2015)).
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 argues that data from online social networking
services such as Facebook can help researchers measure real-world friendship networks.
We also document important features of the Facebook social graph for the United States.
Section 2.3 describes our empirical approach for identifying a causal effect of a person’s
friends’ house price experiences on her own housing investment behavior. Section 2.4
explores the relationship between the average house price experiences in an individual’s
social network and that individual’s housing market investments. Section 2.5 investigates
various mechanisms for explaining the observed causal effect. The final section concludes.
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2.2

Measuring Social Networks using Facebook Data

The key measurement challenge for the empirical literature studying social networks is the
difficulty of observing, at a large scale, which individuals are connected to each other. In
this section, we show that data from online social networking services such as Facebook and
LinkedIn can overcome this measurement challenge, and can provide important insights
into the structure of social networks. We first discuss the problems with existing approaches
to measuring social networks. We then introduce our data on the Facebook social graph,
and highlight why we believe it provides a realistic representation of real-world friendship
networks. Finally, we explore important dimensions of U.S. social networks as described by
the Facebook social graph.

2.2.1

Approaches to Measuring Social Networks

Traditionally, social scientists have collected data on the structure of real-world social
networks using a range of survey techniques (see Morris (2004)). There are a number
of conceptual and practical challenges with such survey-based approaches to measuring
social networks. On the conceptual side, it is well documented that the network structure
measured through surveys is sensitive to the exact method of elicitation (e.g., Kogovšek and
Ferligoj (2005)). The practical challenge is that collecting social network data via surveys
is costly to scale. As a result, empirical analyses of real-world social networks have often
focused on studying a few publicly available data sets. The most prominent of these is the
“Add Health” data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Adolescent Health, which
collected information on the social networks among U.S. high school students. Alternatively,
researchers have focused on social network data from developing countries, where the cost
of collecting information on network structure is less prohibitive (e.g., Alatas et al. (2016);
Breza et al. (2017)).
More recently, data obtained from online social networks such as Twitter, Google+, and
Facebook have provided researchers with opportunities to study the structures of largerscale social networks (e.g., Ugander et al. (2011); Magno et al. (2012); Shin et al. (2015)). While
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some researchers have worked directly with administrative data from the social networking
services, most studies have relied on collecting data by mechanically crawling the social
networks’ public sites. One problem with data collected through such crawling is that the
probability of a particular node being observed depends on the network characteristics
of that node. For example, nodes with fewer connections are less likely to be discovered,
inducing systematic bias in the observed network structure. These biases highlight the
advantage of working directly with administrative data from the social networking services.
More generally, most of the progress in describing the structure of online social networks
has been made by researchers in the field of computer science. Much less work has been
done by researchers in the social sciences who are as interested in the social and economic
implications of network structures as they are in the structures themselves. It is this audience
that we have in mind when we describe the Facebook social graph in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.2

The Facebook Social Graph

Our data contain a de-identified snapshot of all U.S.-based active Facebook users from July
1, 2015. Facebook was created in 2004 as a college-wide online social network for students
to maintain a profile and communicate with their friends. It has since grown to become the
world’s largest online social networking service, with over 1.9 billion monthly active users
globally, and 234 million monthly active users in the U.S. and Canada (Facebook (2017)). For
the users in our data, we observe demographic information, such as their age, education,
and county of residence, as well as the set of other Facebook users they are connected
to. Using the language adopted by the Facebook community, we call these connections
“friends”. These data allow us to map out the “social graph” of connections between all
U.S.-based Facebook users in our anonymized snapshot.
There are two primary advantages of exploring the Facebook social graph for researchers
interested in understanding the economic effects of social networks. The first advantage is
Facebook’s enormous scale, combined with a user body that is comparatively representative
of the U.S. population. Duggan and Page (2016) report that, as of April 2016, more than 68%
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of the U.S. adult population and 79% of the U.S. online adult population used Facebook.
They also report that, among U.S. online adults, Facebook usage rates were relatively
constant across income groups, education groups, racial groups, and urban, suburban, and
rural individuals. Usage rates among U.S. online adults were somewhat declining in age,
from 88% of individuals aged 18 to 29 years, to 62% of individuals older than 65 years. This
high coverage and relative representativeness of the U.S. population is unique among online
social networks. According to Duggan and Page (2016), the three next-largest online social
networks, Instagram, Pinterest, and LinkedIn, have at most 40% of the U.S. user base that
Facebook does; their coverage also drops off much more substantially with age.
The second advantage of Facebook data is that, in the U.S., Facebook primarily serves
as a platform for real-world friends and acquaintances to interact online (Hampton et al.
(2011); Jones et al. (2013)). Establishing a friendship link on Facebook requires the consent of
both individuals, and there is an upper limit of 5,000 on the number of friends a person can
add. Duggan et al. (2015) surveyed Facebook users to characterize their Facebook friendship
networks: 93% of users said they were Facebook friends with family members other than
parents or children; 91% said they were Facebook friends with current friends; 87% said
they were connected to friends from the past, such as high school or college classmates.
58% said they were connected to work colleagues; 45% and 43% said they were Facebook
friends with their parents and children, respectively; and 36% said they were Facebook
friends with their neighbors. Only 39% of survey respondents reported to have a Facebook
connection to someone they had never met in person. This close correspondence between
the Facebook social graph and realworld friendship networks sets it apart from other online
social networks, such as LinkedIn, which is more representative of individuals’ professional
networks, and Twitter, where uni-directional links to individuals that are not real-world
acquaintances are common.
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2.2.3

Descriptive Statistics on U.S. Social Networks

In this section, we explore the structure of the Facebook social graph. In particular, we analyze the size and local clustering of individuals’ networks as well as patterns of assortativity
and homophily. These network characteristics have been described by Jackson et al. (2017) as
“particularly prominent, fundamental and provid[ing] essential insight” for economists. We
also analyze the geographic dispersion of U.S. social networks. We use anonymized data on
the full social graph among U.S.-based Facebook users as of July 1, 2015 to construct the
individual-level network measures. We then present summary statistics of these network
measures across individuals based on a 3% random sample of those individuals for which
we observe a full set of demographics such as age, education, and location.
The paper most closely related to this analysis is by Ugander et al. (2011), who also
explore administrative data on the Facebook social graph. These researchers focused
on documenting features of the overall network, without analyzing how characteristics of
individuals’ positions in the network correlate with individual-level demographics. We argue
that these correlations are interesting for a number of reasons. First, they provide useful
information for researchers attempting to understand and model the network formation
process. Second, policy makers wanting to target information to individuals with particular
network positions can use the demographic characteristics of individuals to proxy for their
usually unobservable network characteristics. Third, as we highlight in the second half of
this paper, understanding the heterogeneity in social network structure across individuals
can provide researchers with empirical variation to identify the causal effects of social
interactions on economic and financial decision making.
Degree Distribution. An individual’s degree centrality, or degree, captures her number
of friendship links. The average degree, as well as how it is distributed across individuals,
influences how ideas, information, and new technologies spread through a network. All else
equal, diffusion is faster in denser networks with more connections. In addition, holding the
average degree fixed, an increase in the variance of the degree centrality across individuals
is associated with “hub-and-spoke” networks in which a few highly connected nodes play a
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particularly important role in the diffusion of information.
Jackson (2010) discusses the degree distributions that arise under two prominent models
of network formation. In one model, the probability of a link forming between any pair
of nodes is equal and independent. This process generates “Poisson Random Graphs”, in
which the degree centrality is relatively evenly distributed across nodes. In a second model
of network formation, the probability of a given source node forming a connection to a target
node is increasing in the degree of the target node. Such a process generates thick-tailed
“scale free” degree distributions where the frequency of a given degree is proportional to
the degree raised to a power.
We begin by analyzing the degree distribution in the Facebook social graph. All reported
measures of degree centrality are normalized by the average degree in the sample. Table 2.1
shows substantial heterogeneity in degree across individuals. At the 10th percentile of the
distribution, the degree centrality is 12% of its average value, and at the 90th percentile of
the distribution, it is 2.23 times as large as as the average degree centrality. Panel A of Figure
2.1 plots the log of the degree of a node against the log of the frequency of nodes with that
degree in the data. The degree distribution in the Facebook social graph has thicker tails
than a Poisson Random Graph, but high-degree nodes are less common than they would be
under a scale-free distribution, which would generate a linear relationship in the log-log
space.
We also explore which demographic characteristics are associated with an individual’s
degree. This allows us to consider the roles that various demographic groups play in the
diffusion of new ideas or technologies. Table 2.1 shows that degree centrality is strongly
decreasing in age, somewhat increasing in education levels, and relatively constant across
individuals living in urban and rural counties. While there is substantial heterogeneity in
the average degree across age and education groups, this is not the primary driver of the
dispersion of the overall degree distribution: differences in age only explain 8.6% of the
across-individual variance in degree, while differences in education explain about 1%, and
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Figure 2.1: Summary Statistics on U.S. Social Graph
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics on U.S. Social Networks

differences in urban/rural location explain essentially none of the variance.2
Local Clustering. We next explore the extent of local clustering of the friendship
networks in our data. The local clustering coefficient of person i measures, across all
individuals j and k that are friends with person i, the proportion of pairs that are connected
to each other. The local clustering of individuals’ networks is of interest to economists
for at least two reasons. First, as highlighted by Jackson et al. (2017), having common
friends can help sustain social norms and cooperative behavior, for example because in
more clustered networks, news of an individual’s undesirable behavior more quickly
reaches her friends. Second, clustered networks increase the risk of “persuasion bias” or
“correlation neglect” in social learning (DeMarzo et al. (2003); Enke and Zimmermann (2017)),
whereby individuals fail to account for possible repetitions in the information they receive.
2 These numbers correspond to the R2 of separate regressions of degree centrality on dummy variables for
each value of age in years, education level (“at most high school”, “some college”, “some graduate school”),
and county of residence.
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Specifically, individuals might ignore the fact that both their own beliefs and the beliefs of
their friend might be influenced by a third party to whom they are both connected. This
can make people’s beliefs and actions excessively sensitive to signals they receive through
their social network.
Table 2.1 shows substantial heterogeneity in the extent of local network clustering across
individuals. For the average person, the clustering coefficient is 0.106 (suggesting that 10.6%
of friend-pairs are themselves friends), but this ranges from 0.038 at the 10th percentile of
the distribution to 0.196 at the 90th percentile. The clustering coefficient is U-shaped in
age, with younger and older individuals having more clustered networks than middle-aged
individuals. This is despite the fact that younger people have the largest networks on
average. Networks of rural individuals and individuals without any college attendance
are somewhat more clustered. On average, larger networks are less clustered (see Panel B
of Figure 2.1), suggesting that friends of higher-degree nodes are less likely to be friends
with each other. Indeed, network size explains 22.6% of the across-individual variation in
local clustering, while age explains 7.4%, education explains 2.0%, and urban/rural location
explains 0.2%.
More clustered networks mean that, for the same network size, individuals are exposed
to fewer unique friends-of-friends, and therefore to fewer ideas and opportunities that might
travel over several links. For example, Table 2.1 shows that urban individuals are connected
to more unique friends-of-friends than rural individuals, despite the fact that they have
slightly smaller networks on average. This is in part explained by the lower clustering of
urban networks.
Assortativity and Mixing Patterns. An important aspect of social networks is the extent
to which individuals are friends with others that are similar to themselves along dimensions
such as the position in the network or demographic characteristics.
We first analyze such assortativity based on network characteristics. We focus on the
extent of “degree correlation”, which captures the tendency of high-degree nodes to be
connected to other highdegree nodes. This network feature is important, since diffusion
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processes are usually faster in networks with significant degree correlation (Barabási (2016)).
Panel C of Figure 2.1 plots the relationship between the degree of individuals and the
average degree of their friends. We observe significant positive degree correlation: across the
sample, the correlation of an individual’s own degree and the average degree of her friends
is 65%. While high-degree nodes are generally connected to other highdegree nodes, most
individuals have friends that, on average, have more links than them. This is a manifestation
of Feld (1991) paradox that “your friends have more friends than you do.” Indeed, until
individuals have substantially more than 2.5 times the average degree (which is about the
95th percentile of the distribution), their average friend has more friends than them.
We also explore the extent to which individuals’ friendship networks disproportionately
include other individuals that are similar in terms of demographic characteristics. McPherson et al. (2001) document that this type of “homophily” is a common feature across many
social networks, and it affects the extent to which individuals are exposed to a diverse set
of views through their friends. We find substantial assortativity based on age: 78.9% of
the friends of individuals aged between 18 and 34 are themselves between those ages (see
Table 2.2). Only 4.7% are above 55 years old. When we focus on individuals aged above
55 years, we find the reverse pattern: 46.8% of their friends are older than 55 years, while
only 17.6% are younger than 35 years. Similar homophily can be detected across education
and rural/urban residents, with evidence that individuals are, on average, more likely to be
friends with others that are similar to them on demographic characteristics.
The Geographic Dimension of Social Networks. The last dimension of the social graph
that we explore is the geographic concentration of friendship links. The extent to which
social networks are geographically concentrated affects a number of important outcomes,
such as whether social networks can provide insurance against regional shocks.
Table 2.3 shows that the average individual has friends in over 70 different counties.
Despite this relatively large number of counties with at least one friend, the average
individual has 34.7% of their friends living in the same county, and 63.3% of friends living
in the same state. When measured in geographic distances, the average person has 52.7%
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Table 2.2: Homophily in U.S. Social Networks

of their friends living within 50 miles, and 67.4% of friends living within 200 miles. There
is substantial heterogeneity in these numbers: Panel D of Figure 2.1 shows percentiles
of the cumulative distribution of friends living at ranges up to 1,000 miles. Some of this
heterogeneity is driven by differences in the geographic concentration of friendship networks
across demographic groups, with older and more educated users having less geographically
concentrated networks. For example, the share of friends living within 200 miles falls from
69.6% for individuals aged 18-34 years to 62.6% for individuals aged 55 years and older.
While urban individuals have slightly more of their friends living within 50 miles than
rural individuals (52.8% vs. 51.7%), they have fewer friends living within 200 miles (67.1%
vs. 72.8%). Overall, age and education each explain about 2.5% of the across-individual
variation in the share of friends living within 200 miles, while rural/urban location explains
about 0.3%.
Table 2.4 explores how the geographic concentration of social networks varies across
different regions in the United States. There is substantial heterogeneity across counties in
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Table 2.3: Geographic Distribution of U.S. Social Networks
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the share of friends that live nearby. At the 5th percentile of the distribution, the median
person in a county has 31.2% of friends living within 50 miles; at the 95th percentile, this
number is 72.6%. There is similar heterogeneity across counties in the share of friends living
within 200 miles, with a 5-95 percentile range of 48.5% to 86.5%. Panel A of Figure 2.2 plots
the share of friends living within 200 miles for the median person living in each county in
the continental United States. Social networks are most geographically concentrated in the
South, the Midwest, and Appalachia. In fact, the 12 counties with the most concentrated
networks are all in Kentucky. On the other hand, social networks in the sparsely populated
parts of the non-coastal western United States are the least geographically concentrated.
The exception is Utah, which has fairly geographically concentrated social networks.
We next analyze how the geographic concentration of the social networks of a county’s
population correlates with county-level demographics. Panels B and C of Figure 2.2 show
county-level binned scatter plots of the relationship between the share of friends of the
median person in a county that lives within 200 miles, and two county-level demographic
measures from the 2010 5-year wave of the American Community Survey: the share of
individuals with at most a high school degree, and the median household income. Consistent
with the individual-level patterns, counties with higher education levels and higher incomes
have less geographically concentrated friendship networks.
While there is significant across-county variation in the geographic structure of social
networks, there remains substantial within-county variation. Table 2.4 shows the acrosscounty distribution of the within-county inter-quartile range of the share of friends living
within 200 miles. For the average county, this inter-quartile range is 28%. Even for counties
with relatively homogeneous social networks, there is substantial variation in the geographic
dispersion of the residents’ social networks.
Key Take-Aways. In this section, we analyzed a number of important characteristics
of the friendship networks of U.S. Facebook users. While there are systematic patterns in
how the network structure varies with individual demographic characteristics, substantial
heterogeneity in network characteristics remains within demographic groups. As we show
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Figure 2.2: Geographic Concentration of U.S. Social Networks - County Level
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Table 2.4: Distribution of U.S. Social Networks: County-Level Heterogeneity

next, this heterogeneity can provide researchers with interesting variation to explore the
economic effects of social networks.

2.3

Social Networks and Housing Markets: Research Design and
Data

In the previous section, we argued that the increasing availability of data from online
social networking services substantially expands the potential for empirical research on the
economic effects of social networks. In the remainder of the paper, we substantiate this
point by using data from Facebook to explore the role of social interactions in influencing
individuals’ housing investment decisions. We begin by describing our empirical strategy
for isolating a causal effect of the house price experiences of an individual’s friends on her
housing market investments.
Our baseline specifications are regressions of individual i’s housing investment decisions
at time t2 on measures of the average house price experience within that individual’s social
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N
network between t1 and t2 , FriendHPExpi,t
.3 We control for individual i’s demographics
1 ,t2

as well as location ⇥ time fixed effects, represented by Xi,t2 . This allows us to isolate the
effects of friends’ house price experiences on the housing investment decisions of otherwise
similar individuals at the same point in time:

N
HousingInvestmenti,t2 = bFriendHPExpi,t
+ gXi,t2 + ei,t2
1 ,t2

(2.1)

To measure the house price experiences of a person’s friends, we combine data on the
county of residence of her friends with county-level house price indices from Zillow. Let
ShareFriendsi,N,c be the share of person i’s Facebook friends in network N that lives in
county c. Similarly, let DHPc,t1 ,t2 capture the house price changes in county c between t1 and
t2 . We then construct our primary explanatory variable as:

N
FriendHPExpi,t
=
1 ,t2

ÂShareFriendsi,N,c ⇥ DHPc,t ,t

1 2

c

(2.2)

This measure of friends’ house price experiences can be constructed for different networks N of individual i. The broadest such network includes all of her Facebook friends,
but other sub-networks might include, for example, her out-of-commuting zone friends or
her work friends.4
In order to interpret estimates of b in regression 2.1 as the causal effect of friends’ house
price experiences, we rule out potential alternative, non-causal channels that might also
induce a correlation between a person’s housing market investments and her friends’ house
3 In

this paper, we focus on the effects of the average house price experiences of a person’s friends. However,
other moments of the distribution of friends’ house price experiences might also matter. Indeed, Bailey et al.
(2017b) show that individuals’ house price expectations and mortgage leverage choices are affected by both the
first and the second moment of the distribution of house price experiences across their friends.
4 Our

measure of friends’ house price experiences treats each friendship link in a given network N identically.
Weighting different friends by their tie strength does not systematically affect our results, since the geographic
distributions of strong and weak ties is usually similar. Since we only observe one snapshot of the Facebook
social graph, we cannot exploit time- series variation in an individual’s social network. FriendHPExpi,t1,t2
thus measures the house price experiences between t1 and t2 of person i’s social network as of the date of the
snapshot, July 1, 2015. The interpretation of our empirical estimates thus requires that the counties that an
individual was exposed to through her friends in 2015 provide an unbiased estimate of the counties that she
was exposed to at the time we measure her housing investment behavior.
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price experiences.
A first concern is that FriendHPExp might be correlated with an individual’s own house
price experiences or her own past capital gains, both of which could directly affect her
housing investment decisions. In particular, since most people have many local friends,
shocks to local house prices will shift FriendHPExp, with larger shifts for people with a
larger share of local friends. Therefore, any confounding effect of past local house price
movements on housing investments that is stronger for people with a larger share of local
friends would affect our interpretation of b. For example, suppose that people who have
lived in Los Angeles for longer both have more friends in Los Angeles, and are more likely
to extrapolate from Los Angeles house prices when forming their expectations about future
house price growth. This could induce a correlation between a person’s housing market
investments and FriendHPExp that is not due to social interactions. Similarly, imagine that
a person who has lived in Los Angeles for longer is more likely to already own a house
there. In that case, higher Los Angeles house price growth can have a stronger effect on this
person’s housing market investments both because her larger local network has experienced
bigger house price increases, and because she has larger past capital gains on her existing
home. If we cannot control for such past capital gains, we would erroneously attribute all
observed effects to social interactions.
To address this challenge, we estimate regression 2.1 using an instrumental variables
(IV) strategy, where we instrument for the house price experiences of all of a person’s friend
with the house price experiences of only her geographically distant friends. In the baseline
specifications, we use the house price experiences of her out-of-commuting zone friends as
the instrument, but we also show robustness to using her out-of-state friends’ experiences.
The first and second stages of this IV regression, respectively, are given by:

All
FriendHPExpi,t
= b FS FriendHPExpOutCZ
i,t1 ,t2 + dXi,t2 + ei,t2
1 ,t2

(2.3)

All
ˆ
HousingInvestmenti,t2 = b IV Friend HPExp
i,t1 ,t2 + gXi,t2 + ei,t2

(2.4)
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The instrument has F-statistics above 1,500 across all first-stage regressions. This is
because the construction of the instrumented variable directly builds on the instrument:

All
FriendHPExpi,t
= ShareFriendsCZi ⇥ DHPCZ,t1 ,t2 + (1
1 ,t2

ShareFriendsCZi ) ⇥ FriendHPExpOutCZ
i,t1 ,t2
(2.5)

Indeed, if all people had the same share of local friends, the first-stage regression with
county ⇥ time fixed effects would have an R2 of 1. The second-stage regression includes

All
ˆ
a predicted Friend HPExp
i,t1 ,t2 that can be thought of as generated under the assumption

that all people have the same share of local friends. Our estimates of b IV are therefore
All that is independent of individual-specific
only identified by variation in FriendHPExpi,t
1 ,t2

variation in the share of local friends. We can thus rule out concerns that our estimates are
confounded by any channel that would induce individuals with more local friends to react
more to past local house price changes for reasons other than social interactions.5
Even with this instrumental variables research design, a further concern relates to people
who recently moved to their current commuting zone from geographically distant parts of
the country where they have many friends. For these people, there might still be a strong
correlation between their own house price experiences and capital gains, and the house
price experience of their friends that live outside of their current commuting zone. To rule
out such concerns, we verify that our results are robust to excluding recent movers from our
regressions.
We also consider whether the non-random variation in individuals’ geographically
5 We

choose to interpret estimates from the second-stage IV regression 2.4, rather than from the reduced-form
regression that directly includes FriendHPExpOutCZ in regression 2.1. This is because we find the interpretation
of the magnitude of the IV estimates to be more natural. In the reduced-form specification, the magnitude
of b will be similar to the magnitude of b IV scaled by the average share of out-of-commuting zone friends.
These reduced-form estimates would capture the average effect of the house price experiences of only the
out-of-commuting zone friends on the outcome of interest. One assumption in our interpretation of b IV is that
the effect of friends’ house price experiences on own housing investments, through social interactions, is similar
for geographically close and distant friends. There is some evidence that this is indeed a valid assumption,
since our results do not depend on whether we use out-of-commuting zone friends’ or out-of-state friends’
experiences as the instrument. However, if one were instead to expect a larger reaction to the experiences of
geographically close friends, the magnitude of b IV would understate the effect of the response to the house
price experiences of all friends.
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distant social networks documented in Section 2.2.3 poses a challenge to our causal interpretation of b in regression 2.4. A first important observation is that our identification does not
require that individuals’ social networks do not systematically vary with those individuals’
observed and unobserved characteristics. For example, it is not necessarily a problem that
people with graduate degrees are more likely to have friends in Boston, and are more likely
to buy a house. This is because our dependent variable is driven by where in the U.S. people
have friends, interacted with how house prices in these areas change in a given year. Since
house price growth in Boston is sometimes above and sometimes below the U.S. average, the
same individual’s social network will sometimes experience above-average and sometimes
below-average house price changes. By comparing the housing investment behavior of
individuals with friends in Boston across different years, we can thus remove the effect of
any time-invariant individual-level determinants of housing investments that are correlated
with having friends in Boston. Indeed, we document below that the variation in the average
house price experiences across different individuals’ friends is unrelated to observed or
unobserved fixed characteristics of those individuals. Consistent with this, our estimates are
unchanged in those empirical specifications where we include individual fixed effects, and
thus exploit only within-individual across-time variation in friends’ house price experiences.
A second, more subtle concern with our causal interpretation is that shocks to a person’s
desire or ability to buy a house in a given year might vary systematically with the house
price movements in that year in those geographically distant areas where this person has
friends. This challenge is weaker than that faced by the peer effects literature, which has to
address concerns about common unobserved shocks to individuals and their friends. For
example, in our setting it is not problematic that people and their friends have children
around similar times, and therefore also buy houses around similar times. This is because
FriendHPExp does not depend on the housing market decisions of an individual’s friends.
Instead, it is only driven by the house price changes in the counties where those friends live.
Therefore, challenges to our identification have to come from shocks that not only affect an
individual’s own housing market decisions, but that also move equilibrium house prices in
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geographically distant counties where that individual has friends.
We were able to identify one such potential challenge to our interpretation coming
from individuals working in professions or industries that feature significant geographic
clustering. Suppose that people who work in the tech sector have more friends in Silicon
Valley. During tech booms, tech employees in Los Angeles might have more resources to
buy a house, and the increase in housing demand by the many tech employees in Silicon
Valley drives up house prices there. Without controlling for year ⇥ tech sector fixed effects,
one might falsely attribute large housing investments by Los Angeles-based tech employees
in those years to social interactions. We address this challenge using three complementary
strategies. First, we estimate specifications that include year-specific controls for a rich
set of observable individual characteristics. These interacted controls have no effect on
our estimates of b, suggesting that year-specific shocks to different demographic groups
that correlate with house-price changes in their geographically distant social networks are
not driving our results. Second, we show that our results are robust to focusing on the
sample of individuals who are retired or work in geographically non-clustered professions
(e.g., teachers and legal professionals). Third, to further address concerns about possible
confounding effects from income shocks to connected counties, we present specifications
that control for friend-weighted income changes over the past 24 months, as measured by
changes in the gross income per capita from the IRS Tax Statistics SOI. We show that this
additional control does not significantly affect our estimated response of housing investment
behavior to friends’ house price changes. Jointly, these robustness checks suggest that our
estimates are not driven by changes to the economic conditions of an individual’s friends,
which may correlate with both this individual’s own behavior and her friends’ house price
experiences.

2.4

Social Networks and Housing Markets: Evidence

We next use the empirical strategy described above to show that the house price experiences
within an individual’s social networks have a causal effect on her housing investment
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decisions. We first document an effect of friends’ house price experiences on the extensive
margin decision to be a homeowner or a renter. We also show that the intensive margin of
an individual’s housing investment – the square footage of the home bought – as well as
the transaction price are positively affected by higher house price experiences in her social
network.

2.4.1

Social Networks and Housing Markets: Extensive Margin Analysis

Housing Data. To measure housing investment activity at the individual level, we introduce
data from two snapshots of Acxiom InfoBase, one from 2010 and one from 2012. These
data are maintained by Acxiom, a marketing services company, and contain a range of
individual-level information compiled from a large number of sources (e.g., public records,
surveys, and warranty registrations). The data include details on demographics (e.g., age,
marital status, education, occupation, income), household size, and homeownership status.
For current homeowners, the data also contain information from public deeds records on
the housing transaction that led to the current homeownership spell (e.g., transaction date
and price), as well as property details from public assessor records (e.g., property and lot
size).
Sample Description and Summary Statistics. We merge the Facebook and Acxiom
data through a unique, anonymized link based on common characteristics in both data
sets.6 Since the housing transaction deeds are originally recorded at the county level, we
focus our empirical analysis on understanding the housing market behavior of the residents
of Los Angeles County, the largest U.S. county by population. This ensures that our analysis
is not affected by inconsistent recording of data across counties. Our final sample consists of
an anonymized panel of about 1.4 million Facebook users who lived in Los Angeles County
6 Linking

the housing data to the friendship network involved a scrambled merge-key based on common
characteristics. 53% of merges relied on email address. Other characteristics were full date of birth (51%) or
year-month of date of birth (28%), last name (45%) and first name (84%), location at the level of zip code (44%),
county (37%), and CBSA (8%), and telephone number (2%). Most matches are based on multiple characteristics.
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in 2010, and whom we can match across the 2010 and 2012 Acxiom snapshots.7 Below,
we exploit the panel structure of this data set to analyze how the 2010 to 2012 transition
probability between renting and owning is affected by the individuals’ friends’ house price
experiences between 2008 and 2010. We therefore call this sample the “change-of-tenure
sample”.
Table 2.5 contains summary statistics on this sample; additional summary statistics are
provided in the Online Appendix. In 2010, the average person was 41 years old, and had a
household income of almost $70,000. About 29.5% of the individuals were renters in 2010;
by 2012, 17.8% of these 2010 renters had bought a home. Of the 70.5% of people that owned
their home in 2010, 93.5% continued to own their home in 2012. The average person has 304
U.S.-based friends. This number of friends ranges from 35 to 943 between the 5th and the
the 95th percentile of the distribution.
Figure 2.3 shows a heatmap of the geographic distribution of the aggregated social
networks of all individuals in the sample. Consistent with the findings from the U.S.wide social graph explored in Section 2.2.3, a significant fraction of friendship links are
to geographically close individuals. Indeed, Table 2.5 shows that the average person in
our sample has 62.9% of her friends within the Los Angeles commuting zone, and 65.5%
of her friends living within 200 miles. Despite this relative clustering of friends near Los
Angeles, the average person has friends in more than 55 different U.S. counties. There is
substantial heterogeneity in where different individuals have these friends. For example,
Panels A, B, and C of Figure 2.4 map the social networks for three different individuals in
our sample whose out-of-commuting zone friends are clustered around Minnesota, North
Carolina, and Utah, respectively. Similarly, Table 2.5 shows that while the average person in
our sample has 32.4% of her out-of-commuting zone U.S. friends living in the Pacific census
division (comprising Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington), this number
ranges from 5.7% to 66.7% between the 5th and the 95th percentiles of the distribution.
7 We drop the 17% of individuals with fewer than 10 out-of-commuting zone friends, for whom the measure
of friends’ geographically distant house price experience is noisy; however, our results are robust to variation in
this cutoff.
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Table 2.5: Summary Statistics: Change-of-Tenure Sample
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Figure 2.3: Share of Friendship Links of Los Angeles Residents

It is this across-individual heterogeneity in the location of geographically distant friends,
combined with differences in house price movements across the U.S., that is the key driver
of variation in friends’ house price experiences.
Indeed, while the average person in our sample has friends who experienced a 7.1%
house price decline between December 2008 and December 2010, this number ranges
between -10.1% and -5.2% from the 5th to the 95th percentiles of the distribution. The
5-95 percentile range of out-of-commuting zone friends’ house price experiences is even
larger, ranging from -16.3% to -5.2%. Panels A and B of Figure 2.5 plot the full distribution
of friends’ house price experiences separately for all friends and out-of-commuting zone
friends, respectively.
Our empirical approach exploits this variation in friends’ house price experiences to
document a causal role of social interactions in shaping housing investment behavior. A
key assumption behind our causal interpretation is that no individual’s social network
consistently experiences an aboveaverage or below-average house price appreciation. To
verify this, we calculate, for each individual in our sample and each year between 1993
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Figure 2.4: Examples of Individual Level Friend Distributions
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of Friends’ House Price Experiences
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and 2012, the house price experiences in that individual’s social network over the previous
twelve months. We then regress these individual-year observations on individual fixed
effects. This regression yields an R2 of about 0.1%. This confirms that, on average, the
variation in the house price experiences across different individuals’ friends is unrelated to
observed or unobserved fixed characteristics of those individuals.
Extensive Margin Results. We first focus on the Los Angeles-based renters in 2010 in
the change-oftenure sample. Regression 2.6 considers whether their propensity to become a
homeowner by 2012 is affected by the house price experiences of their friends between 2008
and 2010.

All
1Owneri,2012 = a + bFriendHPExpi,2008,2010
+ gXi,2010 + wDXi,2010,2012 + Yzip2010 ,zip2012 + ei (2.6)

The dependent variable is an indicator of whether individual i is a homeowner in 2012.
We control for paired 2010 ⇥ 2012 zip code fixed effects (e.g., an indicator variable for all
individuals that lived in zip code 90001 in 2010 and in zip code 90005 in 2012), which allows
us to isolate the decision of where to live from the decision of whether to buy a house.
We also control for the 2010 demographics of individual i, Xi,2010 , and changes in these
demographics between 2010 and 2012, DXi,2010,2012 . Our controls also include information on
the size of the individuals’ Facebook networks, such as the number of friends, the number
of out-of-commuting zone friends, and the number of counties in which they have at least
one friend. As described in Section2, to help us isolate the causal effect of friends’ house
price experiences, we use the house price experiences of friends who live outside the Los
Angeles commuting zone to instrument for the house price experiences of all friends.
Panel A of Table 2.6 shows results from regression 2.6.8 The estimate of b in column
1, suggests that every percentage point increase in the house price experiences of an
individual’s friends increases her probability of becoming a homeowner by 2012 by about
8 For readability, we suppress the coefficients on all the control variables in Table 2.6 and other tables in
the main body of the paper. The Online Appendix presents all coefficients on control variables from the main
specifications in these tables.
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0.6 percentage points, relative to a baseline transition probability of 17.8%. A one-standarddeviation increase in the house price appreciation experienced by a person’s friend between
2008 and 2010 thus increases the probability of buying a home over the next two years by
1.2 percentage points. This is about 18% of the magnitude of the effect of adding a family
member.
While the Yzip2010 ,zip2012 fixed effects help us to separate the choice of location from the
choice of owning or renting, in column 2 we restrict our analysis to individuals that lived
in the same zip code in 2010 and 2012, and for whom moving to a different part of Los
Angeles thus was not a driver of ownership change. The average probability of transitioning
from renting to owning is somewhat lower in this sample, at 10.3%. The estimated effect
of friends’ house price experiences on the probability of buying a home is only marginally
smaller than in the full sample.
The specifications in columns 3 and 4 of Table 2.6 address concerns that our results could
be driven by common shocks to individuals and their friends that are large enough to move
aggregate house prices in those geographically distant regions where these friends live.
Column 3 only exploits variation in friends’ house price experiences among individuals who
are either retired or who work in geographically non-clustered professions. The estimated
effect of friends’ house price experiences is only marginally smaller.9 In column 4, we
directly control for the recent income changes in the counties where the individual has
friends. A one-percentage-point higher average income growth among a renter’s friends is
associated with a 0.33 percentage points higher probability of buying a house over the next
two years. This could, for example, be picking up an effect of people working in professions
that are disproportionately prevalent in counties where they have friends. Importantly for
us, the estimated effect of friends’ house price experiences on the purchasing decision is
nearly unchanged.10 These findings suggest that our results are not driven by unobserved
9 In this specification, we add an indicator that is equal to “1” for all professions not identified as geographically nonclustered, and set FriendHPExp equal to zero for these individuals. This allows us to only exploit
variation in FriendHPExp coming from individuals in geographically non-clustered professions, while using
the full sample to estimate the effect of the control variables and fixed effects.
10 The

correlation of average house price growth and average income growth between 2008 and 2010 across
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income shocks.
So far, we have focused on the effects of friends’ house price experiences between 2008
and 2010 on a 2010 renter’s decision of whether to buy a house by 2012. However, friends’
house price experiences between 2010 and 2012 might also affect the decision to buy a house
by 2012. In column 5, we therefore present results from a regression that also controls for
these experiences. A one-percentagepoint higher house price experience of an individual’s
friends between 2010 and 2012 indeed further increases the likelihood of that individual
becoming a homeowner by 2012 by about 0.32 percentage points. The effect of friends’
house price experiences between 2008 and 2010 is unaffected.
We now turn to the extensive margin decisions of 2010 homeowners. Specifically, Panel
B of Table 2.6 explores how friends’ house price experiences affect the probability that 2010
homeowners sell their home by 2012. Only about 6% of 2010 homeowners become renters
by 2012. The results suggest that homeowners whose friends experienced particularly
large house price declines are more likely to sell their house. For 2010 homeowners, the
magnitude of the effect of friends’ house price experiences on the probability of owning a
home in 2012 is a quarter to a third of the magnitude for 2010 renters.

2.4.2

Social Networks and Housing Markets: Transaction Analysis

Sample Description and Summary Statistics. In addition to analyzing the probability of
individuals transitioning between renting and owning across the 2010 and 2012 Acxiom
snapshots, we investigate how other dimensions of their housing investment decisions are
affected by their friends’ house price experiences. To do this, we use the fact that we observe
information on all housing transactions since 1993 that led to an ownership spell that was
ongoing as of either Acxiom snapshot. We can match more than 520,000 of such housing
transactions in Los Angeles county to the social networks of the respective homebuyers. We
refer to this sample of transactions as the “transaction sample”.
the social networks in our sample is 37%. This shows that there is substantial variation that allows us to
separately identify the effect of house price changes and income changes in the geographies where an individual
has friends.
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Table 2.7 provides summary statistics on the transactions and homebuyers in the transaction sample; the Online Appendix provides additional summary statistics. The average
transaction price was $403,344, and the average loan-to-value ratio at origination was about
85%.11 The average property size was 1,775 square feet. The average homebuyer was 35
years old at the time of the transaction, and has 408 total friends and 156 out-of-commuting
zone friends.12 As before, we observe substantial variation in friends’ house price experiences across buyers who purchased properties at the same point in time: after conditioning
on the transaction quarter, the across-buyers standard deviation of FriendHPExpi,t

24m,t

is

about 3.5% (see Panels C and D of Figure 2.5 for the full distribution).
Property Size Results. We next analyze whether, conditional on buying a house, the
house price experiences of a buyer’s friends affect the intensive margin of her property
investment. The unit of observation in regression 2.7 is a purchase of property h by
individual i at time t. The dependent variable is the log square footage of the property,
multiplied by 100 to ease interpretation of the coefficients.
All
The key explanatory variable, FriendHPExpi,t
24m,t is constructed as in equation 2.2, and

captures the average house price changes experienced by buyer i’s friends in the 24 months
prior to the purchase.

All
log( PropSizeh,i,t ) = a + bFriendHPExpi,t
24m,t + gXi,2010 + Yt + eh,i,t .

(2.7)

Table 2.8 presents estimates from regression 2.7. In column 1, we control for purchasemonth fixed effects, Yt , and buyer characteristics, Xi,2010 .13 The estimates suggest that a
11 We observe transaction prices and mortgage amounts in ranges of about $50,000. We take the mid-points
of these ranges as the transaction price and mortgage amount.
12 For some of the transactions, a property is purchased by more than one individual, and we can match
both individuals to their Facebook account. In these cases, we average the set of demographic characteristics,
and pool the friends of the two buyers in our calculation of friends’ house price experiences. Only considering
the characteristics and friends’ house price experiences of the head of household yields very similar results.
Observing multiple buyers for the same transaction is the main reason why we have fewer observations in the
transaction sample than we observe 2010 owners.
13 We observe buyer age at the time of the transaction, but for other buyer characteristics, such as occupation,
marital status, and household size, we use values from the most proximate Acxiom snapshot.
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Table 2.8: Effects on Size of Property Purchased

5 percentage points (1.4 withinquarter standard deviations) increase in friends’ average
house price experiences is correlated with buyers purchasing a 1.6% larger property. This
shows that individuals purchase larger properties when their friends have experienced more
positive recent house price changes. To put the magnitude of the effect into perspective, a
one-standard-deviation increase in the house price experiences of an individuals’ friends
has the same effect on the size of the purchased property as a $3,000 increase in annual
household income.
Columns 2 to 6 address a number of potential concerns with our causal interpretation of
the estimates of b in regression 2.7. For property purchases before 2010, we only observe
information on the transaction if the property does not get resold prior to 2010. If the
probability of a fast resale was correlated with both house price experiences of the buyers’
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friends and the size of the house bought, this selection could bias our results. In column
2, we therefore focus on sales since 2010, for which we observe a non-selected sample.
The point estimate of b in this sample is slightly larger than the point estimate in the full
sample, though the two estimates are not statistically distinguishable. This suggests that the
selection of our transaction sample does not bias the results.
A second concern with our interpretation of b was that even though we only exploit
variation in the house price experiences of friends living outside of Los Angeles, the capital
gains or own experiences of buyers who recently moved from these regions to Los Angeles
might still be correlated with the experiences of those friends. To test whether this confounds
our estimates, column 3 restricts the sample to purchases since 2010 for which we can verify
that the buyer lived in Los Angeles in 2010. The effects are nearly identical to those in the
sample of all purchases since 2010. Housing wealth effects or an extrapolation of own house
price experiences thus cannot explain our findings.
A further challenge to our causal interpretation of b comes from characteristics of the
buyers that might have a particularly strong direct effect on property investments in years
when the buyers’ geographically distant friends experience significant house price increases.
In column 4, we limit the scope of such possible confounding effects by interacting buyer
characteristics with purchase-year fixed effects. In column 5, we only exploit variation
in FriendHPExp among buyers that are retired or work in geographically non-clustered
professions. In column 6, we include direct controls for income changes in the buyers’ social
networks. Across these specifications, the estimates of b are similar to our baseline estimates,
indicating that common shocks to individuals and their social networks do not explain the
observed effect of friends’ house price experiences.
Transaction Price Results. In this section, we analyze the effects of the house price
experiences of both the buyers’ friends and the sellers’ friends on transaction prices. Conceptually, the property valuations of both buyers and sellers could be affected by their friends’
house price experiences. In any bargaining model, the final transaction prices will then vary
with these valuations.
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For this analysis, we again consider the transaction sample, and run hedonic regression
2.8. The unit of observation is the purchase of property h by individual i at time t. The
dependent variable is the log of the transaction price, multiplied by 100 to ease the interpretation of the coefficients. All specifications include zip code ⇥ transaction year fixed
effects, fzip ⇥ Yy(t) , allowing us to non-parametrically control for different time trends in
prices across zip codes. We also control for buyer characteristics, Xi,2010 , and for property
characteristics, Zh .

All
log( Priceh,i,t ) = a + bFriendHPExpi,t
24m,t + dXi,2010 + gZh + fzip ⇥ Yy(t) + eh,i,t .

(2.8)

Panel A of Table 2.9 presents the main results from regression 2.8. The estimate in
column 1 suggests that when homebuyers’ friends experience a 5 percentage points higher
house price appreciation, the transaction price for a given home is 2.3% higher. To put this
magnitude into perspective, it approximately corresponds to the price difference between a
1,140 square foot property and a 1,200 square foot property. The R2 of the regression is over
80%, confirming that our hedonic property characteristics capture many of the important
determinants of house prices.
While the hedonic regression controls for many determinants of property value, one
might be concerned that individuals with larger house price increases in their social networks purchase properties that differ on unobservable characteristics, which could bias the
estimates of b in regression 2.8. To rule out such confounding effects, column 2 includes
property fixed effects in the regression. In this specification, b is only identified by transactions of properties for which we observe two transactions.14 Since we are comparing
transaction prices for the same property, this specification holds constant all unobservable
characteristics of the properties. Overall, we observe 34,732 transactions for properties that
trade twice in our sample. As one would expect, including property fixed effects increases
14 In order to identify such repeat sales of the same property, one of the transactions has to occur before 2010,
and the other between 2010 and 2012, so that we see the property attached to a different owner across the two
Acxiom snapshots.
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the R2 further, to 95%. Reassuringly, the effect of positive house price experiences among a
buyer’s friends on the transaction price is unaffected.
One concern with our causal interpretation of b is that friends’ house price experiences
might be correlated with unobserved buyer characteristics that could have a direct effect on
her housing investment decisions. We argued that this was unlikely, since our identification
comes from the interaction of the geographic dispersion of an individual’s friends and
the time-varying house price movements in those counties. To highlight this source of
identification, column 3 includes buyer fixed effects. In this specification, all identification
comes from individuals that we observe purchasing more than one property.15 Across those
transactions, the friendship networks and unobservable characteristics of the buyers are
held fixed, and the only force shifting FriendHPExp comes from the differential house
price development in the fixed friendship networks prior to the two points in time when
the individuals bought their homes. Our estimate of b is very similar in this specification,
highlighting that our results are not confounded by the correlation between individuals’
demographic characteristics and the geographic dispersion of their social networks.
So far, we focused on the effect of the house price experiences of the buyers’ friends on
the transaction price. In columns 4 and 5 of Table 2.9, we include the house price experiences
of the sellers’ friends in the 24 months before the sale as an additional regressor.16 When
sellers’ friends experience a five percentage points higher house price appreciation, the
transaction price is 1.2% higher. The estimated effect of the buyers’ friends’ house price
experiences is similar to our baseline estimates. This evidence is consistent with friends’
15 In

order to identify two transactions by the same buyer, we need the same individual to owner-occupy two
different properties in the 2010 and 2012 Acxiom snapshots. This will then allow us to observe information
about the transaction that initiated each ownership spell.
16 We

only observe information on the seller for transactions between 2010 and 2012, since for those
transactions we know who owned the property in 2010, prior to it being sold. We can match the sellers in about
20,000 transactions to their Facebook accounts. We include all transactions in the regression, even if we cannot
match the seller to Facebook, in order to increase the power for estimating the coefficients on the property
characteristics and the buyer experience. In particular, in that specification, we also include an indicator, FBMissi
, that is equal to “1” for all transactions where we cannot match the seller to their Facebook profile, and 0
otherwise. We set FriendHPExp of the seller equal to zero when FBMissi = 1. However, estimates are similar if
we only focus on the transactions for which we can identify both the buyer and the seller.
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house price experiences affecting both the buyers’ and the sellers’ valuations of the property,
and thus their reservation prices in the bargaining that determines the transaction price.
The specifications in Panel B of Table 2.9 correspond to those in columns 2-6 of Table 2.8,
and address a number of challenges to our identification of causal effects. As was the case
in our analysis of the intensive margin decision, we do not find evidence for a number of
non-causal alternative explanations of the patterns in the data.

2.4.3

Further Robustness Checks and Differential Effects

In the Online Appendix, we provide additional robustness checks to our results, and explore
a number of sample splits to analyze whether effects differ across the population. First, we
show that results are similar when we use the house price experiences of out-of-state friends
as an instrument, instead of the house price experiences of out-of-commuting zone friends.
Second, we use friends’ house price experiences over the prior 12 months, 36 months, and
48 months as explanatory variables, instead of the house price experiences over the prior 24
months, as we do in the main body of the paper. The magnitude of the effect is declining
as we increase the time window over which we measure friends’ house price experiences,
suggesting that the most recent experiences within a person’s social network have the largest
effects on her behavior. Third, we analyze the effects separately for individuals in different
age groups and with different education levels. The probabilities of buying a house for
renters, or selling a house for owners, are declining in the age of the individuals. Effects on
the size of the property purchased, and the price paid for a given property, are stable across
age groups. There are no systematic differences in the effect sizes across individuals with
different education levels.
We also consider whether the response of individuals’ housing investment behavior to
their friends’ house price experiences is different during periods with booming housing
markets relative to periods with more stable or declining housing markets. The effect on
the price paid is nearly identical across the housing boom period 2001-2006, the housing
bust period 2007-2009, and the relatively flat period 2010-2012. The effect on size bought is
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somewhat larger in the boom and flat periods than it is in the housing bust period. These
findings suggest that the social dynamics channel we document in this paper is likely to be
active during both housing booms and busts.

2.5

Social Networks and Housing Markets: Mechanisms

In the previous section, we documented a causal relationship between the house price
experiences in an individual’s social network and her housing investment behavior. In this
section, we investigate potential mechanisms behind this causal relationship.

2.5.1

Evidence for Expectations Channel

A first plausible channel through which the house price experiences in a person’s social
network can affect her housing market investments is through influencing her perceptions of
the attractiveness of local property investments. A number of possible mechanisms for such
an expectations-based channel have been proposed in the literature, though little systematic
empirical evidence has been developed.
One important dimension along which existing theories differ is whether agents are
mechanically influenced by signals they receive through their social networks, or whether
they attempt to rationally extract information from the experiences of their friends. For
example, one prominent narrative of the role of social interactions in the housing market
has been put forward by Shiller (2007), who writes that “many people seem to be accepting
that the recent home price experience is at least in part the result of a social epidemic
of optimism for real estate.” Shiller (2008) describes “the contagious optimism, seeming
impervious to facts, that often takes hold when prices are rising [· · · ] speculative bubbles
are fueled by the social contagion of boom thinking.” In Shiller’s narrative, individuals
are mechanically “infected” by the beliefs of their friends, which, in turn, are driven by
these friends extrapolating from their own house price experiences. This response to friends’
beliefs is independent of whether friends’ house price experiences contain useful information
for predicting own local house price changes.
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We next document that social interactions indeed have important effects on individuals’
perceptions of the attractiveness of housing market investments. We also attempt, to the
extent possible, to understand whether our findings are more consistent with a mechanical
or a rational change in beliefs in response to friends’ house price experiences.
Description of Expectations Survey. Investigating the response of an individual’s
expectations to her friends’ house price experiences presents an additional challenge: how
do we measure those expectations? To overcome this measurement challenge, we analyze
responses to a short user survey conducted by Facebook in November 2015. The survey
targeted Facebook users living in a few Los Angeles zip codes through a post on their News
Feed.17 It informed users that “Facebook is helping researchers understand what real people
think about the economy. Your survey responses will be combined with the information
that you publicly share on Facebook and average house prices to better help us understand
the housing economy. Help us out by answering the following questions, your responses
will be kept anonymous,” followed by four multiple-choice questions.
1. How informed are you about house prices in your zip code? 2Not at all informed
2Somewhat informed 2Well informed 2Very well informed

2. How informed are you about house prices where your friends live? 2Not at all
informed 2Somewhat informed 2Well informed 2Very well informed

3. How often do you talk to your friends about whether buying a house is a good
investment? 2Never 2Rarely 2Sometimes 2Often
4. If someone had a large sum of money that they wanted to invest, would you say that
relative to other possible financial investments, buying property in your zip code today
is:18 2A very good investment 2A somewhat good investment 2Neither good nor
17 A

person’s News Feed is a personalized, constantly updating list of content posted by friends and followed
pages (e.g., messages, photos, videos), advertisements, and surveys. It is shown to users as the landing page
when they log onto Facebook. The Online Appendix shows the survey interface.
18 The wording to this question corresponds to a question on the New York Fed Survey of Consumer
Expectations.
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bad as an investment 2A somewhat bad investment 2A very bad investment.
We observe 1,242 survey responses. 55% of respondents are male, and their ages range
between 19 and 75 years, with an average of 46 years, and an interquartile range of 35 - 56
years. Respondents come from 113 Los Angeles zip codes, but 40% of them live in the 20
most represented zip codes.19
Panels A - D of Figure 2.6 plot the distribution of responses to each survey question.
Most respondents believe that buying property is at least a somewhat good investment,
but we observe significant heterogeneity in respondents’ beliefs about the attractiveness
of local real estate investments. About 73% of individuals claim to be at least “somewhat
informed” about house prices where their friends live, while 27% are “well informed” or
“very well informed”. Over half of the respondents report talking at least “sometimes” to
their friends about whether buying property is a good investment, while 15% talk “often”.
This suggests a potentially important role for social interactions in influencing housing
market expectations and investments. There is no relationship between an individual’s
friends’ house price experiences and her propensity to talk to friends about investing in the
housing market: the average house price experiences of the respondents’ friends’, split up
by their responses to Question 3, are 18.4%, 18.3%, 18.3%, and 18.5% respectively.
We next analyze how the average house price movements in individual i’s social network
All
in the 24 months before answering the survey, FriendHPExpi,2013,2015
, affect her optimism

about property investments in her own zip code. There is significant across-respondent
variation in this experience measure, which has a mean of 18.3%, a standard deviation of
2%, and a 10-90 percentile range of 4.5%. Panels E and F of Figure 2.6 plot the distributions
across the survey respondents of the house price experiences of their friends and their
out-of-commuting zone friends.
Analysis of Expectations Survey. Regression 2.9 analyzes the relationship between the
19 As

is generally the case with analyzing survey data, there is some concern that individuals who respond to
a survey might be different on important characteristics. While we found that respondents look similar to the
targeted population on observable characteristics, it could be, for example, that those individuals who respond
to a housing expectation survey are disproportionately likely to talk to their friends about housing investments.
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house price experiences of individuals’ friends and their beliefs about whether buying
local property is a good investment. The dependent variable is the individuals’ response to
Question 4.20 Xi controls for the age and gender of the respondent. Since respondents are
asked to evaluate the attractiveness of buying property in their own zip code, and the true
attractiveness of such investments can vary across zip codes, we also include zip code fixed
effects, Yzip .

All
ResponseQ4i = a + bFriendHPExpi,2013,2015
+ gXi + Yzip + ei

(2.9)

To deal with the ordinal nature of the responses to Question 4, we code the answers
as 1 to 5, with 5 corresponding to the most optimistic view on property investments. This
approach assumes that the “distance” between each of the five possible answers to Question
4 is the same.21 The resulting measure of optimism about property investments has a
standard deviation of 1.06. Most of this heterogeneity is across individuals responding
about investing in property in the same zip code: when conditioning on Yzip , the residual
standard deviation of ResponseQ4i remains at 0.98. As before, we estimate regression
2.9 using an instrumental variables strategy, where we instrument for the house price
experiences of all friends with the house price experiences of only the out-of-commuting
zone friends.
Column 1 of Table 2.10 presents estimates of equation8. Holding zip code, age, and
gender fixed, an increase in friends’ house price experiences makes respondents more
optimistic about the attractiveness of investing in property. Quantitatively, a one-standardAll
deviation increase in FriendHPExpi,2013,2015
is associated with a statistically significant

0.08 standard deviation increase in our measure of optimism. It is difficult to assess the
20 Our favorite interpretation of the responses to this question is that they reflect differences in the physical
probabilities that respondents assign to different states of the world. However, it is possible that respondents
risk-adjust their answers to whether they think that housing is an attractive investment. In that case, different
responses could also reflect differences in risk-adjustments of respondents whose friends experience different
house price movements.
21 In

the Online Appendix, we also take a second approach to dealing with the ordinal nature of the responses
to Question 4. In particular, we present cumulative odds ratios from an ordered logit model. The conclusions
from this specification are very similar to those in Table 2.10.
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magnitude of this effect. However, in recent work, Armona et al. (2016) have analyzed
whether differences in an individual’s perceived past house price changes in her own zip
code affect her beliefs about the attractiveness of housing investments, elicited through a
survey question identical to Question 4 above. They find that a one-standard-deviation
increase in individuals’ perceptions of their own local house price changes over the past year
is associated with an increase in ResponseQ4i of about 0.1. They compare these estimates
to our findings, and conclude that the effect on expectations through the social dynamics
channel that we highlight in this paper is of similar magnitude as the effect through the
extrapolation from past local house price movements that is the focus of their research.
For survey respondents who only recently moved to Los Angeles, possibly from areas in
which they have many friends, FriendHPExpOutCZ
i,2013,2015 might be correlated with their own
house price experience, in which case even the instrumental variables strategy could not
separate the effect of social interactions from that of extrapolative expectations. In column 2,
we thus restrict the sample to survey respondents who already lived in Los Angeles in 2012.
The results in this subsample are very similar.
A common concern with analyzing survey data is the possibility that the framing and
ordering of questions affects the responses. In particular, given the order of questions
described above, one might worry that by first asking respondents whether they knew
about house prices where their friends live, one might prime them to place more weight
on those friends’ experiences when subsequently reporting their own perceptions of the
attractiveness of housing market investments. To rule out such effects, for about 35% of
respondents the order of questions was reversed, asking them first about their housing
market expectations, before eliciting responses to the other questions. Column 3 shows
that the correlation between a respondent’s friends’ house price experiences and her own
expectations is, if anything, slightly stronger in the sample of respondents who first reported
their housing market beliefs. This suggests that framing effects do not significantly affect
our results.
We next provide additional evidence that the correlation between an individual’s housing
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market beliefs and her friends’ house price experiences is driven by social interactions,
All
and not by other confounding shocks. In column 4, we interact FriendHPExpi,2013,2015
with

each possible response to Question 2. We also include non-interacted indicator variables
for each possible response to Question 2, but, in the interest of space, do not report the
corresponding coefficients. The relationship between an individual’s assessment of whether
buying property is a good investment and the house price experiences of her friends is
stronger for individuals who report being aware of house prices where their friends live.
All
Similarly, in column 5 we interact FriendHPExpi,2013,2015
with each possible response to

Question 3. For respondents who report that they regularly talk to their friends about
whether buying property is a good investment, we find a strong relationship between their
friends’ house price experiences and their own assessment of whether property in their
own zip code is a good investment. Indeed, for respondents that sometimes or often talk
to their friends about property investments, the effect size is twice as large as the effect
size for the average individual. For respondents that rarely or never talk to their friends
about investing in the housing market, no statistically significant relationship is found. This
finding suggests that the observed correlation is driven by social interactions, and not, for
example, by people reading local newspapers from areas where they have friends.
Overall, these results suggest an important role for social interactions in affecting
individuals’ assessments of the attractiveness of housing market investments. All else
equal, an individual perceives property to be a more attractive investment when there are
larger house price gains within her social network. These effects are statistically significant,
economically large, and more pronounced for those respondents who report talking with
their friends about whether housing is a good investment.

2.5.2

Reasons for Updating Expectations

Why would an individual’s perceptions of the attractiveness of local housing market
investments be influenced by the house price movements in those geographically distant
areas where she has friends? We next present evidence that can help differentiate between
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various possible explanations. In particular, we analyze whether we can find evidence in
favor of a rational learning story.
A first such story would involve individuals learning through their friends about house
price changes elsewhere that are predictive of future Los Angeles house price changes.
To test whether such an effect contributes to our findings, Panel A of Table 2.11 splits
individuals into groups based on how predictive the house price experiences of their out-ofcommuting zone social networks are for subsequent Los Angeles house price changes.22
We then obtain separate estimates of the effect of friends’ house price experience on the
housing investment behaviors of each group. There is no evidence that people with more
predictive social networks respond in a systematically different way.
Similarly, many plausible rational explanations of the behavior we document involve
individuals learning about some fundamental national housing demand shock from observing house price growth across multiple geographies. If this were an important channel, we
would expect individuals to respond more to their friends’ experiences if these friends were
more geographically dispersed, since the average experience of these friends would then
be more informative about the national shock. Yet, Panel B of Table 2.11 shows that the
response of individuals to the experiences of their friends does not generally vary with the
number of counties these individuals have friends in.
These pieces of evidence point away from a rational learning explanation for our findings.
This is perhaps unsurprising. Indeed, if the house price movements in a different part of the
country were sufficiently informative to affect a rational agent’s valuation of a given house
by thousands of dollars, then, in a world of rational learning, everybody should update
their expectation equally based on these house price movements, which are available for
free and in real time. We thus conclude that the evidence is most consistent with mechanical
belief updating along the lines of Shiller (2007) and Shiller (2008).
22 For

every individual, we find the correlation between the house price movements in their out-of-commuting
zone social network over the previous 24 months, and Los Angeles house price movements over the next 12
months. We estimate this correlation using yearly observations between 1993 and 2012. Varying the time
horizons and the sample period does not significantly affect the ordering of individuals by the predictiveness of
their social networks’ house price experiences.
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2.5.3

Evidence Against Alternative Causal Channels

We next present evidence against three causal mechanisms other than social interactions
through which friends’ house price experiences could affect an individual’s housing market
behavior. Result tables and further discussions are provided in the Online Appendix.
Bequests: A first alternative explanation is that the house price experiences in a person’s
social network may have a direct wealth or liquidity effect. In particular, if a person has
many friends where her parents live, increases in house prices in that area might affect the
value of any property owned by her parents. In that case, if this individual is expecting
to inherit a more expensive house, or if her parents have more resources to help her with
purchasing a property in Los Angeles, this could influence her purchasing behavior through
a channel that is unrelated to social dynamics.
We present three pieces of evidence that suggest this mechanism cannot explain our
findings. First, we separately exploit variation in the overall social network house price
experience coming from three subsets of out-of-commuting zone friends: family members,
work colleagues, and college friends. While an individual might expect higher future
bequests when her family members experience higher house price growth, this is less
likely to be the case for her college or work friends. Yet, we find that the influence of the
house price experiences in all three sub-networks on investment behavior is very similar,
suggesting the bequest channel is relatively unimportant.
As a second piece of evidence against a bequest story, we show that our estimates
are similar among individuals whose bequests are less likely to be affected by the house
price movements of their U.S.-based out-of-commuting-zone friends. In particular, the
effects of friends’ house price experiences on housing investments are quite similar when
restricting the sample to individuals whose hometown is Los Angeles, or to individuals
whose hometown is outside of the United States.
Third, since most individuals can only expect bequests from a few close relatives within
their social network, a bequest channel should be stronger when individuals’ social networks
are more geographically concentrated, and when their friends’ overall house price experience
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thus more closely corresponds to that of those close relatives. Yet, we have shown that the
effects are unrelated to how many counties an individual has friends in, providing further
evidence against a bequest story.
Consumption Externalities: A second alternative explanation for our findings is the
possible presence of consumption externalities across individuals and their friends. For
example, an individual might buy a house to “keep up with the Joneses” after her friends
purchased a home. Even though the construction of our key explanatory variable in equation
2.2 does not depend on whether an individual’s friends have purchased a house, this does
not completely alleviate the potential of consumption externalities to explain some of our
findings. Since house prices and transaction volumes generally co-move, people are more
likely to buy a house on average in regions where house prices go up. FriendHPExp could
therefore still be correlated with friends’ home purchase behavior. However, when we
directly include controls for the change and level of trading volume in the counties where
an individual has friends, the estimated effects of friends’ house price experiences are nearly
identical, suggesting that they are not just picking up a desire to keep up with friends.
Hedging: A further alternative explanation of our results is that individuals plan to
eventually move to those parts of the country where they have friends. In that case, when
they see house prices there go up, they might want to purchase a house in Los Angeles in
order to hedge against further (national) price increases that might price them out of the
market. If this were an important force explaining our results, one would expect the effect
to be larger for people whose friends live in housing markets that are more correlated with
Los Angeles, and for which Los Angeles housing would thus provide a better hedge. Yet,
we have shown that this is not the case.

2.6

Conclusion

In this paper, we highlight how newly emerging data from online social networking services
allow researchers to better understand the economic effects of social interactions. To illustrate
this point, we use anonymized administrative data from Facebook to document that the
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house price experiences within an individual’s social network affect her perceptions of the
attractiveness of property investments, and through this channel have large effects on her
housing market activity. Our results highlight that social interactions play an important role
in determining how people form expectations as well as in explaining their actual investment
behavior. The effects are quantitatively large, and have the potential to affect aggregate
outcomes. Indeed, in follow-on work, Bailey et al. (2016) show that the individual-level
effects documented in this paper aggregate up to affect county-level prices and trading
volumes. This suggests that, at the county level, friendship networks provide a mechanism
that can propagate house price shocks through the economy. In related work, Bailey et al.
(2017a) show that other measures of economic activity, such as trade and patent citations,
are also correlated with more aggregated social networks as measured by the Facebook
social graph.
While we document the effect of social interactions on expectations and investment
behavior in the housing market, it is likely that similar social dynamics are also at work
in other settings. For example, it is possible that optimism and pessimism about stock
market investments, or sentiments about the economy more generally, also spread through
social interactions in a similar way. One interesting question left unexplored in this paper
is whether the increasing connectedness of individuals through social media will itself
have an effect on how the experiences of individuals influence the behavior of their friends
across a number of settings. We hope that the increasing availability of data from online
social networking services, such as the Social Connectedness Index described in Bailey et al.
(2017a), will facilitate more research along a number of these important dimensions.
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Chapter 3

Social Connectedness: Measurement,
Determinants, and Effects1
3.1

Introduction

Social networks can shape many aspects of social and economic activity: migration and trade,
job-seeking, innovation, consumer preferences and sentiment, public health, social mobility,
and more. In turn, social networks themselves are associated with geographic proximity,
historical ties, political boundaries, and other factors. Traditionally, the unavailability
of large-scale and representative data on social connectedness between individuals or
geographic regions has posed a challenge for empirical research on social networks. More
recently, a body of such research has begun to emerge using data on social connectedness
from online social networking services such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. To date,
most of these research projects have been built on anonymized administrative microdata
from Facebook, typically by working with coauthor teams that include Facebook employees.
However, there is an inherent limit to the number of researchers that will be able to work
with social network data through such collaborations.
In this paper, we therefore introduce a new measure of social connectedness at the US
1 Co-authored

with Michael Bailey, Theresa Kuchler, Johannes Stroebel, and Arlene Wong
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county level. Our Social Connectedness Index is based on friendship links on Facebook,
the global online social networking service. Specifically, the Social Connectedness Index
corresponds to the relative frequency of Facebook friendship links between every countypair in the United States, and between every US county and every foreign country. Given
Facebook’s scale, with 2.1 billion active users globally and 239 million active users in the
United States and Canada (Facebook (2017)), as well as the relative representativeness of
Facebook’s user body, these data provide the first comprehensive measure of friendship
networks at a national level. Moreover, the Social Connectedness Index data can be made
accessible to members of the broader research community. Interested researchers are invited
to email sci_data@fb.com to learn about the current process for working with the Social
Connectedness Index data.
We begin this article by describing the construction of the Social Connectedness Index
(SCI). The bulk of the paper then explores various patterns related to social connectedness.
We first use the SCI data to analyze patterns of social connectedness between US counties.
We find that the intensity of friendship links is strongly declining in geographic distance,
with the elasticity of the number of friendship links to geographic distance ranging from
about -2.0 over distances less than 200 miles, to about -1.2 for distances larger than 200
miles. We also look at how social connectedness is shaped by political boundaries such as
state lines, exposure to large within-US population movements, and other historical and
contemporaneous factors.
We then explore heterogeneity across counties in the geographic concentration of their
populations’ social networks. For the average county, 62.8 percent of all friendship links are
to individuals living within 100 miles, but this number ranges from 46.0 percent at the 5th
percentile to 76.9 percent at the 95th percentile of the across-county distribution. We find
that the populations of counties with a larger fraction of friends living more than 100 miles
away are on average better off along a number of socioeconomic dimensions. For example,
counties with more geographically dispersed social networks have higher incomes, higher
education levels, and higher social mobility.
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We then turn to the question of how the intensity of social connectedness between
regions correlates with bilateral economic and social activity. We first document a strong
correlation between social connectedness and trading activity, consistent with recent research
that argues that social networks help overcome informational and cultural frictions that
can inhibit trade. Social connectedness is also positively correlated with the spread of
innovation and within-US migration. When we look at friendship links between US regions
and foreign countries, we find further strong correlations with both past migration patterns
and present-day trade flows.
Throughout this essay, our focus is on documenting and describing salient patterns
of social connectedness across a variety of settings. We do not seek to provide causal
analyses, nor do we want to imply causal relationships behind the correlations we document.
Nevertheless, we do believe that our findings can guide future research on the causal
effects of social networks. More generally, the patterns discussed here highlight significant
opportunities for using data from online social networking services such as Facebook to
help alleviate the measurement challenges faced by researchers across the social sciences
trying to better understand the role of social connectedness.

3.2

Measuring Social Connectedness

The Social Connectedness Index is constructed using aggregated and anonymized information from the universe of friendship links between all Facebook users as of April 2016.
Duggan et al. (2015) report that as of September 2014, more than 58 percent of the US
adult population and 71 percent of the US online population used Facebook. The same
source reports that, among online US adults, Facebook usage rates are relatively constant
across income groups, education groups, and racial groups. Usage rates among online US
adults are declining in age, from 87 percent of 18-to-29 year-olds to 56 percent of above-65
year-olds.
In the United States, Facebook mainly serves as a platform for real-world friends and
acquaintances to interact online, and people usually only add connections on Facebook to
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individuals whom they know in the real world (Jones et al. (2013); Gilbert and Karahalios
(2009); Hampton et al. (2011)). Establishing a friendship link on Facebook requires the
consent of both individuals, and the total number of friends for a person is limited to 5,000.
As a result, Facebook data have a unique ability to provide a large-scale representation of
US friendship networks.
To measure the social connectedness between geographies, we map Facebook users
to their respective county and country locations, and thus obtain the total number of
friendship links between these geographies. Locations are assigned to users based on the
users’ information and activity on Facebook, including the stated city on their Facebook
profile, and device and connection information. We only consider friendship links among
Facebook users who have interacted with Facebook over the 30 days prior to the April 2016
snapshot.2 We treat each friendship link identically.
We then construct the Social Connectedness Index between all pairs of 3,136 US counties,
and between every US county and every foreign country, as the normalized total number
of friendship links for each geographic pair. In particular, the Social Connectedness Index
is constructed to have a maximum value of 1,000,000, and relative differences in the index
correspond to relative differences in the total number of friendship links. The highest Social
Connectedness Index value of 1,000,000 is assigned to Los Angeles County–Los Angeles
County connections (Los Angeles County is where people have the most friends with other
people in their county).

3.3

The Determinants of Social Connectedness

The Social Connectedness Index can be used to analyze the correlates of the intensity of
social connectedness between US counties. We first analyze the role of geographic distance
in shaping social connectedness in the United States. The effects of geographic proximity
2 Facebook formally defines such “monthly active users” in its 10Q statements as follows: “We define a
monthly active user as a registered Facebook user who logged in and visited Facebook through our website or a
mobile device, or used our Messenger application (and is also a registered Facebook user), in the last 30 days as
of the date of measurement.”
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on friendship formation and social interactions have been studied in a number of papers,
including Zipf (1949), Verbrugge (1983), and Marmaros and Sacerdote (2006).
As a motivating example, compare San Francisco County and Kern County in California.
These two counties have roughly the same population of slightly under one million, but
Kern County is 175 times larger in area. Moreover, San Francisco County, which is home
to the city of San Francisco, is surrounded by the urbanized Bay Area economy including
Oakland and San Jose. Kern County includes the Bakersfield metro area, but it is not
surrounded by an urban area.
We construct a measure that we call the “relative probability of friendship” by taking the
Social Connectedness Index between counties i and j and dividing it by the product of the
number of Facebook users in the two counties. This allows us to take into account the fact
that we will see more friendship links between counties with more Facebook users.3 If this
measure is twice as large, this means that a given Facebook user in county i is about twice
as likely to be connected with a given Facebook user in county j. The heat maps in Figure
3.1 show the relative probability that a given Facebook user in San Francisco County (Figure
3.1A) or Kern County (Figure 3.1B) is connected to a given Facebook user in another county.
For both San Francisco County and Kern County, a significant proportion of friendship
links (dark shading indicates more links) are to geographically close counties across the
West Coast. However, there are also noticeable differences in the social connectedness of the
two counties. The population of San Francisco County has significant social connections to
counties located in the northeastern United States, while the population of Kern County
has far fewer of these friendship links. Instead, Kern County’s friendship network is very
concentrated in the West Coast and Mountain States, with the exception of a pocket of
strong connections to individuals living in Oklahoma and Arkansas. These connections are
likely related to past migration patterns, because Kern County was a major destination for
migrants fleeing the Dust Bowl in the 1930s. Kern County also has substantial friendship
3 While the number of Facebook users per county is not part of the public data release, very similar patterns
for “relative probability of friendship” would be obtained if we instead divided the Social Connectedness Index
by the product of county-level populations.
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Figure 3.1: County-Level Friendship Maps
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Table 3.1: Distance and Friendship Links: Across-County Summary Statistics for the United States

links to the oil-producing regions of North Dakota, perhaps not surprising given that Kern
County produces more oil than any other county in the United States.
Overall, the friendship networks of the Kern County population are much more geographically concentrated than those of the San Francisco County population: Kern County
has 57 percent of friends living within 50 miles, relative to 27 percent for San Francisco
County. In comparison with the summary statistics for the whole United States, displayed
in Table 3.1, the geographic concentration of the friendship network of Kern County is
similar to the US average while San Francisco County’s friendship network is extremely
geographically dispersed. For the average (population-weighted) US county, 55.4 percent
of friends live within 50 miles, with a 10-90 percentile range of 42.5 to 67.4 percent; and
over 70 percent of friends live within 200 miles, with a 10-90 percentile range of 57.1 to 81.2
percent. This despite the fact that, for the average county, only 1.3 percent and 6.6 percent
of the US population live within 50 miles and 200 miles, respectively.s
The regressions in Table 3.2 offer a more systematic account of the relationship between
geographic distance and social connectedness across county-pairs. The unit of observation
is a county-pair. The dependent variable is the log of the Social Connectedness Index
between the two counties. The log of the geographic distance between the counties is the
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explanatory variable in column 1. We include fixed effects for both counties, which controls
for population levels and any other characteristics that vary at the county level. In this
specification, geographic distance is able to explain a significant amount of the cross-countypair variation in social connectedness. The estimated elasticity of social connectedness
to geographic distance suggests that a 10 percent increase in the distance between two
counties is associated with a 14.8 percent decline in the number of friendship links between
those counties. Similar to gravity equations estimated in the trade literature, this estimates
the equilibrium relationship between geographic distance and social connectedness, not
necessarily the causal effect of one on the other.
In column 2, we include an additional control indicating whether both counties are
within the same state. The social connectedness of a county is often strongest with other
counties within the same state, even compared to nearby counties in other states. This
finding is not the result of non-log linearities in the distance relationship, and it can be found
for both border counties and nonborder counties (as we discuss further in the Appendix).
Why social connectedness varies so strongly at state borders, and the extent to which this
is driven by institutional, social, or economic factors, is an interesting avenue for future
research. Possible explanations include the importance of common state-level identities or
the role of state universities as meeting places for residents from the same state.
In columns 3 and 4, we restrict the sample to county-pairs that are more and less than
200 miles apart, respectively. In the sample of county-pairs that are less than 200 miles
apart, the estimated elasticity between geographic distance and friendship links is -1.99.
In the sample of county-pairs that are more than 200 miles apart, the magnitude of the
elasticity falls by nearly half to -1.16. These findings suggest that while social connectedness
is declining in geographic distance, the elasticity of this relationship is less negative as we
include county-pairs that are progressively further apart. In turn, this pattern highlights
that in the theoretical modeling of friendship links, the appropriate elasticity depends
on the geographic distances studied. This finding may help to explain why previous
estimates of the elasticity of friendship probability with respect to geographic distance
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Table 3.2: Determinants of Social Connectedness across County Pairs
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vary so significantly across settings, including an estimate of -2 in a study of cell-phone
communication networks in the United Kingdom (Lambiotte et al. (2008)); an estimate of -1
among bloggers (Liben-Nowell et al. (2005)); and an estimate of -0.5 in location-based online
social networks such as Brightkite, Foursquare, and Gowalla (Scellato et al. (2011)).
A substantial literature has documented that individuals are more likely to be associated
with other individuals of similar characteristics. Following Lazarsfeld and Merton (1954),
this empirical regularity is referred to as “homophily”. Homophily has been documented
for a large number of individual characteristics, including racial identity, gender, age,
religion, and education, as well as intangible aspects such as attitudes and beliefs (for a
comprehensive review of the literature, see McPherson et al. (2001)). Thus, in column 5 of
Table 3.2 we add a number of variables measuring the similarity of counties on measures
such as per capita income, education levels, and religiosity. We find that county pairs
that are more similar on these dimensions have more friendship links. However, while
the magnitude of the effect of these socioeconomic differences on social connectedness is
potentially meaningful, adding them barely affects the coefficients on other explanatory
variables or the R2 relative to the specification in column 2.
Table 3.2 highlights that social connectedness drops off strongly at state borders. A
related question is how closely the existing state borders resemble the borders that would
form if we grouped together US counties to create communities with the aim of maximizing
within-community social connectedness. There are a number of possible algorithms to facilitate such a grouping of counties. Here, we use a method called hierarchical agglomerative
linkage clustering (which we describe further in the online Appendix).
Figure 3.2 shows the result when we use this algorithm to group the United States into
20 distinct communities. All resulting communities are spatially contiguous, which is a
result of the strong dependence of social connectedness on geographic distance. In addition,
and consistent with finding social connectedness to decline at state borders, many of the
community borders line up with state borders. All of the West Coast States together with
Nevada form one community. Similarly, all counties in states between New England and
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Figure 3.2: Connected Communities within the United States – 20 Units

Pennsylvania are grouped into the same community. Another group of states is Florida,
Georgia, and Alabama. However, some states are split into separate communities. The Texas
panhandle is grouped with Oklahoma and Kansas, and Colorado’s Western Slope forms its
own community.
These findings suggest that it might be interesting to study the economics and politics
of US “regions” as defined by joint social connectedness, rather than alternative groupings
such as Census regions or divisions.
We have explored a number of additional correlates of friendship links across counties.
For example, we document that the strength of social connections can be affected by physical
obstacles such as large rivers and mountain ranges. We highlight that counties with military
bases exhibit strong connections across the entirety of the United States, as do counties
in North Dakota that have seen a recent shale oil boom and an associated significant inmigration. Counties with Native American reservations are strongly connected to one
another. Similarly, areas with ski resorts in the Rocky Mountains and New England have
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high social connectedness. Counties in Florida with significant retiree populations are
strongly connected to the Rust Belt and the Northeast. In addition, large cities in the
Midwestern
United States with significant African American populations, such as Milwaukee and
Chicago, have strong links to the South around Mississippi and Alabama, consistent with
friendship links persisting following the Great Migration of southern African Americans
to northern cities. For more details on these patterns, see the online Appendix (http://ejep.org). In general, many of these patterns of friendship connections are unsurprising, but
it is new that such patterns can now be measured and documented in systematic national
data.

3.4

Concentration of Social Networks and County Characteristics

The geographic concentrations of the friendship networks of different counties reveal a great
deal of heterogeneity: for example, the earlier Table 3.1 shows that the 5th-95th percentile
range across population-weighted counties in the share of friends living within 100 miles
is 46.0 percent to 76.9 percent. Existing theoretical work suggests that the diversity of
social networks is an important determinant of economic development; conversely, tightly
clustered social ties can limit access to a broad range of social and economic opportunities
(for example, Granovetter (1973)). However, empirical studies of the relationship between
the structure of social networks and economic outcomes of communities are rare. One
exception is Eagle et al. (2010), who use UK cellphone data to document that the diversity of
individuals’ social networks is correlated with regional economic well-being. In this section,
we provide evidence that the geographic dispersion of friendship links across US counties is
highly correlated with social and economic outcomes at the county level, such as average
income, educational attainment, and social mobility.
If we define the concentration of a friendship network as the share of friends who live
within 100 miles, then friendship networks in the South, the Midwest, and Appalachia
are the most geographically concentrated. Counties in the Rocky Mountains have the
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smallest share of friends living within 100 miles, in large part because these areas are often
less-densely populated. Among the western United States, Utah and inland California have
the most geographically concentrated friendship networks. The online Appendix shows heat
maps of this and other measures of the geographic concentration of friendship networks.
What are the effects of differentially structured social networks on county-level outcomes?
As a first step toward answering this question, we correlate our measure of the concentration
of friendship links with county-level characteristics. Figure 3.3 presents county-level binned
scatterplots using the share of friends living within 100 miles and a number of socioeconomic
outcomes. The overall message is that counties where people have more concentrated social
networks tend to have worse socioeconomic outcomes along a number of dimensions: on
average, they have lower income, lower education, higher teenage birth rate, lower life
expectancy, less social capital, and less social mobility.
These correlations cannot be interpreted as causal (although the online Appendix discusses a number of causal mechanisms proposed by the literature that are consistent with
our findings). Our goal here, as in the rest of the paper, is to document patterns that
can guide future research investigating the causal effects of social network structure on
socioeconomic outcomes, and to describe the Social Connectedness Index data that can help
with such analyses. More generally, the strong correlation between social connectedness
and socioeconomic outcomes suggests that controlling for the geographic concentration of
social networks is important to minimize omitted variables bias across a number of research
agendas that study economic and social outcomes at the county level.

3.5

Social Connectedness and Cross-County Activity

Social connectedness between two regions may be related to other economic and social
interactions between these regions. Indeed, we next document correlations between the
number of friendship links and trade flows, patent citations, and migration patterns. As
before, we illustrate some salient patterns in the data rather than providing full-fledged
causal analyses. For each of the patterns documented below, the online Appendix (http://e125

Figure 3.3: Network Concentration and County-Level Characteristics
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jep.org) provides more details on the variables, data construction, specifications, and
additional exploration.

3.5.1

Social Connectedness and Within-US Trade Flows

A well-established empirical result in the trade literature is that bilateral trade between two
regions decreases with geographic distance, although the explanations for this finding are
still being debated (for a review, see Anderson and van Wincoop (2004)). Many studies
have highlighted that the distance effect is too large to be fully explained by trade costs
alone, and that geographic distance might serve as a proxy for other trade frictions such
as cultural differences, lack of familiarity, or information asymmetries. Social connections
may alleviate the trade costs associated with these factors, and some empirical work has
examined the causal effect of stronger social networks on trade (Rauch (1999); Combes et al.
(2005); Cohen et al. (2012); Burchardi and Hassan (2013); Chaney (2014); Chaney (2014)).
However, much of this literature has struggled to measure the social connectedness between
trading partners, and thus had to rely on indirect proxies, such as the ethnic composition of
regions or past migration patterns.
The Social Connectedness Index data allow us to examine directly the empirical relationship between trade flows and social connectedness at the state level. Panel A of Table 3.3
shows some results. For the dependent variable, we measure interstate trading volumes
using data from the Commodity Flow Survey. We focus on data from 2012, the latest year
with comprehensively available data. Specifically, the dependent variable captures the log
of the value of trade in 2012 between origination state i and destination state j.
For our main explanatory variables, we use the log of geographic distance between
states i and j, as well as the log of the Social Connectedness Index between states i and j
(constructed from a weighted average of county-level SCI measures). We also include fixed
effects for each state, dummy variables for own-state flows, and dummy variables if the
states are adjacent to each other.
We observe two main patterns. First, social connectedness is strongly correlated with
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Table 3.3: Geographic Distribution of U.S. Social Networks
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state-state trade flows, even after controlling for geographic distance. The magnitude of the
elasticity of trade with social connectedness is large and statistically significant.4 In fact,
when comparing them across columns 1 and 2, it appears as if social connectedness can
explain marginally more of the variation in state–state trade flows than geographic distance.
Second, controlling for social connectedness significantly reduces the estimated distance
elasticities of trade. A comparison of columns 1 and 3 shows that the distance elasticity of
trade halves in magnitude after controlling for social connectedness. In column 4, we further
control for differences across the states in GDP per capita, unemployment rates, sectoral
composition, union share, and population density. The addition of these further controls
has essentially no effect on the estimated elasticity between social connectedness and trade.
The observed reduction in the distance elasticities of trade, after controlling for social
connectedness, is consistent with theories described above which suggest that geographic
distance might be proxying for other factors affecting trade between states. Further investigating the causal role of social connectedness in facilitating trade flows might therefore be a
useful avenue for future research.

3.5.2

Social Connectedness and Patent Citations

In many models of endogenous growth, knowledge spillovers among individuals or firms
are an important driver of productivity and economic growth (Romer (1986); Lucas Jr (1988);
Aghion and Howitt (1992)). Social connectedness might therefore have important effects
on economic activity, by facilitating the diffusion of knowledge and ideas through society.5
However, testing these theories is challenging, because both knowledge spillovers and the
degree of social connectedness are hard to measure. To overcome these challenges, a large
4 In

the online Appendix, we explore these patterns across industries. We find that the magnitude of the
elasticity of trade flows with respect to friendship links rises with the share of high-skilled workers in the sector
and is not affected by the share of labor compensation in total costs.
5 For examples, see Jovanovic and Rob (1989), Kortum (1997), Benhabib and Spiegel (2005), Alvarez et al.
(2008), Comin and Hobijn (2010), Comin et al. (2012), Fogli and Veldkamp (2012), and Buera and Oberfield
(2016). Social networks can also affect the exposure of the region to new ideas and thus how quickly the region
adopts a new idea (for instance, Glaeser (1999); Black and Henderson (1999); Moretti (2012)).
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empirical literature has relied on patent citations as a measure of knowledge spillovers (Jaffe
et al. (1993); Thompson and Fox-Kean (2005)). By studying the geographic distances between
the locations where the issued patents and patent citations occur, these papers conclude
that knowledge spillovers are highly localized. In turn, this finding is often interpreted
as evidence for the importance of social interactions, which are more likely to happen at
shorter distances. Other attempts to measure social connectedness have tried to proxy for
an inventor’s peer group based on characteristics such as common ethnicity Agrawal et al.
(2008).
The Social Connectedness Index has the potential to provide more direct evidence for the
role of social connectedness in facilitating knowledge spillovers. We obtain data containing
information on all patents granted by the US Patent and Trademark Office in the years
2002–2014, and the location of the company or institution from which the patent originated.
If the company or institution is not available, then the patent is assigned to the location of the
first inventor with an available location (as in Berkes and Gaetani (2017)). The patents cover
107 different technological classes, defined based on the International Patent Classification.
For each granted patent, we observe all other patents that it cites.
We follow the approach in the existing literature to explore the relationship between
social connectedness and patent citations (for example, Jaffe et al. (1993)). This approach
matches each “citing patent” with a “non-citing patent” issued at the same time and in
the same technological class to serve as a control, as we will explain below. Knowledge
spillovers are then measured as the extent to which the citation probability increases with
the social connectedness of the geographies associated with the patents, after controlling
for the patent’s technological class and the geographic distance between the geographies.
The literature has argued that this approach can help to separate knowledge spillovers from
correlations that might be induced by patterns in the geographic location of technologically
related activities across regions that are connected through social networks.
To implement this approach, for each US patent granted in 2014, we create an observation
for every patent cited by the 2014 patent, so that the unit of observation is a patent-citation
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pair. For example, if a particular 2014 patent cites 10 other patents, this will generate 10
patent–citation pairs. We then construct a control observation for each of these patentcitation pairs. In particular, for each 2014 patent A that cites a previous patent B, we
randomly select another 2014 patent C that is in the same technology class as patent A, but
that does not cite patent B. We focus on patent classes with at least 1,000 patents issued in
2014, to ensure that there is a sufficient sample to select the control patents randomly.
Panel B of Table 3.3 shows results from our analysis. The dependent variable in the
regressions equals one if an issued patent i cites patent j, and zero otherwise. The first
two rows show the coefficients on the log of geographic distance and the log of the Social
Connectedness Index between the counties of the issued and cited patents. We include fixed
effects for the technology classes and for the counties of patents i and j.
Comparing columns 1 and 2, social connectedness explains marginally more of the
variation in the probability of a patent citation than geographic distance, as the R2 in column
2 is higher. In terms of economic magnitudes, the probability of a patent citation is 6.3
percentage points higher when the social connectedness between the counties of the issued
and cited patents doubles.
In column 3, we jointly estimate the relationship of geographic distance and social
connectedness with the probability of a patent citation. The effect of doubling social
connectedness on the probability of citation remains significant and large, at 4.9 percent,
even after controlling for geographic distance. In comparison, the effect of doubling
geographic distance on the probability of citations falls from -4.8 to -1.1 percent.
In column 4, we also control for a host of across-county differences on important
socioeconomic indicators: 2008 vote share of Obama, mean income, share of population
without a high school degree, share of population that is white, share of population that
is religious, and share of workforce employed in manufacturing. We also add fixed effects
for the cited and the issued patents. If anything, the estimated relationship between social
connectedness and patent citation increases somewhat as a result of these further controls.
This finding suggests that the relationship between geographic distance and the proba-
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bility of patent citation, viewed in isolation, may be partially capturing effects of information
flows associated with social connectedness. More generally, our results suggest a significant
correlation between social connectedness and knowledge spillovers, innovation, and, ultimately, economic growth. These findings highlight the potential of the Social Connectedness
Index data to help uncover possible causal relationships behind these correlations.

3.5.3

Social Connectedness and Migration

Understanding the factors driving migration patterns is important. For example, within-US
migration is one mechanism for equilibrating the US labor market following regional shocks
(Blanchard and Katz (1992)). An existing literature has documented that social networks can
play an important role in facilitating migration by providing information as well as social
and economic support (for a review, see Harcourt and Munshi (2016)). While a lot of the
research has focused on international migration (for example, Moretti (1999)), similar forces
might be at work in explaining within-US migration.
We find that the Social Connectedness Index has significant explanatory power for
migration between regions, beyond what is predicted by geographic distance. Panel C of
Table 3.3 shows some results. The dependent variable captures the log of total migration
between counties i and j between 2013 and 2014, as measured by the Statistics of Income
(SOI) Tax Stats Migration Data provided by the IRS. The key explanatory variables are the
log of geographic distance between those counties and the log of the Social Connectedness
Index. We also include fixed effects for each county, which allows us to control for the
size of its population and other county-level characteristics that might affect the degree of
migration.
In column 1 of Table 3.3, Panel C, we do not include the social connectedness variable.
The estimated elasticity of migration to geographic distance is close to -1. In column 2, we
find that the elasticity of migration to social connectedness is slightly larger than 1, with
a somewhat higher R2 than in column 1. In other words, the Social Connectedness Index
can explain a larger part of the variation of the migration flows across county-pairs than
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geographic distance can. In column 3, we control for both the geographic distance and
social connectedness between counties. We find that geographic distance adds no additional
predictive power compared with column 2. This finding suggests that much of the estimated
effect of distance on migration might be coming from the relationship between distance and
social connectedness, and that distance by itself has no additional explanatory power for
migration. Column 4 shows that these conclusions are robust to further controlling for other
differences across counties on important socioeconomic indicators.
Overall, our results are consistent with stories in which individuals are more likely to
move to counties where they already have friends. Such a mechanism could, for example,
result in larger cities attracting even more new movers and thereby help explain the very
right-tailed city size distribution (Gabaix (1999)). Exploring the causal mechanisms behind
the observed relationship between social connectedness and migration thus provides an
exciting research agenda.

3.6

International Dimension of Social Connectedness of US Counties

US counties vary considerably in the share of social connections to individuals living
outside of the United States. For the median county, 4 percent of all friendship links are
to individuals living in foreign countries, but the 10-90 percentile range is 2.3 percent
to 8.6 percent, and the 1-99 percentile range is 1.6 percent to 18.7 percent. Some of this
variation is straightforward to explain. For example, areas close to the Mexican or the
Canadian border have more international connections. Patterns of past immigration matter
as well. For example, connections with Norway are particularly strong for those parts of
the United States that saw major immigration from Norway in the late 19th and early 20th
Centuries, like Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the Dakotas. Similarly, a number of counties in
the northeastern United States have strong social connectedness to Italy. For heat maps of
social connectedness to these and other countries, see the online Appendix available with
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this paper at http://e-jep.org.
The first three columns in Table 3.4 illustrate the extent to which past migration from
a particular country is correlated with the strength of today’s social connectedness of
a US county with that country. In these columns, the dependent variable is the Social
Connectedness Index between each county and foreign country. For the explanatory
variables, geographic distance is measured between each county and the capital city of each
foreign country. We use two measures of past migration: the number of residents who claim
their primary ancestry as being from a given foreign country and the number of residents
in each county who were born in a specific foreign country. The first measure is broader
and can, for instance, include US-born individuals with immigrant parents or grandparents.
All variables are measured in logs. We also include fixed effects for each county and foreign
country.
The first column shows the correlation between geographic distance and international
social connectedness: a 1 percent increase in the geographic distance is associated with a
1.2 percent decline in social connectedness. Interestingly, this elasticity is nearly identical
to the elasticity of friendship links to geographic distance estimated for the United States
for distances greater than 200 miles. The second column shows that a 1 percent increase
in the number of residents with ancestry from a given foreign country correlates with an
increase in social connections to that country by about one-third of a percent. In column 3,
we obtain similar estimates for our second measure of past migration. Across columns 2
and 3, controlling for past migration reduces the estimated effect of geographic distance on
social connectedness by between one-third and one-half.
In other regressions presented in the online Appendix, we find that the effect of past
migration on today’s social connections is stronger for countries from which immigration
to the United Sates occurred more recently, such as Mexico or the Philippines, compared
to countries from which immigration peaked earlier, such as Germany or Ireland. For
example, the coefficient on a regression like that in column 2 is about 0.13 for counties with
immigration waves that peaked pre-1900 or between 1900 and 1930, but more than twice as
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high for waves that peaked between 1930 and 1990 or for waves that have not yet peaked.
We also sought to estimate the relationship between social connectedness and international trade. Again, we used state-level data on social connectedness (by combining the
counties of a given state into a population-weighted average), because data on international
trade is only available at the state level. Adjusting for geographic distance, (in a specification
similar to Table 3.3, Panel B, column 3), we find that a state with 10 percent higher social
connectedness to a given foreign country on average imports 4.7 percent more from this
country and exports 6.0 percent more to this country. These findings are highly consistent
with our earlier estimates on within-US trade. In the online Appendix for this paper, we
provide additional details on these variables and alternative specifications.

3.6.1

Conclusion

We use data from the global online social networking site Facebook to construct the Social
Connectedness Index (SCI). These data provide a new and comprehensive measure of social
connectedness between US county pairs, as well as between US counties and foreign countries. The SCI should allow researchers to overcome some of the measurement challenges
that have held back empirical research on the role of social interactions in finance, economics,
and the broader social sciences. To illustrate this point, we show how the SCI data can
be used to better understand the geographic dimensions of real-world social networks, as
well as to document that social connectedness correlates strongly with social and economic
activity across regions. While these correlations should not be seen as identifying causal
relationships, they provide starting points for investigating a variety of important questions.
A number of recent studies have used data from online social networks, in most cases by
including coauthors from Facebook or other social networking services. For example, Gee
et al. (2017a) and Gee et al. (2017b) use de-identified microdata from Facebook to analyze the
role of social networks in the job-finding process. These researchers were able to assess the
relative importance of strong and weak ties in helping job seekers find new employment.
Social network data from Facebook have also been used to study a range of other topics: the
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relationship between the size of friendship networks and mortality (Hobbs et al. (2016)); the
structure of social networks in immigrant communities in the United States (Herdagdelen
et al. (2016)); the evolution of information cascades (Cheng et al. (2016)); and the effects
of social influence and social advertising (Bakshy et al. (2012)). Other researchers have
studied the effects of online social networks themselves. For example, Bakshy et al. (2015)
study how online networks influence exposure to perspectives that cut across ideological
lines. In our own work, we have used social network data from Facebook to document that
social interactions influence people’s perceptions of local housing markets as well as their
real estate investment decisions and mortgage leverage choices (Bailey et al.; Bailey et al.
(2017b)). We have also explored the role of peer effects in product adoption decisions (Bailey
et al. (2018)), and are working with other coauthors to better understand the role of social
connectedness in facilitating social mobility.
For many researchers, it should prove a considerable advantage that the Social Connectedness Index is now more broadly available. In addition to the topics that we have explored
in this paper, here are five other examples of policy and research questions that we hope
will be pursued with the SCI data.
First, many contagious illnesses and diseases, such as the flu or tuberculosis, spread
through human contact. Combined with localized data on the prevalence of the flu, data on
social connectedness might allow researchers and public health officials to better predict
where to expect future outbreaks of the flu (Cauchemez et al. (2011); Christakis and Fowler
(2010)).
Second, the Social Connectedness Index data could also be used to track whether
measures of sentiment—for example, those tracked by the Michigan Survey of Consumers
or through geo-coded Twitter feeds–spread along social networks.
Third, sociolinguistic research has argued that social networks are an important force
determining how languages evolve over time (for example, Milroy (1987)). The Social
Connectedness Index data would allow researchers to study the extent to which linguistic
development in the United States is associated with patterns of social connectedness.
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Fourth, the relationships between transportation networks and social connectedness
may prove interesting. For example, significant social connectedness between two regions
might be a strong indicator that providing transportation infrastructure between these
regions, such as direct airline routes, is profitable. Using the Social Connectedness Index
as a measure of the potential demand for various routes could address some of the identification issues in the literature analyzing airline scheduling in operations research and
industrial organization. Moreover, increased transportation links might also have a causal
effect on social connectedness. One approach using the SCI data is to compare the social
connectedness of two counties that happen to lie on the straight line between two major
cities, and which are therefore connected by a highway, to the connectedness of two similar
counties that do not lie on the straight line between major cities (see Bailey et al. (2018)).
Finally, the SCI might prove useful in testing theoretical models of network formation
(Jackson (2014)). Specifically, in models of geographic strategic network formation models,
the costs of network formation are directly related to distance (for example, Johnson and
Gilles (2000)). Using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Adolescent Health
on close friends of individuals, Patacchini et al. (2015) show that students living in central
locations have higher levels of social interactions. Our estimates of the elasticities of
friendship links with respect to distance often map directly into the parameters of these
models and can be used to parameterize them.
While we hope that the county-level Social Connectedness Index will prove useful to
researchers, it is of course only one aspect of the vast wealth of data on networks being
created by online social networking services. As these data become available in various
forms, the modeling and analysis of social networks will advance substantially.
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Appendix A

Appendix to Chapter 1
A.1

Data Appendix

A.1.1

Product Launch Process

This appendix section describes the Product Hunt launch process in detail, and provides
additional summary figures on patterns in overall product launches.
Launching a product on Product Hunt entails a straight-forward process. The “hunter”,
usually an influencer or one of the product makers1 , submits the product by collecting a
list of items including product name and details as well as a link to the product’s website,
among other things. Product details include a descriptive text, as well as media information
such as images, videos, audios if the posted product is a podcast episode and book reviews
if the posted product is a book. Sometimes, there can be multiple web links to a product
post, e.g. links to different app platforms such as iPhone and Android, or links to Kickstarter
campaign for companies that also host their own separate websites. Sometimes, the web
links are news articles and blog posts describing the product. The “hunter” can tag a product
by appropriate topics (such as “Tech”, “Productivity”, “Health and Fitness”, etc) which
1 All users can participate in upvoting products, but only verified “contributors” can submit products and
post comments. The “contributor” status is accessible to any online user and can be obtained within a few days.
Specifically, it involves upvoting 11 products, upvoting products for three days in a row, and writing a profile
headline. Once the user is verified as a “contributor”, no further action is required to maintain this status.
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Figure A.1: Timing of Upvotes on Featured Products

identify the product’s sector or category. If members of the product team are registered
Product Hunt users, they can be identified as “makers” of the product.
After launching a product, the “hunter” and makers usually kick off a discussion about
the product by posting comments to the launched post. These comments usually contain
further descriptions of the product and a welcome message to the Product Hunt community
to encourage feedback and discussion. Users can upvote the product at most once, and
interact with other users also interested in the product by posting comments. Although
product posts remain open to upvotes and comments after the launch day, it typically has
the most user views and hence the largest probability to attract upvotes on the launch day.
In fact, most products attain over 50% of lifetime upvotes within 24 hours of launching,
which is evidence by Appendix Figure A.1(B). Upvotes become much more sporadic once
the launch day ends, and when the product is no longer on the daily feed of “popular” or
“newest” products.
Product Hunt community team selects about a third of all launched products to be
“featured” on the daily front page (also called the “popular” products feed). On the front
page, all featured products compete for daily ranking through garnering authentic user
upvotes. Product Hunt typically features a product within a few hours after the product has
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been launched, by identifying products with the highest potential to gain traction among
users and to become highly upvoted. Products that are able to garner a large number of
upvotes soon after launching are likely to be selected for featuring, although this is not
automatically guaranteed.
Figure A.2 shows patterns in monthly submissions over time for all “featured” product
posts. In subfigure (A), each vertical bar represents the total number of monthly submissions
from January 2015 to March 2018. Submitted posts are classified into products, podcast
episodes, books, and games. Rules to featuring podcast episodes, books and games are
somewhat different from rules to featuring other products. During some period of time2 , a
large number of posts classified as podcast episodes, books or games were systematically
featured at a substantially higher rate relative to other products. From October 2014 to
January 2017, around 56.6% of all featured posts were one of these three categories.
In the main sections of the paper, featured products refer to non-podcast-episode, nonbook, and non-game products unless otherwise specified. These categories are systematically
different from other products, and hence it is natural to exclude them from the set of
empirical analyses on startup firms with focused products. Podcast episodes and books
are rarely startup firms’ major products but are instead more often a way to broadcast
knowledge and ideas. The company or author associated with games, books, and podcasts
tend to generate a large amount of similar content as podcasts have many episodes, book
authors write multiple books, and gaming companies release a large number of games.
Appendix Figure A.2(B) shows the monthly share of featured products among all
products. The share of featured products remain stable over time at around a third of
all product submissions. The initial spike in share featured in 2015Q1 is due to missing
data -Product Hunt API seems to have dropped non-featured posts in this time period,
2 On Sep 29, 2015, Product Hunt launched a daily channel for discovering podcast episodes. The number of
submitted and featured podcast episodes sharply increased around this time (to be more exact, a short while
before the official announcement), and that a large fraction of them are featured. On the front page, these
featured podcast episodes are listed alongside other products. Starting Feb 3, 2017, Product Hunt stopped
featuring podcast episodes, and largely reined in featuring books and games. The number of books and games
submitted do not change much around these platform changes, however, their chance of being featured decrease
sharply since the day of the regime change.
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Figure A.2: Temporal Patterns in Product Submissions
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but data since April 2015 contain the full set of product posts whether featured or not.
Subfigure (D) suggests that there does not exist weekly cyclicality in the share of featured
products. For example, the chance of becoming featured is about the same on Tuesdays
as on Saturdays, even though twice more products are typically submitted on Tuesdays
compared to Saturdays, as evidenced by strong weekly cyclicality in total submissions in
Subfigure (C).
Appendix Figure A.1 presents aggregate statistics on how upvotes on featured products
evolve over time. Subfigure (A) focuses on the kernel density estimates of the distribution of
upvotes over the course of the product launch day (drawn every 5 minutes since 12 AM of
the day). At around midnight, the product has a 20% chance of obtaining an upvote, which
gradually increases and peaks at exactly 8 AM Pacific Standard Time, before the probability
of being upvoted wanes for the rest of the launch day. This graph reflects the amount of user
activity on Product Hunt, where users are most likely to browse the website and upvote
products at 8 AM PST each day. Subfigure (B) shows the number of upvotes obtained by
the number of days that have elapsed since the product launch. The majority of upvotes
occur on the launch day, when the product lands the front page, i.e. the daily “popular”
feed, and get the largest amount of exposure to users which then convert into upvotes.

A.1.2

Sample Construction

Empirical analyses in this paper focus on featured products launched on Product Hunt
from January 2015 to March 2018, and the unit of analysis is at the product-firm level.
Pre-2015 data are excluded from the sample due to the fact that Product Hunt had relatively
few users within a year of founding, and mainly relied on a few early key members who
contributed to the oldest activities before scaling up to cover a much larger community
base and product range. These early data are potentially biased and not representative of
overall activities in the technology sector, whereas the later data contain a much larger user
base and a broader range of submitted startup products. The rest of this appendix section
describes the steps leading to the final sample for regression analysis.
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First, as previously mentioned in appendix section A.1.1, the set of featured products for
the focus of empirical analyses exclude podcast episodes, books, and games for obvious
reasons. In addition, I drop non-products such as spams, news articles, infographics, events,
surveys, and newsletters. Online courses, music and art projects, political organizations as
well as government agencies are also excluded from the sample.
Some product creators host products on third party websites, such as GitHub and
other online platforms where developers share projects and code base. These third-party
websites also include Shopify, Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter accounts, through which
smaller vendors without their own websites manage an online presence. These instances are
dropped from the sample. Additionally, some products are hosted on developers’ personal
websites, which are typically these developers’ side projects which have not evolved into
independent company identities. These products are excluded as well unless they have
separate lone-standing company websites. Similarly, iPhone and Android apps, browser
extensions, WordPress plugins, messenger bots without registered company URLs other
than those based on the hosting platforms are also excluded.
Some products are made by big software companies that typically create many similar
products. In many cases, app developers launch one of their many apps on Product
Hunt. These products are also dropped since I cannot measure the relative importance of
the launched product compared other products made by the same company but are not
launched on Product Hunt, and hence cannot assess the impact of having one successful
product on the overall company performance which depends upon many other unobserved
products. This exclusion is applicable to superstar firms such as FAGMA (Facebook, Apple,
Google, Microsoft, and Amazon) and Twitter, as well as Product Hunt announcements of its
own feature updates.
To the remaining products, I link the website URL in product posts to company profiles
and funding data in CrunchBase, to generate product-company matches and obtain additional company characteristics and founder information on startups that launched these
products. CrunchBase is a comprehensive database that maintains up-to-date information
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on early-stage ventures, investors and events assembled from public sources and validated
by moderators. Most companies’ profiles in CrunchBase include their website URLs, which
I use to link the company’s CrunchBase profile to its product post on Product Hunt. Also
available in CrunchBase data are the startup company’s category group, headquarter location, date founded, profiles of key employees (e.g. founders and management team), as well
as information on investors and funding announced.
Linking Product Hunt to CrunchBase entails mapping the URL domain of product link
from Product Hunt to company website domain in CrunchBase. Startup firms sometimes
change names and website URLs, and these changes are frequently updated in CrunchBase.
However, historical product posts on Product Hunt typically contains only the dated product
URL. To the extent that historical CrunchBase data snapshots associated with the old product
URL are available, the rate of match success can be improved. I also identify founders and
key members of the management team of firms from CrunchBase and use their individual
characteristics such as gender, entrepreneurial experience, and employment history to
supplement the product-firm level analyses. Other information obtained in CrunchBase
API and matched to Product Hunt product posts are also included as additional control
variables.
The linking procedure results in a final analysis sample containing over 7,400 matched
product-firm pairs from January 2015 to March 2018. On average, among featured products
made by startup companies that launched on Product Hunt during this time period, around
42.1% can be matched to CrunchBase. Appendix Figure A.3 shows the monthly match
rates, which seem stable and slowly worsened over time, possibly due to the delay in the
companies’ information being entered into CrunchBase relative to when it was founded.

A.1.3

Data Representativeness

To get a sense of the representativeness of the Product Hunt data, in relation to overall
startup companies founded around the same time, I compare Product Hunt firms to the set
of all companies in CrunchBase founded during a two-year period (2014 and 2015). Since
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Figure A.3: Sample Match Rates to CrunchBase

the majority of Product Hunt users are based in North America and Europe, I focus on
companies headquartered in North America or Europe. Appendix Figure A.4 shows the
category group breakdown of these companies.

A.2

Additional Tables

Subfigure (A) draws the category group distribution of startups, for the Product Hunt
matched sample and for CrunchBase overall companies respectively. From top to bottom,
the category groups are arranged in order of relative frequency of occurrence between
the Product Hunt sample and overall CrunchBase companies. This illustration shows that
Product Hunt is concentrated in covering products in IT-related and software industries,
and underrepresented in other categories such as biotechnology, energy and sustainability,
and financial services.
Subfigure (B) shows the match rates in each category group among CrunchBase companies founded between 2014 and 2015 and headquartered in North America or Europe. Note
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Figure A.4: Sample Representativeness by CrunchBase Category Group
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Table A1: OLS Regression on Whether Crowd Signal Predicts Subsequent Funding

that these rates are for only the matched Product Hunt sample, which may be lower than
the overall representativeness of Product Hunt which should also include the products that
cannot yet be matched. One may want to pay more attention to the relative coverage of each
category group, and notice that the Product Hunt sample concentrates heavily in IT and
software compared to other sectors.

A.3

Additional Tables

A.4

Proofs

Lemma 3 Let s⇤ > h̄T and h̄ ⇤ =

r̄ T h̄T +ri s⇤
r̄ T +ri .

Also r̄ T > 0 and ri > 0. Define Mk (h̄ ⇤ ) =

for k 2 {0, 1}. Then M1 (h̄ ⇤ ) is strictly positive, and

∂Mk (h̄ ⇤ )
∂r̄ T

x (k) (h̄ ⇤ )
(r̄ T +ri )k

is strictly negative.

Proof When r̄ T > 0 and ri > 0, we have M1 (h̄ ⇤ ) is strictly positive since x (·) is strictly
increasing.
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Table A2: Accuracy of Computed Product Daily Rank

Table A3: Selected Parameter Estimates of Poisson Model for End of Launch Day Upvotes
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Table A4: Effects of Product Daily Rank on Early-Stage Funding
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Write Mk (h̄ ⇤ ) =

x (k) (h̄ ⇤ )
(r̄ T +ri )k

and

∂h̄ ⇤
∂r̄ T

ri (h̄T s⇤ )
.
(r̄ T +ri )2

=

∂M0 (h̄ ⇤ )
=
∂r̄ T

ri (s⇤

∂M1 (h̄ ⇤ )
=
∂r̄ T

Hence we can derive

h̄T ) M1 (h̄ ⇤ )
<0
r̄ T + ri
x (1) (h̄ ⇤ )

(r̄T + ri )2

(A.1)

<0

(A.2)

Theorem 1 (Restatement of Theorem 1 in Section 1.5) Assume s⇤ = q0 + D > h̄T , then
E f f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 ) decreases in r̄ T .
Proof E f f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 ) can be written as
ri
E f f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 ) =
sc

x (1) (h̄ ⇤ )
r̄ T + ri

! ✓
1
f
(x (h̄ ⇤ )
sc

c)

◆

(A.3)

where f(·) is the probability density function of a standard normal variable z ⇠ N (0, 1).
Write h̄ ⇤ =

r̄ T h̄T +ri (q0 +D)
r̄ T +ri

Ef

and Mk (h̄ ⇤ ) =

f ectSize(h̄T , s̄T2 )

x (k) (h̄ ⇤ )
.
(r̄ T +ri )k

Then

ri
= M1 (h̄ ⇤ )f
sc

✓

1
( M0 (h̄ ⇤ )
sc

c)

◆

(A.4)

Consider the comparative static
∂E f f ectSize(h̄T , r̄ T )
ri
= f
∂r̄ T
sc

✓

We have M1 (h̄ ⇤ ) > 0, and

1
( M0 (h̄ ⇤ )
sc
∂Mk (h̄ ⇤ )
∂r̄ T

◆

c) M1 (h̄ ⇤ ) (c

2

M0 (h̄ ⇤ )) · 4

< 0 for k 2 {0, 1}. Also c

∂M1 (h̄ ⇤ )
∂r̄ T

M1 (h̄ ⇤ ) (c

M0 (h̄ ⇤ ))

M0 (h̄ ⇤ ) > 0 since funding

chance is much smaller than 0.5 empirically. Hence
∂E f f ectSize(h̄T , r̄ T )
<0
∂r̄ T
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(A.5)
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Appendix B

Appendix to Chapter 2
B.1

Online Appendix

In this Online Appendix, we expand on the results presented in the main body of the paper
by presenting additional summary statistics, robustness checks, supporting evidence, and
further data exploration. In Appendix B.1.1, we provide further details on the structures
of the social networks observed in the Facebook data. Appendix B.1.2 presents further
summary statistics on the regression samples used in the main body of the paper. Appendix
B.1.3 describes additional results on the effects of friends’ house price experiences on
housing market beliefs and investments.

B.1.1

Further Exploration of Social Network Structure

Social Networks of U.S. Facebook Users. In Section 2.2 of the main body of the paper, we
analyzed the social graph among U.S.-based Facebook users as of July 1, 2015. In particular,
we explored how a number of important characteristics of individuals’ social networks
varied with individual-level demographics. Table A1 shows that the bivariate patterns
that we uncovered in that section also arise in a multivariate analysis, where we jointly
control for age, education, and county of residence. For example, the number of friends
(degree centrality) declines significantly in age, and is increasing in education levels. After
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conditioning on education and age, the relative difference in network size between urban
and rural networks increases somewhat, with rural networks continuing to be larger. The
local clustering coefficient continues to be U-Shaped in age. The difference across education
levels in the number of counties that a person is exposed to is larger in the multivariate
analysis that also controls for age and urban/rural location than it was in the bivariate
analysis.
Social Networks of Change-of-Tenure Sample. We next provide additional analysis
of the geographic structure of the social networks of the change-of-tenure sample, which
consists of Los Angelesbased Facebook users that we can match across the 2010 and 2012
Acxiom snapshots.
Panel A of Figure A1 shows various percentiles of the sample distribution of the share
of friends living at distances spanning up to 1,000 miles. There is substantial heterogeneity
in the geographic concentration of different individuals’ social networks, consistent with
the summary statistics provided in Table 2.5 in the main body of the paper. Panel A of
Table A2 presents measures of the geographic concentration of social networks for various
demographic sub-groups. The geographic concentration of social networks is declining
in age. While individuals aged between 18 and 24 years have, on average, 75.3% of their
friends living in the Los Angeles commuting zone, this number declines to about 54.5% for
individuals over 65 years old. Panel B of Figure A1 shows that this pattern is consistent
across all distances used to measure geographic concentration. The geographic concentration
of social networks is also declining in education levels: while individuals with a high school
degree have an average of 69.9% of their friends living within 200 miles, this number falls to
58.8% for individuals with a graduate degree (see Panel C of Figure A1).1 More educated
people not only have a lower share of friends living near Los Angeles, they also have
friends living in more unique counties. Lastly, it appears that females have slightly more
1 While

these numbers are produced for the full Los Angeles sample, the same patterns hold true within
each age group. This statistic exploits a measure of the education level of individuals within the Facebook data
– it is built, for example, on the fact that most individuals report their high school and college on their Facebook
profile. The "Unknown" category comprises people for whom Facebook was unable to assign an education
category.
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geographically concentrated networks than males, but the differences are small (see Panel
D of Figure A1). These patterns for the geographic concentration of the social networks of
the change-of-tenure sample are consistent with patterns uncovered for the full U.S. social
graph in Table 2.3 in the main body of the paper.
Exposure to the different U.S. census divisions also differs by age and education. Figure
A2 shows that while the share of out-of-commuting zone friends that live in the Pacific and
Mountain division is decreasing in age, the share living in most of the other census divisions
is increasing in age. The exception is the West South Central division (comprising Arkansas,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas), which has a roughly constant share of friends across age
groups. Figure A3 shows the exposure to different census divisions by education level. The
share of out-of-commuting zone friends in the Mountain division is decreasing in education,
while the share of friends in the Middle Atlantic (New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania)
and New England (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
and Vermont) census divisions is increasing in education levels. While Panel A of Table A2
shows averages of network characteristics across demographic groups, Panel B explores
how much of the variation in network characteristics can be explained by variation in these
demographics. In particular, each entry reports the adjusted R2 of an individual-level
regression of the network characteristic presented in the column on dummy variables for
each of the possible values of the demographic variable reported in the row. The age of
the individuals explains about 5% of the variation in the geographic dispersion of social
networks, while education levels and gender can explain about 2% and 0.4% of the variation,
respectively. Income and occupation, as measured in the Acxiom data, can each explain
about 1% of the variation. The Los Angeles zip code in which the individuals live in 2010,
which proxies for a variety of demographic characteristics of the individual, can explain
about 8% of the variation in the geographic dispersion of social networks. A subset of our
sample report their hometown in their Facebook profile. Among those individuals, the
identity of the hometown can explain between 30% and 40% of the geographic dispersion
of their social networks. This suggests that a non-trivial amount of the variation in where
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individuals have friends is explained by where they grew up. Overall, these observable
characteristics can jointly explain about 40% of the variation in the geographic dispersion of
social networks across individuals.

B.1.2

Additional Summary Statistics on Regression Samples

In this Appendix, we present additional summary statistics on our regression samples.
Table A3 presents additional summary statistics on the change-of-tenure sample, which
consists of Los Angelesbased Facebook users that we can match across the 2010 and 2012
Acxiom snapshots. In the main body of the paper, we discussed summary statistics on
the full sample (see Table 2.5). Our regressions in Section 2.4.1 were run separately on
the set of 2010 renters and 2010 homeowners in the change-of-tenure sample. Table A3
therefore analyzes the summary statistics separately for these subgroups. The 2010 renters
are somewhat younger and have more friends than the 2010 homeowners. The house price
experiences in the social networks of renters and owners are nearly identical: between 2008
and 2010, the average renter had friends who experienced a 4.27% decline in house prices,
while the average homeowner had friends who experienced a 4.34% decline in house prices.
Figure A4 shows the full distributions of the number of friends and out-of-commuting
zone friends of the individuals in the change-of-tenure sample and the buyers in the
transaction sample. The change-of-tenure sample consists of Los Angeles-based Facebook
users that we can match across the 2010 and 2012 Acxiom snapshots, while the transaction
sample consists of all housing transactions by Facebook users in Los Angeles County
between 1993 and 2012 that led to a homeownership spell that was still ongoing as of the
2010 or 2012 Acxiom snapshots. The figure complements the summary statistics on the
number of friends that were provided in Tables 2.5 and 2.7.
Figure A5 shows the number of transaction per year in the transaction sample, which
consists of all housing transactions by Facebook users in Los Angeles County between 1993
and 2012 that led to a homeownership spell that was still ongoing as of the 2010 or 2012
Acxiom snapshots. It highlights that we have at least 15,000 transactions in every year since
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1993.

B.1.3

Additional Empirical Results

In this Appendix, we present a number of additional empirical results and robustness check.
Coefficients on Control Variables. We begin by presenting the coefficients and associated standard errors on the control variables in the baseline specifications in the main body
of the paper.
Table A4 explores the effect of the control variables in the specification that corresponds
to column 1 of Panel A, Table 2.6. That specification analyzed the decisions of 2010 renters to
purchase a house by 2012. We find that demographic and life-cycle factors have a significant
effect on the probability of buying a house. Richer, larger, and more educated households
are more likely to transition from renting to owning. Getting married also has a significant
effect on a renter’s probability of buying a house. In the main body of the paper, we compare
the effect of friends’ house price experiences on the probability of buying a house to the
effect of adding a family member. Table A4 shows that adding a family member increases
the probability of buying a house by 5.8 percentage points.
Table A5 explores the effect of the control variables in the specification that corresponds
to column 1 of Table 2.8. That specification analyzed factors that affected the size of the
purchased house. Richer, larger, and older households buy bigger homes. In the main body
of the paper, we compare the effect of friends’ house price experiences on the size of the
house to the effect of having higher income. Table A5 shows that those households that
in 2010 had an income between $75,000 and $99,999 bought 9.7% larger properties than
households that had an income between $50,000 and $74,999. A one-standard deviation
increase in the house price experiences of an individuals’ friends, which is associated with a
1.2% increase in property size, thus has the same effect on the size of the purchased property
as a (1.2/9.7) * $25,000 ⇡ $3,000 increase in annual household income.
Table A6 explores the effect of the control variables in the specification that corresponds
to column 1 of Table 2.9. That specification analyzed factors that affected the transaction
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price for a house. Larger houses and houses bought by richer individuals sell at a higher
price. The relationship between transaction price and property age is U-shaped, with newly
built and relatively old properties selling for more than properties that are around 50 years
old. In the main body of the paper, we compare the effect of friends’ house price experiences
on the transaction price to the effect of a house being larger. Table A6 shows that a property
at the 20th size percentile (1372 square feet) has a 9.7% higher price than a property at the
15th size percentile (1140 square feet average size). In the paper, we showed that a five
percentage points higher house price experience a person’s social network is associated with
a 2.3% higher transaction price. This is the same effect size as moving from a 1140 square
feet property to a 1140 + (1372 - 1140) * 2.3/9.7 ⇡ 1,200 square feet property.
Robustness Checks. In Section 2.4.3, we discuss a number of robustness checks to the
main analysis. We next provide more details on these robustness checks. First, in Panel
A of Table A7, we show that results are extremely similar when we use the house price
experiences of out-of-state friends as an instrument, instead of the house price experiences
of out-of-commuting zone friends. This alleviates concerns that our results could be driven
by friends living just outside of the Los Angeles commuting zone in areas with house prices
that are highly correlated with those in Los Angeles.
In our baseline specifications, we consider the effect of friends’ house price experiences
over the previous 24 months. We next analyze whether the effects change when we consider
other time horizons over which we measure friends’ house price experiences. Specifically, in
Panels B to D of Table A7, we use friends’ house price experiences over the prior 12 months,
36 months, and 48 months as explanatory variables. To make the magnitudes comparable
across specifications, we scale the house price experiences to correspond to the 24-months
equivalents. For example, we transform friends’ house price experiences over the past 36
months as follows: FriendHPExp24M
i,t 36m,t = (1 + FriendHPExpi,t

36m,t )

2/3

1. We find that

the magnitude of the effect is generally declining as we increase the time window over
which we measure friends’ house price experiences; the exception to this pattern are the
effects on the size bought, which do not seem to vary systematically with the horizon over
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which friends’ house price experiences are measured. Overall, the patterns in the data
suggest that the most recent experiences within a person’s social network have the largest
effects on her behavior.
Sample Splits. In Section 2.4.3, we also described a number of sample splits to analyze
heterogeneity in the effects across individuals and time periods; we next describe those
sample splits in more detail.
We first explore whether the effects are stronger or more muted for first-time homebuyers
relative to repeat homebuyers who have more experience in the housing market. While we
do not observe previous homeownership status for most buyers in the transaction sample,
we do observe the age of the individuals at purchase. In Table A8, we thus analyze the
effects separately for individuals in different age groups. Columns 1 and 2 show that the
effect of friends’ house price experiences on the probability of buying a house for renters, or
selling a house for owners, are declining in the age of the individuals. Columns 3 and 4, on
the other hand, show stable effects across age groups on the size of the property purchased,
and the price paid for a given property. Relatedly, in Table A9, we show that there are no
systematic differences in the effect size across individuals with different education levels.
We also consider whether the response of individuals’ housing investment behavior to
their friends’ house price experiences is different during periods with booming housing
markets relative to periods with more stable or declining housing markets. In Table A10, we
split the analysis of the effect of friends’ house price experiences on the size bought and the
price paid into three periods: the housing boom period between 2001 and 2006, the housing
bust period between 2007 and 2009, and the relatively flat period between 2010 and 2012.
Since we can only analyze the effect on ownership transition probabilities between 2010 and
2012, this precludes us from an analysis of this outcome across various stages of the housing
cycle.2 The effect on the price paid is nearly identical across these three periods. The effect
2 However,

note that the house price experiences between 2008 and 2010, when the across-individuals
average house price experience of their friends was -7.1%, influenced this probability in a similar way as the
house price experiences between 2010 and 2012, when the average person’s friends experienced a house price
gain of about 4.3%.
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on size bought is somewhat larger in the boom and flat periods than in the housing bust
period. These findings suggest that the social dynamics channel we document in this paper
is likely to be active during both housing booms and busts.
Alternative Specification of Survey Analysis. In Section 2.5.1, we analyzed responses
to an expectation survey to explore the relationship between a person’s friends’ house
price experiences, and her own house price expectations. Since the responses to the main
question about the attractiveness of housing investments, Question 4, were ordinal, we
coded the answers to Question 4 with the numbers 1 to 5, with 5 corresponding to the most
optimistic view on property investments. In this section, we follow an alternative approach
to dealing with the ordinal nature of the responses to Question 4. In particular, Table
A11 presents cumulative odds ratios from an ordered logit model, giving us the effect of a
All
one-percentage-point increase in FriendHPExpi,2013,2015
on the odds of belonging to a certain

category or higher versus belonging to one of the lower categories.3 In this specification, we
cannot use an instrumental variables approach, but instead directly include the house price
experience of all friends. The statistically significant estimate in column 1 suggests that the
odds that an individual perceives buying property in her zip code as at least a somewhat
good investment increase by a factor of 1.08 for every percentage point increase in the house
price appreciation in her social network. The results in the other columns are also consistent
with the findings from Table 2.10. For example, for individuals who report often talking to
their friends about investing in the housing market, a one-percentage-point increase in the
house price experience within their social network increases the probability of perceiving
buying local property as an at least somewhat good investment by 25%.
3 An ordered logit model presumes the existence of a latent continuous dependent variable, in our case
a measure of how good an investment in a house is, that can only be observed as a set of categories, in our
case the five possible responses to Question 4. The model imposes that the slope of the response of the latent
dependent variable to a one-unit increase in friends’ house price experiences is the same for the entire span of
the latent variable. Since no consistent estimator for an ordered logit model explicitly incorporates fixed effects,
the literature proposes different estimation strategies. We estimate the ordered logit model using the “Blow
Up and Cluster (BUC)” approach of Baetschmann, Staub, and Winkelmann (2015). This approach recodes the
original dependent variable with 5 categories into 4 different dichotomizations with 4 different thresholds. Each
observation of the original data is then duplicated 4 times, once for each dichotomization. After “blowing up”
the data, a conditional logit estimation with clustered standard errors is applied to the whole sample. Riedl and
Geishecker (2014) show that this BUC approach delivers the most unbiased and efficient parameter estimates.
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Ruling Out Competing Explanations. In the main body of the paper, we argue that
the causal effect of friends’ house price experiences on their housing investment behavior
was driven by their effect on the perceived attractiveness of local housing investments. In
Section 2.5.3, we reviewed evidence against a number of competing alternative explanations
for the causal relationship. We next discuss this evidence in more detail.
Bequests: A first alternative explanation is that the house price experiences in a person’s
social network may have a direct wealth or liquidity effect. In particular, if a person has
many friends where her parents live, increases in house prices in that area might affect the
value of any property owned by her parents. In that case, if this individual is expecting
to inherit a more expensive house, or if her parents have more resources to help her with
purchasing a property in Los Angeles, this could influence her purchasing behavior through
a channel that is unrelated to social dynamics.
One piece of evidence against this story comes from separately exploiting variation in
the overall social network house price experience coming from the following three subsets of out-of-commuting zone friends: family members, work colleagues, and college
friends. Figure A7 shows that house price experiences across these three sub-networks are
relatively uncorrelated.4 While an individual might expect higher future bequests when
her family members experience higher house price growth, this is less likely to be the case
for her college or work friends. Yet, Table A12 shows that the influence of the house price
experiences in all three sub-networks on investment behavior is very similar, suggesting the
bequest channel is relatively unimportant.
As a second piece of evidence against a bequest story, we show that our estimates are
similar among individuals whose bequests are less likely to be affected by the house price
movements of their U.S.-based out-of-commuting-zone friends. In particular, Table A13,
Panel A, shows the effects of friends’ house price experiences on housing investments when
4 Facebook

allows users to self-identify friends that are family members. College friends or work colleagues
are identified as Facebook friends who went to the same college or report the same employer. Since not all
individuals identify family members, or report where they work and went to college, sample sizes are somewhat
smaller in these specifications. Robustness checks confirm that our baseline effect in these sub-samples is similar
to the baseline effect in the full sample.
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restricting the sample to individuals whose hometown is Los Angeles, and Panel B shows
these effects when restricting the sample to individuals whose hometown is outside of the
United States. We find similarly sized effects in both subgroups of the population, even
though these individuals are less likely to experience increases in expected bequests when
the house prices in their out-of-commuting zone social networks increase.
CONSUMPTION Externalities: A second alternative explanation for our findings is the
possible presence of consumption externalities across individuals and their friends. For
example, an individual might buy a house to “keep up with the Joneses” after her friends
purchased a home. However, notice that in the construction of our key explanatory variable
in equation2, we never actually use whether an individual’s friends have purchased a house.
Indeed, the house price experiences of renters and owners equally affect FriendHPExp.
However, this does not completely alleviate the potential of consumption externalities to
explain at least some of our findings. Since house prices and transaction volumes generally
co-move, people are more likely to buy a house on average in regions where house prices
go up. FriendHPExp could therefore be picking up the effect of friends’ buying behavior
on individuals’ own investments, even though the actual behavior of an individual’s friends
is not used to construct this measure. To see whether this is a likely explanation for our
findings, Table A13 introduces controls for the change and level of trading volume in the
counties where an individual has friends. The estimated effects of friends’ house price
experiences are nearly identical, suggesting that they are not just picking up a desire to keep
up with friends.5
5 Trading

volume is measured as the annualized share of housing stock that transacts, and is obtained from
Zillow. These data are only available since 1998; which reduces the sample sizes for the price paid and size
bought regressions. The fact that controlling for changes in trading volume does not significantly affect the
effect of price changes on investment behavior is consistent with the observation that, in the cross-section,
county-level changes in volume and price over the previous 24 months are nearly uncorrelated (the conditional
correlation of the two measures in the Zillow data is 0.02). This, in turn, is largely driven by the well-known
fact that trading volume leads house price changes in the time-series by about 18 months.
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Table A1: U.S. Social Network Summary Statistics - Multivariate Analysis
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Table A2: Social Network Characteristics - Change-of-Tenure Sample
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Table A3: Summary Statistics - Change-of-Tenure Sample
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Table A4: Control Variables on Purchasing Regression
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Table A5: Control Variables on Property Size Regression
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Table A6: Control Variables on Property Price Regression
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Table A7: Robustness Checks to Main Results
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Table A8: Differential Effects by Age

Table A9: Differential Effects by Education Level
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Figure A1: Geographic Spread of Social Network: Change-of-Tenure Sample
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Figure A2: Census Division of Out-of-Commuting Zone Friends By Age
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Figure A3: Census Division of Out-of-Commuting Zone Friends By Education
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Figure A4: Distribution of Number of Friends
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Table A10: Differential Effects by Time Period

Figure A5: Number of Transactions by Year
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Table A11: Expectation Whether Buying Property is a Good Investment
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Table A12: Differential Effects by Type of Social Network
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Table A13: Robustness Checks with Sample Restrictions on Hometown
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Table A14: Robustness Checks with Trading Volume Controls
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Figure A6: Interface of Expectations Survey
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Figure A7: Correlation Between Experiences in Different Networks
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